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615/868.6976
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St. Laurent, Quebec H4T 1A5

.Perfect Intonation
Longest Sustain

 Longest Life!
A brilliant acoustic
string with the
highest electrical
output!

Exclusive Australian Distributor
WAREHOUSE SOUND CO.

338 Brunswick Street
Fitzroy, Victoria 3065

Australia

Exclusive French Distributor
NASHVILLE

11 Rue de Douai
75009 Paris, France



(1) THE
LONDON SYNTHESISER

CENTRE
Invites you to an extravaganza of synthesiser demonstrations

at the

SOCIETY SUITE, NEW AMBASSADORS HOTEL,
UPPER WOBURN PLACE, LONDON WC1

Date

Monday, 4th Sept.
Tuesday, 5th Sept.

Wednesday, 6th Sept.
Thursday, 7th Sept.

Product

ARP Synthesiser
Moog Synthesiser
Roland Synthesiser

Yamaha Synthesiser

Demo by

By Allan Townsend
By Val Podolinski

By Adrian Lee
By Pat Archer

All equipment will be on exhibition and will be available for
you to try out from 1.00 pm

All evening demonstrations will commence at 7.30 pm

Admission is free. Refreshments will be available

Bring you friends - come early for best viewing

For further information contact:
LONDON SYNTHESISER CENTRE, 22 CHARLTON STREET,

OFF EUSTON ROAD, LONDON NW1
Tel: 01-387 7449
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4?)
The London Synthesiser Centre,
22 Chalton Street,
Off Euston Road,
London NW1. Tel: 01-387 7449

Check this list off
for the most complete
line of ARP
synthesisers

BUY DIRECT SAVE MONEY
Look through this list, then tick the products you'd like

to know more about and mail this page back to:

THE LONDON SYNTHESISER CENTRE

AXXE ii

This is equipped with Proportional Pitch control. With this
facility you can bend notes simply by exerting pressure on a 3 position
touch sensitive area. This enables you to sound like a saxaphone,
guitar etc.

ODYSSEY
A 2 oscillator synthesiser equipped with a duophonic keyboard. This
synthesiser is used by George Duke, Chick Corea and many more well
known musicians.

ARP 2600
Offers unlimited
class.

range of sounds One of the top synthesisers in its

SEQUENCER
The perfect accessory for a dual or multi -oscillator synthesiser. Allows
you to programme synth to produce things like a walking bass line etc.

OMNI
Here are three separate instruments in one - 1. a highly evolved
String Chrous; 2. a Polyphonic Synthesiser section; 3. a Bass Syn-
thesiser. All three of these effects can be played at once.

AVATAR
A synthesiser especially designed for the guitar.

Dear London Synthesiser Centre
please send me more information
on the ARP products I have
ticked

Name

Address
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(10
The London Synthesiser Centre,
22 Chalton Street,
Off Euston Road,
London NW1. Tel: 01-387 7449

Check this list off
for the most complete
line of Keyboard Et Synth
products

BUY DIRECT SAVE MONEY
Look through this list, than tick the products you'd like

to know more about and mail this page back to:

THE LONDON SYNTHESISER CENTRE

POLYMOOG
A 71 note keyboard with touch sensitive action. It also has 14
programmed effects all of which are variable. With this instrument you
feel like you are playing a church pipe organ one minute and a Ham-
mond C3 the next. A superb product.

MULTIMOOG
A brand new synthesiser from Moog which has been designed
especially for lead lines giving the player all the control and variety of
sounds your ever likely to need.

r

KORG 700s
This synthesiser is easy to operate and gives you a vast range of dif-
ferent effects. All in all a good value product.

ELVIN TS 55
An excellent British made electric piano. This is one of the most ver-
satile instruments on the market and is well worth trying.

HOHNER CLAVINET.D6 iJ
This instrument has-been around for many years, but is still one of the
most'popuiar keyboards on the market.

0 0 0
vt,

5.M.S. VOCODER 2000
Pink Floyd, Elo, Steve Hilage have all used this amazing synthesiser
on their recent albums. This is the method in which these well known
names manage to synthesise their voices. Quite an amazing box of
tricks.

Dear London Synthesiser Centre
please send me more information
on the Keyboard Products I have
ticked

Name

Address
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The London Synthesiser Centre,
22 Chalton Street,
Off Euston Road,
London NW1. Tel: 01-387 7449

Check this list off
for the most complete
line of Yamaha products

BUY DIRECT - SAVE MONEY
Look through this list, than tick the products you'd like

to know more about and mail this page back to:

THE LONDON SYNTHESISER CENTRE

CS 50 L

A 4 note polyphonic synthesiser which has 13 presets and a 5 octave
keyboard. This will give your music that added touch of class at a sur-
prisingly good price.

CS 60
8 note, 5 octave polyphonic synthesiser has 12 presets plus a special
extra of a memory bank so that you can preset your own sounds.

CS 80
This 2 channel, 5 octave, 8 note polyphonic synthesiser also features
22 presets and 6 programmable presets. This is the best you can get
for the price in synthesisers.

CP 30
This 76 note electronic piano has a touch sensitive keyboard, variable
decay, sustain pedal and many more super features that make this
product a great buy.

CP 70B
A Grand Piano that sounds like a grand piano even when
amplified. With the aid of pickups on each string this piano is a must
for any professional who wants to sound like a professional.

Dear London Synthesiser Centre
please send me more information
on the Yamaha products that I
have ticked

Name

Address
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The London Amplification Centre,
22 Charlton Street,
Off Euston Road,
London NW1. Tel: 01-387 4094

Check this list off
for the most complete line
of Custom Sound products

BUY DIRECT - SAVE MONEY
Look through this list, than tick the products you'd like

to know more about and mail this page back to:

THE LONDON AMPLIFICATION CENTRE

TRUCKER I

This 45 watt straight combo amplifier is ideal for anything. It features
Volume, Bass, Treble and 2 x 12" speakers, great value for money.

700K KEYBOARD MIXER/AMPLIFIER Li
A 4 channel mixer amplifier that has a built in 150 watt power am-
plifier. Other features built in are reverb and phaser units. This mixer is
very good value for money.

r -

700A
A P.A. amplifier and mixer combined. It features 5 independent chan-
nels each one having Treble, Bass and Gain controls, also a KHZ con-
trol to help reduce feedback. Output of this amplifier is 150 watts.

PPA 1
This 2 x 500 watt power amplifier is aimed directly at the professional
and in its class is one of the best on the market.

700B TWIN REVERB AMPLIFIER LI
This straight no nonsense amplifier is designed to produce just the
sound you need. The amplifier delivers a good 150 watts into 4 ohms
giving you plenty of power to blast any other musician off the stage.

700C
A 150 watts RMS power amplifier going into 4 ohms. The noise level
is better than -85dB and the distortion is less than 0.1% making this
amplifier a good buy for the price.

Dear London Amplification Centre
please send me more information
on the Custom Sound products
that I have ticked

Name

Address
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41?)The London Synthesiser Centre,
22 Charlton Street,
Off Euston Road,
London NW1. Tel: 01-387 7449

Check this list off
for the most complete
line of ROLAND
synthesisers

BUY DIRECT SAVE MONEY
Look through this list, than tick the products you'd like

to know more about and mail this page back to:

THE LONDON SYNTHESISER CENTRE

SYSTEM 100
A complete synthesiser system designed for the professional. With
features such as: An Expander, Monitor Speakers, Sequencer, 4
Channel Mixer, and of course one of the most up-to-date synthesisers
on the market.

SH 1000 i.

A 37 note synthesiser with 10 presets and 5 preset envelope tabs plus
many extras.

RS 202 Cl
61 note string and bass ensemble that sounds amazing in any type of
Band.

r

E.P. 30
A superb portable professional electric piano.

-

SH 1
This is a brand new single oscillator synthesiser that makes all other
synthesisers in its class seem out of date. It has a special external in-
put so you can put such things as a guitar through it. A nice little box
of tricks!

JUPITER
Brand New. Features 10 presets, 8 computer memory presets of
your own programming and many more exciting new features.

Dear London Synthesiser Centre
please send more information
on the Roland Products I have
ticked

Name

Address



The London Amplification Centre,
22 Chalton Street,
Off Euston Road,
London NW1. Tel: 01-387 4094

Check this list off
for the most complete
line of Carlsbro Sound
products 4?)

BUY DIRECT - SAVE MONEY
Look through this list, than tick the products you'd like

to know more about and mail this page back to:

THE LONDON AMPLIFICATION CENTRE

STINGRAY SUPER COMBO
100 watts. Contains 2 Carlsbro (powerton 60) 12" speakers. Special
features include Twin Channel, Tremolo, Reverb and Sustain.

r

HORNET I I

A 25 watt combo, two 10" speakers, with 2 inputs, Volume, Bass,
Treble, Presence, and Tremolo.

.t#. Ytt tit- t44 t,

k 00 60 '1111' 4; 0) Ali- (. 4111 tt, 4, (0 OD

MARLIN
4 Channels 130 watts. P.A. Amp with switchable Hammond reverb on
all input channels. Also all regular Bass, Treble Presence and Volume
controls to enhance your sound.

STINGRAY BASS
150 watts. Special features Lo, Mid, Hi frequency filters to give added
tones to your sound thus enabling you to achieve those great Fender,
Gibson and Rickenbacker sounds.

CONSTELLATION MIXER
12 channel stereo, Hi/ Lo impedence input. 3 channels e.q. Foldback,
Auxiliary Send, Stereo pan Controls, and Slider Faders plus L.E.D. in-
dicators. All this at a very reasonable price.

Dear London Amplification Centre
please send me more information
on the Carlsbro Sound products
I have ticked

Name

Address
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Chase Musicians
Mail Order Service

Proves Great Success
The London Synthesiser Centre

22 Chalton Street
London NW1
01-387 7449

The London Amplification Centre
88 Chalton Street

London NW1
01-388 4094

Chase Musicians have satisfied customers
worldwide with their rapid export/delivery

service. No matter where you're at,you have access
to an extensive range of amps and synths at

the lowest prices to be found anywhere.

01 387 7449
Call for information or send

the coupon below
1Dear Chase Musicians

22/88 Chalton Street, London NWI.
Enclosed is £1 for a T-shirt/£3 for a sweat shirt.

T-shirt/sweat shirt

Small Medium Large

Name

Address

Dear Chase Musicians
22/88 Chalton Street, London NWI.

Please send me details on

Name

Address

1
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Have you ever tried to com-
prehend the mere prospect of
interviewing a man who spits fire

from his mouth? On stage Gene Simmons
wears exotic costumes and monster make-
up while pounding out a viscious bass
guitar. He looks and acts like something
out of a nightmare. Kiss are a fantasy band
- rock n' roll with all the trimmings - and
I mean all.

So, donning an asbestos suit and a fire
helmet, there I was outside room 223 of a
small, yet proper, London hotel. I knocked
nervously on the door and heard heavy
footsteps making their way to the inside
handle. The wood before me swung
quickly open, and there he was . . . or was
he? Surely the man that stood before me
was not the man that conjured up demons
while blood spewed from his mouth. What
stood before me was a tall, reserved
American, smartly dressed, with his hand
stretched warmly towards me.

Introductions over, the interview began.
Gene, at the time of the interview, is put-
ting the finishing touches to his first solo
album. All four members of Kiss are pre-
sently working on solo albums and all four are
to be released on the same day in late Sep-
tember. In America on that day their I V
film special will be shown (it will also be at
cinemas in Britain) and Marvel Comics will
12

. . . Can
Gene Simmons
really be
ham* an?
A Beat investigation

be releasing the second edition of the Kiss
comics. In America Kiss are big, very big.
Gene tells me of a converted aircraft
hangar which is now used as a place where
all manner of Kiss accessories are sold.
From underwear to masks, in true
American form every product bears the
name Kiss. With such astounding success
in America I wondered what went wrong in
England.

'It's so funny in this country. Without the
English bands we wouldn't have been
around at all. Without Sabbath, Arthur
Brown and people like the Who we would
never had wanted to pick up a guitar in the
first place.'

I asked if he felt that maybe the vast
stage show distracts one from the music.

'No I don't. I think that when you buy a
record you're buying the pure music. You
have to understand that when you buy a
Kiss album you do not get a 'flash pot' with
it. There are obviously millions and millions
of people buying the albums just because
they like the music.'

Getting down to business, we started to
talk about the solo album, which he tells
me, obviously, he's very proud of. I think,
for starters, I should just list the major guest
stars that are appearing on the album,
because I think you may be surprised.

There's the New York and Los Angeles

Philharmonic Orchestras, Bob Seger, Joe
Perry from Aerosmith, Janis Ian, Lassie
(yes, the dog from the films), Donna Sum-
mer, Skunk. Baxter from the Doobie
Brothers, Rick Nielson from Cheap Trick,
Cher (from Sonny and Cher), Gracie Slick,
the two guys that play John and Paul in
America's Beatlemania, Helen Reddy and
the Radio City Music Hall Rocketts, some
famous dancehall girls, he says. Oh yes,
he's also got this group of 40 singers whose
name I didn't quite catch who, as he puts
it, are 'forty silky high harmony people who
sing like angels, so we quickly disem-
bowled them and now they sing like
devils.!'

As he says, there are a lot of surprises
and he adds 'All the people who have pre-
conceived notions of what Gene Simmons
from the band is like are going to be in store
for some rude awakenings.'

At this stage it seemed valid to ask him
about his own role on the album.

'I'm the bass player in Kiss, but on the
album itself I'm not playing bass at all. I'm
playing electric and acoustic guitars.'

Which ones?
'The acoustic guitars are Martin D140s,

very old ones, because of the wood, and
just the care of the way the acoustic guitars
are made. You just can't beat guitars that
somebody's worked on by hand.'



I mentioned briefly a part in Ian Hunter's
book 'Diary of a Rock n' Roll Star' where
Ian visited the Martin factory when he was
touring America with Mott the Hoople. It
seems that Gene's also read that book and
if anyone wants an honest first hand ac-
count of that factory it's a good book to
read. It's a great book anyway, but back to
Gene . . .

'You just don't find a big guitar company
with the one-to-one relationship between
the instrument and the person that makes
it. The problem with most musical in-
struments is that they're handed down.
One person puts on the strings, and the
next person does this, etc, and if there's a
fault in the wood for instance the next per-
son may not know it and the fault goes on-
to the end.'

What strings?
'D'Angelico strings. They're rounder and

have more edge. Often people that play
acoustic guitar on records lose a lot of the
clarity and it just becomes kind of strum my
because a lot of guitar strings are dead.
They don't have any kind of sustain.
Sometimes when you hit a big acoustic
guitar with an open G chord, what'll hap-
pen is that the chord will die down quickly.
With a Martin the wood acts as the natural
amplifier for the strings.'

What about electric guitars?
'They were everything from the obvious

Les Paul to the Japanese Ibanez. It's a mar-
vellous little guitar. What they do is copy
the best features of American guitars and
combine them into these Japanese guitars.
It's got the neck of an old Strat - a long
neck, double octave, totally exposed -
and the pick-ups are Di Marizo."

He had rather an interesting story to tell
about Di Marzio pick-ups. It seems that he
went to school with Larry De Marzio, the
inventor.

'I remember at the time I kept telling him
about the band I was going to form and we
were going to be big stars, and he'd say
'Ah you're full of it, I'm going to start
designing pick-ups' and I'm saying 'Ah
you're full of it!'

And here they are, X number of years
later, and Gene's using Di Marzio's pick-
ups. I do like a nice story. Getting back to
what we were saying, I asked him about
amplification.

'We're amped through two different
amps at the same time. Marshall 100 series
cranked up to the top, with treble cranked
up to the top, bass at about 6 level, and the
mid is about 3/4. That's to get the train ef-
fect, the graunching where the speakers
are just crying for their life.'

He'd told me earlier that the album con-
tained three outright rockers, and I

presumed that this 'train effect' would be
used solely on them.

'No, it's on some of the lighter tracks as
well further back in the mix. It could be un-
derneath an acoustic guitar and the
acoustic guitar will sound just ten feet tall.
You don't actually hear the electric guitar
but it doubles what the acoustic guitar's
doing and gives it a kind of ambience that it
doesn't have naturally. It has overtones
way down in the bottom that wouldn't
naturally happen.'

And the other amp?
'At the same time I plug into an old Fen-

der Reverb amp. They stopped making this

type around the early '60s and they have
two twelves in them. The wonderful thing
about them is that when you go to Nash-
ville and hear those clean crisp country
licks on guitars they're all done with this
amp. It's perfectly designed so that the
amp can't overdrive the speakers. The wat-
tage of the amp is designed to go into one
twelve inch speaker but it has two. They
later improved it and turned it into a twin
reverb using JBL Lansing speakers, but
this was before then, when they were using
Jensen speakers.'

To me it seemed strange that a man so
obviously into guitars plays bass. It seems
that his personality couldn't cope with the
'guitar hero's' image, he didn't want to get
stuck behind drums lhe plays them too)
and to him, the bass seemed the obvious
answer. As he put it, it was the instrument
he could move around with the most. For
Kiss he designed his own bass made in
New York by a man named Spectre.

'Again he's taken the best pieces from
all the basses - Fender Precision neck
with an old Melody Maker kind of body
with two horns, two octave range neck
completely exposed so I can reach the
highest note, and the bridge is set in a way
where I can just hit an open string like an A
and it will sustain itself forever. It's only got
one pick-up that's hot-wired so I've only
got one volume, one treble control, and
that's it.'

A problem that a lot of bass players may
have experienced is the neck over-
weighing the body. Gene had said that the
bass was the instrument he could move
around with the most, so how did he over-
come the problem?

'The bass is perfectly balanced so that I
can put my arms out and do whatever I do
visually and the bass won't fall neck first,
which is a problem with a lot of basses.'

As for bass strings, he uses extra long
round -wound Rotosound.

'The round -wound are more metallic
and give you a bulldozer effect.'

With a lot of bands, especially heavy
metal ones, the problem of getting the bass
heard is immense. Volume without boom is
harder to achieve than you may think. So
what does the man who has everything
use?

'I turn the bass up to ten and use ten
Ampeg SVT amps. Each one pushes 360W
RMS and they run into 15 to 20 of these
long throw horn enclosures that are used
for PA systems. What they are is 15 inch
speakers mounted in the middle and there's
a horn coming out of both sides, and
there's small horns - tweeters and things.
It's designed to push out the mids and the
highs as opposed to the lows, and that
again is designed for American audiences.'

Why for American audiences?
'Playing in a huge concert hall -

Madison Square Gardens and the like -
you have a very high ceiling and so even if
you have a low bass frequency it's not
going to travel very far at all. As any
acoustic expert will tell you you need a low
ceiling and/or something for the bass to
travel on like ground. I decided five years
ago at least that if Kiss is going to be
playing these huge concert halls, and
especially outdoor stadiums, if I wanted to
be heard in the first place I couldn't use .
Acoustic amplifiers, for instance. You'd

"You bet yer ass!!"

need a closer sound to Jack Bruce, Cream
days, you need the edge and the high to
even hear the instrument.'

Nuff said, and it was downstairs for a
meal in the hotel restaurant. No-one knows
who he is, and he likes it that way. After
dinner it was into a car and off to Trident
Studios to hear some tracks.

The album was recorded at The Manor in
Oxford, sweetened in LA, and mixed at
Trident. It's going be finally mastered in
New York. The engineer is Mike Stone.
Gene said that the albums Mike has
worked on previously which really
fascinated and impressed him were with
Queen. Co -producer with Gene himself is
Sean Delany who started out as road
manager for Kiss. From what Gene said,
he's just started to come into his own as a
producer. About the album Gene said:

'I wanted to do a fun album. There's not
one song that sort of just starts. Everything
just leads into the next thing and there's
talking between tracks and it's that kind of
album.'

I got to hear most of the album, and I

think most people will be surprised. It's not
like the Kiss albums at all. There are three
out of the 11 tracks with a similar feel to
Kiss, but the rest are a world apart. Even
the guest stars are performing totally out of
character. You should just hear Helen
Reddy and Donna Summer singing their
balls off (Their what?Pl Ed.

The last track on the album is a total sur-
prise. It's going to set a lot of people won-
dering, mainly in America, but there is a
reason. I'm sorry to be vague, but I'll let
you draw your own conclusions. I think it's
beautiful.

One of the last things that Gene said to
me was 'These albums are to prove that we
are anyone we want to be and that we can
break all the rules'.

Gene Simmons is the classic Jekyll and
Hyde of rock. On stage he's a monster, at
home he's a man. With Kiss he's predic-
table, on his own he's a surprise.
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BASSBALLS - Twin dynamic filter for Bass Guitar

"We've had requests for years from Bass players for something that would be
really right for Bass, something really great, something that gets you. Finally,
we've done it!" Mike Matthews

President, Electro Harmonix.
The sensational unit is at last available in this country. Try it at your music store today.

WRITE FOR YOUR FULL ELECTRO-HARMONIX CATALOGUE, PRICE LIST, AND
DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST TODAY.
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HOT TUBES - Tube Amp Overdrive Simulator

"With this baby, you can get all the great sounds in exact analog form of the 20
leading tube amps ever built since the beginning of Rock & Roll " Mike Matthews

President, Electro Harmonix.

A great mains powered unit giving you the sounds you need for today's music. Try it soon!

DISTRIBUTED IN THE U.K. by

Eastwood music company P.O. Box 1 14A Surbiton Surrey. Telephone 01-330 4558
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Letters and Queries,
'BEAT INSTRUMENTAL'
1B Parkfield Street,
London

REME
to use
POST

Marshalling
the musician
Dear Sir,

I would be grateful if you
could advise me on several poin-
ts about my equipment which
have bothered me for quite
some time.

I own a Fender Stratocaster
and would like to know if after
one and a half years of use my
guitar would need re -fretting; if
so, how much would it cost and
how long would the operation
take?

I also own a 100W Marshall
transistorised amp and a

cabinet, and would like to know
if this set-up is more favourable
than a 100W VS Musician amp
(HH) with reverb, plus a similar
cabinet to mine. My equipment
is in constant use and is sub-
jected to temperature changes
now and again due to the
climate here.

Thanks for a fantastic mag -
keep it up!

Christopher Cavilla,
Gibraltar.

P.S. Would you perhaps know
how much it would cost to
record five straightforward
songs at a good recording
studio in London (including tape
copying, mixing, etc.) of a

quality to submit as a demo?

If you bought your guitar new, it
is highly unlikely that it will need
re -fretting already. Have a look
16

at it - are the frets actually
worn down at any point? Are
you experiencing any degree of
rattle or buzz from the neck?
Any guitar ought to stand up to
considerably more than
eighteen months of constant
use. Nevertheless, we con-
tacted Sam Li - regarded as
one of London's best guitar
repairers (218 Great Portland
Street, London W1) and were
given a very guarded quote of
£40-50 for a complete re -fretting
job, which would take about
seven days. There are cheaper
alternatives: Roger Giffin, for-
merly of Roka Acoustic Ser-
vices, will re -fret a Strat with a
rosewood fingerboard for £16 -
maple costs a little extra at £22
- and again the job will take
about a week. You can contact
him at 25 Stanton Road, Raynes
Park, London SW20. Finally,
Chris Eccleshaw, who
nowadays concentrates mainly
on building custom -order
guitars for the stars, still does
the odd bit of repair work: re -
fretting by him costs between
£22 and £26, and the address is
17c Station Parade, Ealing Com-
mon, London W5.

On the question of amp com-
binations, what on earth do you
mean by "favourable"? Every
set-up is a matter of personal
choice, and all we can do is ad-
vise you on whether a product
gives value for money, plus offer
a couple of options on quality.
We have always preferred valve
amps for electric guitar, in
which case we wouldn't really
recommend the Marshall or the
HH. Of the two, Marshall have
our casting vote, but if you're

getting some new gear anyway,
think again about transistors.
They rarely give as good a
sound as valves.

Studio time costs as little or
as much as you can afford. You
can lay down a good demo
(ideally with no more than three
songs) in a day using 8 -track
facilities. Beat runs two Studio
Surveys a year to keep you up
to date with prices and other
details, and you would be ad-
vised to check our last which we
ran in July.

Vox -pop
Dear Sir,

I recently
AC30 combo, serial number
15568B, and although it is in
very good condition I believe it
may be fairly old as it has the old
blue backed Vox label speakers.
Could you please tell me the
year of manufacture, and also
whether mine is the bass model
of the amplifier, as I would sur-
mise from the 'B' in the serial
number. If it is, how exactly
does it differ from the normal
version of the AC30?

Tony Jackson,
Leicester.

P.S. I did buy a similar "normal"
model in November 1964 and its
serial number was 16748. Both
amps have the later dark cabinet
covering.

Vox gear has gone through so
many changes over the years,
and so many slightly different
versions of the AC30 have ap-
peared that more details would
be required before anyone could
tell you anything about yours.
CBS Arbiter, who are currently
responsible for distributing both
Vox and Fender amplification,
tell us that the blue back to the
speakers indicates a vintage of
around six years. If there are no
treble and bass controls on the
bright channel, this makes your
model some ten years old. A fur-

ther indication is the number of
valves. All AC3Os have four out-
put valves, but the earlier ones
had five amplifying valves,
whilst the later had six. It seems
unlikely, however, that yours is
a bass version.

CBS Arbiter also tell us that
queries concerning Fender gear
are less difficult; the records
about Vox are somewhat inac-
cessible to say the least.

Practice pig
Dear Beat,

Could you please tell me of
any bass practice amps other
than the WEM Westminster and
Dominator amplifiers. Thanks
for your help.

A. Storey,
Liverpool.

July's issue of Beat featured a
review of the Pignose - not
strictly a practice amp, ad-
mittedly, but worth looking at.
We've seen prices on this item
at anything between £67 and
£87.50. Then there is the Fender
Musicmaster bass combo - 12
watts with a 12" speaker, and
this retails at £126 + VAT of-
ficially, though you could
probably pick one up for around
about £100. Apart from these,
we're at a bit of a loss, and
would welcome any information
from readers or manufacturers
which might help Mr Storey in
his search. If no-one is making
bass practice amps, maybe
some enterprising souls ought
to take the hint and start
producing a combo which will
corner the market.



Bin plans
Dear Beat,

We are a northern rock band
who are in the process of
building a P.A. of about 1-1 Y2K
in power. Due to the high cost
of cabinets for such systems,
could you please supply us with
some addresses from which we
could obtain plans for bass bins,
mid -units, etc.

"Backwater",
Cleckheaton,

W. Yorks.

A common reqest: here are a
few for starters - ATC Ltd.,
Pier House Laundry, Strand On
The Green, Chiswich, London
W4; Cetec, 16 Uxbridge Road,
Ealing, London W5 2BP; then
from the States you could try
Altec Sound Projects Division,
1515 South Manchester
Avenue, Anaheim, California
92803, U.S.A. They are ap-
parently prepared to mail you a
book free of charge. Finally,
there is a book published by
Howard W. Sams and Co.
called "How To Build Speaker
Enclosures". The authors are
Alex Badmaieff and Don Davis.
If any readers know of books
which have helped them with
speaker construction in the
past, we would be interested to
hear about them.

Melody mark
Dear Beat,

I have just purchased a 12 -
string guitar of unknown origin.
It is completely unmarked for
identification, but is very similar
in colbur to the Eko. This par-
ticular guitar is fitted with a
plain -looking pick-up by the
sound -hole and has a
volume/tone control.

I am very pleased with this in-
strument but am dying to find
out the name of the manufac-
turer. The one clue I have is an
inlaid motif on the head. Hope
you can assist.

John McGuckian,
Warminster.

Your guitar is from Italy and
goes under the brand name of
Melody. By coincidence, a
member of Beat's staff has the
acoustic version of this in-
strument, and agrees with your
opinion of its quality. The
Melody company is run by a
fellow who formerly occupied a
prominent position with Eko -
hence the similarity in design. At
the moment they are imported
by Richard Brown Distribution
of Northants, who also handle
the Japanese Richmond
acoustics and Rikmann elec-
trics, as well as the Finnish

ATA SMALL
PRICE!

Born out of the advanced space age
technology and circuitry of the OMEC

Digital Programmable Amplifier evolves
an entire new range of OMEC Analog
Linear Amplification. Each model has

been carefully designed to fulfil the needs
of the modern performer both in sound,

facilities, appearance and most
important, reliablity.

WLM organs. Your particular
guitar retails at a bargain £62. Basic search

Dear Beat,
I am interested in the Alembic

basses used by Entwhistle, Mc -
Vie, Clarke, etc., and would ap-
preciate it very much if you
could tell me how to get hold of
some leaflets and price lists.

Gary Parker,
Ayrshire.

A bit of an old chestnut, this
one. First and foremost, Alem-
bics are all hand -built at a small
works in California, which
means that they are horren-
dously expensive even before
they've stuffed one in a box for
a trip across the Atlantic.
Secondly, their reputation has
now reached such proportions
that there is probably a bocklog
of orders outstanding, and it
would be a long time before you
actually got your hands on one.
Thirdly, they are rated by many
bass players (those you mention
among them) as the best basses
money can buy. Thus we part
with the address once more:
P.O. Box 759, Sebastopol.
California 95472, U.S.A.

Do you have a query or do you
merely wish to air your views?

Either way, keep the mail coming!

ORANGE MUSICAL & ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
17,UPLAND ROAD, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT, ENGLAND.
TEL, 01 304.6717 TELEX 897386



MICHAEL
CHAPMAN'S
CRIMINAL
RECORD
An undercover
report by P. C. Douglas

Michael Chapman has a Criminal record. So have I,
for that matter - it's his. The explanation is
simple: Criminal Records is a new label run by

Michael's manager and Camel's manager. Michael's new
album, 'Playing Guitar The Easy Way' is the label's first
release.

But first a few words about Chapman himself. He has been
around for a number of years, but first came to prominence
about ten years ago, making regular appearances on John
Peel shows and accompanied on many occasions by Rick
Kemp (who later joined Steeleye Span) on bass and Richie
Dharma on drums. A series of albums with Harvest -
perhaps the best known of which was the excellent 'Fully
Qualified Survivor' - was followed by several more with the
Decca-run label Gama Records. So why the new label?

"Decca kept sticking their finger in too much, so we
thought, Well, we'll run the risk and go completely
independent so that we've got total control of the product -
which is what everybody wants, but when you're dealing with
a major company like Decca, there's always some 80 -year -old
there who says, No I want to do it like this. You've got to be
over 50 to get a job in the office."

"Even as a secretary," added the lovely Andru, Michael's
wife and personal road manager.

We were sitting armed with several bottles of wine
(Chapman is legendary for his appreciation of the grape) in a
draughty upstairs office belonging to his publicist. He rarely
comes to London for interviews, preferring the rural
tranquility of his farm near Carlisle. Curiously enough,
Michael walked into this interview straight from one he
himself had conducted with his old friend Ralph 'Streets of
London' McTell. The idea is to publish a book on guitar
playing which will consist of a series of interviews. But since
this venture is in the early stages, perhaps we had better stick
to the album. Michael explained how the idea first came to
him.

"People would often come into the dressing room after a
gig and say: I learned to play this, and they'd play something
that I'd written - streaking around the guitar fingerboard
like a maniac. And you don't have do that with anything that
I write. They hadn't figured out that the piece wasn't in
normal tuning. They'd play something that / play in a strange
sort of D minor tuning in normal tuning. And they've got to
have hands four feet long to do it. It's not necessary at all. So
I'd retune the guitar so I only had to move two or three
fingers not very far.

"I've seen other people's instructional albums for teaching
the guitar and they're all so academic. They all put out this
idea that 'I can do this, and if you really try you can do it
too.' Whereas to me guitar playing's not like that. If it's hard
for me to do it I either find another way of doing it or I
abandon it. I don't like difficult things. Never have done. I'm
lazy. And I've never seen this guitar hero syndrome - Look,
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I can confuse the fans, I can race up and down faster than you
can. I went through that period - I made a living at playing
acoustic guitar faster than anyone else - for about nine
months! And I was the first to get bored with it."

The way his own concept works is straightforward enough:
the album consists of twelve tracks, each played in a different
guitar tuning. The acoustic guitar plays the basic song, and
this is embellished by bits of electric and various effects.
Accompanying the record is a booklet which shows the
listener how to play each tune. The music is notated in
tablature form which, to quote the booklet "resembles
conventional written music, but is far easier to read . . ."

The traditional five -line stave is replaced by a six -line stave,
each line representing a string on the guitar, starting at the top
with the treble E. As Michael points out in his introduction,
the big advantage this system has over the old system is that it
works for all tunings, whereas traditionally, having worked
out from the number of sharps or flats at the beginning what
key the piece is in, you then have to adjust your playing to
take into account the different chord shapes. In short, you
can't really use anything but the standard EADGBE tuning
without getting into a hopeless tangle of twisted fingers.

As you will see, the tablature shown here represents three
strummed chords of G, A and E respectively, the numbers
representing which frets are used to play each chord. The
squiggle at the bottom means a strum rather than a pick, and
there are other details of notation for timing, rest, and simple
techniques like hammering on, pulling off, sliding and
"choking". It all sounds more daunting than it actually is.
The great thing about 'Playing Guitar The Easy Way' is that
before you get down to playing anything yourself, you can sit
down and follow the music in the book, which brings home to
you exactly how each symbol works.

"It presumes that you can tune the guitar, that you can
strum chords, flat -pick and claw -pick. It's made clear from
the beginning that it's not for absolute beginners. And also, I
didn't want it to be How To Play Like Michael Chapman By
Michael Chapman. I don't want thousands of people going
round playing exactly like me - I might be out of work! I
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mean, sooner or later twenty of them are going to be better at
it than I am. What I've tried to put down on the album is
some very simple progressions: there are twelve tracks on the
album and twelve different tunings, starting off with normal.
It's just a question of very basic things, like how to put chord
shapes together in other tunings - most people think you
only use other tunings for bottleneck.

"There's also a melody line on top - there are overdubs on
most of the tracks. Two guitar players could sit down and
learn the same piece, taking a part each. It's to help people to
start finding new things in different tunings. I want them to
take this hint from one and then do it for themselves. It's just
the beginning of it. I don't want to teach people, I just want
to point them in slightly different directions . . ."

The man who pointed Michael in his particular direction
was, amazingly enough, Tommy Steele. He had watched
Steele miming on TV with an acoustic guitar, and assumed
that you could only play six notes on it. Some months later he
discovered that you had to fret the strings to raise or lower the
pitch! He was flabbergasted. It seemed so hard. Later he
heard Jimmy Currie in Lonnie Donegan's band, then Big Bill
Broonzy, who opened his eyes to a variety of styles.

"I thought, Oh my God, somebody can do all that - play
drums and bass and guitar all at the same time."

"But Ralph (McTell) was the guy who introduced you to
ragtime, wasn't he?" Andru prompted.

"Well, to claw -picking," said Michael. "After I'd heard
Broonzy I used to play the bass strings all the time, the 4/4
bass. Then Ralph took me aside one day and said, 'Look,
there's another way to play it.' So I said, 'Yeah, but you only
get half as much volume on the bass strings.' But I started
playing 2/4 bass every now and again."

Chapman has always been a hard player; he likes a lot of
rhythm, a lot of punch in the songs, hence the frequent use of
sidemen both in the studio and on stage. He has always
played electric guitar as well as acoustic, despite being better
known as an acoustic player.

"Gus Dudgeon produced my first four albums, and the
wouldn't let me put any electric on. I used to have to sneak in
with an electric guitar when he wasn't there. But, y'know, I
grew up playing both types of guitar. Having gone through
Big Bill Broonzy I got into Django Reinhardt and learned to

play fast."
It was at this stage that he bought an electric guitar and

started playing modern jazz with his own trio in Leeds while
he was still at college there.

"It was a great education. I was still at college, but I was
working every night. People used to come up to his jazz club,
and I'd back 'em, so I'd have to know all the chords. I mean,
I used to play in dance bands - anything, to keep myself at
college. The Principal used to keep throwing me out."

Chapman uses a black Fylde acoustic most of the time, and
this magnificent instrument is pictured in the booklet.
Recently he had had a new one made, which he amplifies with
the aid of a Hot Dot pick-up, an object the size of a match -
head.

"You just bore a hole straight through the bridge of the
guitar and set the Hot Dot in resin. You're supposed to put
two in, one on the treble side and one on the bass side. There
are treble Hot Dots and bass Hot Dots. Ralph's got a Guild
with two in, but he says he doesn't get anything from the
middle strings. I've just got one in mine, and it's beautifully
balanced. I plug it straight into a big Fender ring, a
Bandmaster rig with a 15" speaker, and that makes up for
what the pick-up lacks at the bass end. It sounds like a piano
- beautiful. Whereas that Barcus Berry's too hard and
metallic, so I'm going to take it out of that black Fylde and
put a Hot Dot in."

"You've probably got one of the best -sounding Martins in
the country as well and you never play it on stage," Andru
chided.

"Well there's no way I'm gonna bore a hole through the
bridge of my Martin," Michael explained. "I won't even
clean it. It sounds so good. People look at it, and they must
think, How can he let a guitar get into that condition? But if I
cleaned all the beer and the wine off the front it might change
the sound, so why risk it? I never clean anything - I clean the
fingerboard just by playing it.

"The Fylde is a lovely acoustic - very dry. Whereas the
Martin is full of overtones, because it's ten years old now and
it's getting like a good Martin does. If you just mike it up
through a big P.A., the bass overtones'll start wobbling the
stack. I use a lot of drone tunings, and you can see the stacks
start to move if you've really got the wick wound up. But
using the Fylde plugged into this Fender rig I can control it on
stage."

On the record, Michael used the black Fylde fitted with a
Barcus Berry plus a De Armond across the sound -hole, the
Martin, which is a D.18, a 1956 Gibson 175 (the fat -bodied
single -cutaway semi -acoustic) and a Strat, with a Fender
Deluxe Reverb amp. The effects were an MXR Phase 45, a
Foxx fuzz box (" . . . that's something I bought in New York
for $25 years ago - I call it The Green Machine - it's
covered in green fur - looks horrible, really awful. But it
gives you octave fuzz . . ."), a Korg synth pedal (" . . . you
can just hear it gurgling away at the bottom end . .") and a
Kingvox wah-wah.

And lastly, a word from Michael to all those of you who
have tried and failed to finger -pick with all fingers: he can't
do it either. "I tried and tried and I just couldn't get the hang
of it. I only use my thumb and forefinger." So son't dispair,
there's a lot you can do with the humble claw -pick.

"John Fahey said to Michael: 'Most guitar players play like
little old ladies' ", said Andru. "He told Michael, 'You play
with rrrrrrrumph, and John Martyn plays with rrrrrrrumph,
but most English guitarists play like little old ladies.' "

"What he meant by that," Chapman explained, "was that
they're like old ladies picking a meal instead of eating it."

There's a feast of guitar playing on his new album at any
rate (Groan . . . Ed.) and although the whole business isn't
quite as easy as he makes out, Michael Chapman has at least
contributed towards making it more accessible.
Graphics reproduced by courtesy of Wrytree Music Ltd.
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HONDO II BASS
Price: £96 inc. VAT

Reviewed by:
Peter Douglas

There can't be many electric
I guitars with Di Marzio pick-ups which

cost under a hundred quid brand new, evert
after the taxman has waltzed off with his
slice of cake. Hondo guitars, imported by
Hornby Skewes, are actually made in
Korea - an interesting fact when you con-
sider the way that Japanese axes - ex-
cellent though so many of them are - are
spiralling in price. It's important not to
dismiss Hondos just because they're so
cheap, since an identical range of guitars
made in Japan might well cost 50% more
thanks to the rising yen.

OK - enough of the international
economics. The Hondo II is a copy of a
Fender Precision and certainly looks han-
dsome enough. It has weight and authority
and is immacuately finished. The body
derives its weight from the ma hognay
which makes up the bulk of it, plus a heavy
maple veneer. The neck and fingerboard
are solid maple. Sounds good so far, dun -
nit! The two pick-ups are located close
together half way between the end of the
neck and the bridge (Extraordinary! . .

Ed.) and although I have heard that they
are not the standard Di Marzio bass pick-
ups but a cheaper version, there is no shor-
tage of volume from them; it really isn't
worthwhile chewing the fat about the dif-
ferences, if any, between these and the
one people use to replace the Original Fen-
der pick-ups on their Precisions. We here
at Beat are simple-minded enough to
reckon that if a guitar sounds fine, it isn't
world -shatteringly vital to discuss the
minutiae of its internal electronics. Of cour-
se, like its original predecessor, the Hondo
has a very long scale, and most bassists at-
tribute the full, rich Precision sound to this,
amongst other factors. For those like
myself with rather small hands, a bass of
this scale can often appear to have been
made for someone with fingers a foot long.
But it's worth grappling with the beast,
because ultimately the superb range of
tones available from it makes it well worth
taming.

One design feature of the Hondo which
differs from the Precision, however, is the
fact that the thumb rest is below the strings
rather than above. This means that, unless
your hands are on the wrong way round,
the thumb rest is actually a finger rest. It
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would only be of use to those who play
bass with their thumb rather than with their
fingers. A small point? Not really. Very few
players these days use anything but a pick
or fingers, and the positioning of this rest
inhibits the downward stroke of a plec-
trum. Even playing the E, A and D strings
you tend to bark you knuckles on it, and
the only way round this is to take the thing
off. This doesn't present any problem, since
it's held on with no more than a couple of
screws, and purchasers might even decide
to reposition it rather than do without it
altogether. But it is an annoyance,
especially since, in every respect, this is a
fine bass guitar.

Our review model arrived with the ex-
pected metal plates over the bridge and
pick-ups. Both are a drag, and both were
quickly removed. I can't recall the last time
I saw any professional bassist using a
Precision with these useless en-
cumberances still adhering to it. Anyone
who wants to use the full tonal potential of
his instrument will want the freedom to
play at all points along the strings, and
there's no way you can do this with two
large metal plates in the way. But in this
case, it seems to be a feature of the
Precision itself, and thus as much_ a
tradition as wet English summers.

As for the rest of the hardware, the
machine heads are gigantic, well -geared
(not too high, not too low) and did not
stick. It is always vital that the bass player
should be able to tune up quickly and ac-
curately; there's nothing more off-putting
in a band than the thumping of an out -of -
tune bass. It always takes a while to twig,
exactly what's wrong with the overall
sound, and a bass player with nasty
machine heads will usually pretend he
hasn't noticed, since the hassle of twid-
dling stiff keys is too much, and he'd
rather just get on with the more serious
business of looking cool on stage.

There are only two rotary controls on the
Hondo - volume and tone. They proved
smooth and easy to operate, though they
were too easy to pull off and should be at-
tached more firmly. Being slightly ribbed,
they ensure that sweaty fingers will not
grope for them in vain half way through
'Ballroom Blitz'. The jack socket is located
to the right of the controls (as you look
down) and this is the perfect place for it.

Whilst in this general area, the bridge is
completely adjustable and looks sturdy
enough, being bolted on at the back with
four screws. The guitar action was frac-
tionally too high when the guitar arrived,
but it was a simple matter to get the strings
to lie flatter on the neck. It was necessary
first to lower the treble pick-up, however.
Even before the bridge was lowered, I

discovered a lot of rattle on all four strings
at and above the fifteenth fret. This was
due to the height of the pick-ups. There is a
pair of screws at either side of each pick-up
for the very purpose of lowering or raising
these brutes, and two minutes with a
Phillips -headed screwdriver were sufficient
to lower them to a more respectable level.
The treble pick-up tended to tilt forward af-
ter this operation instead of lying flat, and
this meant that it had to be lowered further
still.

Only one other tiny gripe: the strap but-
tons were too small, and could possibly
allow a strap to slip off in the middle of a
gig. Bass players do not look cool with their
instrument round their ankles.

I've left the sound until last, because I

wanted to end this review on a positive
note. It's a possibility that the guitar soun-
ded so good because it was being played
through the excellent Roland Studio Bass
combo, whose superb equalization
facilities would ensure that any bass would
sound presentable.

Well, fair enough, but the Hondo had a
very pokey approach to the job, which
must be due at least in part to the pick-ups.
Every thing from a sharp funk attack to a
resonant "booming" traditional bass sound
was obtained with the twiddle of a couple
of dials. No duff bass could roar out with
such authority whatever the amp. As
regards feel, the neck is not easy to play if
you're used to a shorter scale or if you are
lucky enough to had access to a real, good
Precision. But since most of those who
would be interested in a bass of this price
are likely to be first-time buyers, they
would be well advised to get this one
without hesitation. The round -wound
strings supplied on ours were excellent,
and I have played Fender Precisions which
felt and sounded a good deal worse than
this.
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KIMBARA 182 Y
Price:

1375 inc. VAT & Hard Case
Reviewed by: Tom Stock

Aquick glance at the price of
this instrument should sober up those

of you who might believe a multi -effect in-
strument is likely to be a bit of a joke! £375
of anybody's money is a lot of bread, so no
matter what one's prejudices against
guitars with built-in effects batteries, any
guitar which contains such extra units must
be given a fair crack of the whip.

The 182Y is basically two guitars - fir-
stly it's a pretty good Strat imitation, and
secondly it's a storehouse of various
mixable effects units. Physically, the 182
has a white ash body with an oak finish and
a one piece fingerboard and neck from
solid maple with rosewood inlays. The frets
are nickel silver, the three pick ups super -
response single coil type, the bridge die-
cast with individual string adjustment,
chromium plated machines, and the whole
guitar is finished with a matt polyester.

The switch -gear, as can be seen from
the photograph, is, to say the least com-
prehensive. There are two pick-up selec-
tors, each having three positions; two
volume and two tone controls; a main
Bypass/ Effect two position switch, an LED
indicator which lights immediately the jack
plug is inserted; a two position switch
labelled 'Bypass' switches in the
Sustain/ Distortion effect operated by a
rotary control; two three position switches
operate the Auto-Wah and Phase effects
which are also influenced by rotary con-
trols, and to crown it all there's an easy
screw -in tremelo arm. Phew!

Individual

So where to start? Firstly, I'll treat it as
an ordinary Strat copy. In this respect, bar
one very important problem, it comes out
very well indeed. The two 3 position p/u
selector switches undertake the same
operations that the standard modification
Strat does with one five position switch.
With the lower switch indicating 'normal'
the upper switch operates each individual
p/u separately. 1 is bass, 2 middle, and 3
treble. All p/u's work well, although
throughout I was a little disappointed at the
lack of treble bite. The Kimbara fell a little
way short of the trade -mark biting treble
that is the Strat's forte. Switch the second
selector to 1/2, or 2/3 and you get the two
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mixed - plus, if you like, a second mixing
by using the first p/ u selector - if you see
what I mean (if you don't, try working it out
because things are going to get more com-
plicated from here on in!)

In other words, you can mix all three
p / us at the same time which can be quite
desirable. Of all the different combinations
available, the one which I was most happy
with turned out to be treble on the normal
selector, plus 2/3 on the mixing selector'
which provided a really satisfying chunky
sound with bags of attack.

Now, however, there come a couple of
serious problems. The first one is the
proximity of the top E string to the edge of
the neck - it's so close, the further up the
neck you travel, as to be quite absurdly
unusuable. Any hint of a pull -on or off finds
your index finger scrabbling down the side
of the neck and off the guitar altogether. I

sincerely hope this is a problem only with
this particular example of the guitar: if it's
typical of all of them, it's disastrous. The

second, less serious problem, concerns the
switches themselves - something I'll have
to say more about later as the hassle com-
pounds itself later on. Two switches, small
as they are, so close together, lead to
mistakes. From a normal standing position
you can hardly see the lower selector swit-
ch and it's quite easy to inadvertently re-
arrange the top one while searching for the
lower one. Still, the guitar sounds and plays
well - the action was well set on this
example, the machines admirable, and not-
withstanding my comments about the top
string, the neck fast and smooth.

So, move to position 2, and switch the
main BYPASS down to EFFECTS position
. . . Neeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeks! This
is a rough translation on the screams of
pain from the amplifier, because, you see,
if one leaves the second of the two volume
controls turned up full, and the Sustain
rotary fully clockwise, the tame little guitar
suddenly becomes a raving beast,
chucking out at least twice as much power
as it does in its normal mode, howling feed-
back like a demented gargantuan belcher in
full -blast. So, start again methinks.

It is, however, equally possible to switch
to Effects to find the guitar goes com-
pletely mute, leaving you strumming em-
barrassed while you frantically search the
body for the problem - and unfortunately
the problem is inherent in the guitar's
design. If one sets out to provide 3 pick
ups, two volume, two tone, three position
switches for two complex effects plus
three rotary controls plus another two
position switch for one of these rotaries
you end up with the sum total of 16 dif-
ferent switch positions (and therefore any
combination of those 16) and 7 different
rotary control positions - this is too much
(literally) and the complexity of the effects
section must be undesirable to the gigging
musician. I was assured, during the course
of a phone call to FCN's technical man,
that he had managed to master the guitar
after an hour's playing on stage. He must
be a clever geezer . . . say no more!

Mechanical
Right then. To obtain simply the

'Sustain/ Distortion effect you follow the
following process: achieve the sound you
want from the guitar in normal mode and
switch to EFFECTS on the master switch.
Then switch the Phaser and Autowah three
position switches to their upper -most
position which is not OFF, but rather
BYPASS or 'before'. Then switch the
Bypass switch above the Sustain rotary
control down and you've got your desired
aim. In actual fact, the process comes a lit-
tle easier than this mechanical
regurgitation may sound, but all the same it
is a little on the complex side.

The Sustain is good, and the distortion
very good - backs of sustain and when
the distortion is on maximum you can get
the guitar almost shaking in sympathy with
the string vibration.

But, now you want just the phaser to
operate. This means you have to switch
the 'Sustain' to BYPASS, the phaser down
to 'after' and the Auto-wah down to Off.
The phase is OK, but the sweep is a little
limited and it doesn't provide that really,
long slow phase that I particularly indulge



in - on the other hand it will produce a
very good doppler effect when the rotary is
turned fully clockwise to flat out.

So, now you want just the Auto-Wah.
Leave the BYPASS (Sustain) off, switch
Phaser to off and Auto-Wah to 'On'.
Nothing happens. Panic. What's a matter?
Well, of course (no instruction book came
with this model although I'm assured one
will be provided in future) the Auto-wah is
an envelope follower and requires quite a
voltage to trigger it - which means turning
up the volume on the upper volume control
to 51/2 or more. Then you get your Auto-
Wah. I personally hate the sound, (of any
Auto-wah) but as far as it goes it seemed
OK. although whether it's musical or not is
a different matter.

Potential
All the effects can be mixed, but in all

honesty it's pointless here to go on about
describing how to achieve the various
mixes: doubtless after some ex-
perimentation one can reach pleasantly ac-
ceptable sounds. Phase and distortion
mixed together is very pleasing, and I

found I could generate some pretty
ethereal noises when the Auto-wah was ad-
ded as well - hardly sounds like a guitar
though at times!

The effects are powered by six small pen
torch batteries - and when all are on
miximum there's a fair amount of noise
generated but I guess the addition of a
noise gate as well would have just tipped
the balance of switches so the potential
player leant forward permanently at a 30

degree angle.
At this point its essential to differentiate

the sounds from the ease/difficulty of
achieving them. The guitar, both as a
guitar and as an effect conglomeration, is
very good - very good indeed. The
ergonomics are something else. All the
switch gear and controls are concentrated
in one single area of the guitar, and the
switches are small (although strong) and
damn fiddly to use even in test conditions. I
personally wouldn't dream of attempting to
play this guitar regularly on a stage - I

might have it set up to a certain point and
change guitars mid -set for effect and then
replace it again.

A final general observation is whether
it's necessary - why, for example, not buy
a good quality Strat copy, three effects
pedals with footswitches, and play like
that? I don't really know what a satisfac-
tory answer to that would be.

This particular guitar might also work
with the effects units built-in as they are,
but with the on/off and mixing facilities on
a comprehensive footswitch; this would
undoubtedly reduce the physical problem
on the guitar body and still only necessitate
carting one pedal around instead of three
or four.

Design

In other words, I'm not sure about the
guitar at all. I'm split between liking it
because it breaks ground in design, and
hating it because it seems to go out of its
way to make it difficult to use the effects
that break the ground. At £375 it's both ex-
pensive because you can buy a Strat for
considerably less, or it's cheap because
buying the units separately would bump
the price up considerably as well as cause
more transportation and setting up hassles.

In all, I feel it's under -developed. The
ideas are right, but the designer ought to
try and find some other way of operating
them. I'd dearly love to have a go on the
Mark 2 model if there ever is one - and I
hope they give it a name as well as a num-
ber!

TELECOMMS
8 Track Studios

£9 per hour 189 London Road, North End

£48 per day Portsmouth
(0705) 60036 FREE USE OF amps, Fender Rhodes,

Drums, Synthesisers
Et Guitars.
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KIMBARA S180
12 String acoustic
Price: £89.95 inc. VAT

Reviewed by: Tom Stock

In this age of rapidly spiralling
I prices when it's possible to pay over half

a bar for a watery, dripping ice cream cor-
net in the Marylebone Road, the prospect
of purchasing an attractive looking 12
string acoustic guitar for just under £90 is a
relatively appealing one - even if it's not a
lot to do with ice -creams! Kimbara,
distributed in the United Kingdom by Flet-
cher, Coppock and Newman, have recently
re -vamped their entire acoustic model
range, although the subject of this review
(the S 180) is a new addition slotting in
nearer the bottom end of the price scale.

The S180 comes complete with a red
and black soft carrying case which I

presume to be included in the overall price
- I found it a bit tacky, but I guess that it's
difficult to throw in a case for £90 all -in!
The provision of the soft case does,
however, mean the owner can put off pur-
chasing proper protection for his in-
strument until such time as the case has
become soiled and ripped - by when it'll
hardly be worth protecting the similarly
scratched guitar inside!

So, what do you get for your money?
Like I said at the beginning, the S180 is an
attractive instrument to look at. Basically
all blonde - neck, top, back and sides, the
jet-black head, and contrasting browns of
bridge, neck and scratch plate, plus the
tasteful position markers and binding, all
go together to give the Kimbara a pretty
face. Indeed, the guitar is extremely well
made-up - but is it just a pretty face? In
some respects, yes.

Spruce

The back and sides are laminated maple,
while the top is laminated spruce.
Decorative land protective?) binding is
ivorine on the sides and a pearl -type
(plastic?) material on the back and top. The
neck is adjustable and made of solid maple,
while the fingerboard and bridge are
rosewood. Position markers are genuine
mother-of-pearl, and the bridge is ad-
justable by means of two slot -topped large
screws. The machines, I think, are Kim-
bara's own, and the frets are nickel silver
- the overall finish being a clear polyester.

All the above -mentioned components
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seem to have been assembled correctly -
it does seem that glue splodges are really a
thing of the past nowadays. The internal
ribbing is tidy - from what I could see of it
peering through the sound hole by the light
of a pencil torch.

Strings
The news so far has been good, as you'll

no doubt agree, and it continues, for the
time being to get better. On playing the
S180 several factors became clear: the in-
strument had been very carefully set up in-
deed. Action was superb for a twelve
string, very light indeed making it possible
to play full barre chords as far up the neck
as is decent without using the sort of
pressure normally required to keep 12
strings in order on a d sharp minor! No fret
buzz anywhere on the neck confirmed my
opinion about the setting up, and the
machines proved to be ultra -smooth and
easy to use - although, as with every
twelve string, the heads are too close
together. The strings, also, were excellent
although unfortunately Fletcher, Coppock
and Newman were unable to identify them
other than saying 'they're American'. It

could be argued that they were a little on
the light side, somewhat insubstantial, but
I happen to like light strings! The fretboard
is smooth and the frets sufficiently wide to
lety my gangrenous fingers slip around un-
hassled!

So far, so good then. But we now come
to the main problem; what is the most im-
portant factor about a guitar? The way it
looks, plays, or the way it sounds? Right,
the way it sounds and it is in this area that
the Kimbara falls down. The overall sound
is both thin and trebly, with none of the
middle/bass that one comes to associate
with a good 12 string. It could be partially
due to the lightweight strings, but com-
paring it to say a Yamaha 12 string with
Rotosound lights on, the problem remains.
The general impression is of an in-
consequential sound emanating from a
good looking body - a sort of paradox, in-
deed.

There is obviously something wrong,
therefore, in this department. Possibly too
much money has been spent on looks,
mother of pearl inlays, rosewood bridges
and the like, while too little has been spent
on the soundbox itself. There's no way that
you can get the rich mellowness of solid
wood from its laminated imitators, and this
must be the root of the problem. Equally, I

know of a couple of laminated body guitars
which can and do sound distinctly richer
than this Kimbara.

Improve
The problem then still remains. Do you

want a good looking guitar and take the
risk that it might just improve with age and

strings, or go looking
elsewhere. Admittedly ninety quid is damn
cheap for a twelve string, but there are
genuine alternatives both cheaper and
slightly more expensive. It's really up to
you, but the Kimbara might just be a case
of 'it looks good, tastes good, but don't
sound too good.' - but then, there is more
than one reason for buying a guitar.

Roy Harper,
amongst others,
delivers his
curriculum
vitae in
next month's
unmissable
BEAT



ECHO PEDAL
A mains powered solid state

echo unit employing the latest
charge transfer device for echo and

ADT effects. Delay time is continu-
ously variable from 20 mS to almost 1/2

second. Features a built-in compander (corn-
pressor/expande, circuit) for extremely low

noise operation. The Carlsbro echo has rotary
controls for mix, delay and swell plus two outputs
direct and mixed. Great value for money.

CARLSBROgettiligi
See these fantastic new effects units

now at your local dealer or write to
us for our new colour catalogue.

CARLSBRO (SALES) LTD.
Cross Drive,

Lowmoor Road Industrial Estate,
Kirkby-In-Ashfield,
Notts., England.
Telephone 0623 753902.



INSTRUMENT REVIEW
Amplifie

MAINE P.A./
AKG MICROPHONES
Price: P.A. £562.46 inc.

VAT
Mics: total value £219.37

inc. VAT
Reviewed by: Oeter

Douglas

The feedback, if you'll pardon the
I expression, from dealers concerning

Maine P.A. has been virtually unanimous in
its praise. The Sound Centre system reviewed
a couple of months back was perhaps the
best ultra -cheap one we have seen
recently, and for its price offered a

remarkably good performance. The Maine
system is in a different category, and
should not be directly compared with the
Sound Centre, since its facilities are
greater, its power higher and its design
generally more sturdy and smart. Its price,
tripods included, is over £600, immediately
suggesting that most interest will be shown
by bands or individual performers who are
making enough money at their small gigs
make such an outlay worth while.

The system we tested consists of the PA
170 mixer amplifier, and a pair of 2 x 12"
cabinets. But there's far more to it than
that. Beginning with the amp, there are
five channels, each with two inputs, and
each possessing four rotary controls for
bass, treble, level and reverb. The master
section on the right consists of a four -band
graphic equalizer, plus two more sliders for
master reverb and master volume.

On the back panel are six sockets: three
speaker outputs, one for linking in the
Maine 170 series slave amp, plus loop in
and loop out sockets. The amplifier's
output varies depending on whether or not
you're using any monitors. With just the
two cabinets, the rated output is 200 watts
rms. Maine claim that there is no way you
can blow the amp by leaving it switched on
without a speaker load, and short circuit,
open circuit and mismatching of speakers
are all hazards which have been insured
against by various internal cut-out
systems. A thermal trip mechanism
automatically cuts off the power from the
mains if any external heat source should
raise the temperature of the amp beyond a
certain level.

The cabinets each have a pair of 12"
speakers plus a pair of piezo crystal horns
to handle the high frequencies The drive
units are all front loaded, and the cabinets
each have two jack units - again, one for
a monitor extension.

The entire caboodle is extremely neatly
laid -out, tough -looking, and has an overall
elegance of design that instantly fires the
impression of professional quality. Maine
have taken time to make their boxes look
good, and this is not something to be
treated lightly.

The stands which can be supplied as
optional extras with this rig (£38.50 each)
were not with the one we tested, nor were
any monitors, so it was a simple question
of an amp and two speakers. The first thing
we had to do in order to give the set-up its
fairest chance was to obtain some decent
microphones. AKG kindly lent us three:
their D1200E (£70 + VAT), D170E (£65 +
VAT) and D1200E (£60 + VAT). Maybe
with inferior quality mics the P.A. would
not have sounded so good, but with these
there were few problems. The most
immediate factor of the Maine to become
apparent was its volume. At full power,
and well below the feedback threshold, the
P.A. was almost painfully loud - quite
something for vocals, since it's instruments
which normally cause one to hold one's
temples and groan, as the eardrums do a
rapid mambo around the inside of the
head.

Tonally, there was plenty of variation -
as one would expect on an amp with a
graphic equalizer. Maine, in the excellent
brochure which accompanies the system,
recommend setting the master section flat
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to begin with, and equalizing the individual
channel controls first. The master section
is then intended a) to adapt the sound for
the particular venue and b) - which is ac-
tually the same thing - prevent incipient
feedback. It's important to follow this rule
if you aren't used to setting P.A. up, since
the danger is that you will get confused by
all the controls and find yourself in a
hopeless tangle of feedback and rotten
sound.

Microphones
Out of the three AKG's, the best vocally

for use in conjunction with the Maine was
the D1200E - despite the fact that it was
the cheapest. The sound was sharp and
penetrating - free of the wooliness you
suffer from with inferior mics. The D2000E
was virtually as good, but unlike the 1200 is
isn't recommended specifically for
vocalists - rather for miking up in-
struments. Nonetheless, it worked per-
fectly well as a vocal mic, and we could see
nothing wrong with using it as such. A
switch in the body of this mic adjusts the
sound characteristic from medium to bass,
if required. The 1200 also has a selector
switch (bass, medium, sharp) and proved
itself the most resistant to feedback due to
its tight cardioid polar pattern. The third of
these mics is also the newest - the D170E
- was a little disappointing. It was found
to be relatively unresponsive and dull -
sounding. There wasn't much we could do
about this either, since there is no switch
on the mic to improve the overall dull
quality of the tone. This mic is recom-
mended by AKG for vocalists, but we
would be interested to hear why it was so
markedly quieter than the other models,
especially since the other two were so ex-
cellent.

Back to the P.A. now, and one or two
features about it that we particularly liked.
First of all, the thoughtfully designed
modular nature of the individual com-
ponents means that monitors, slaves and
other speakers may be added as and when
they can be afforded. Since most users will
be very happy with the set-up, it is likely
that they will want to extend it. Maine give
an example of the kind of system you
might end up with: 2 x PA 170's, 2 2 x
12" cabinets, 2 1 x 15" bass bins and a
pair of 12" monitors. They reckon that
such a system gives a power "headroom"
of over 400 watts - hence we are now
moving out of the territory of little P.A.'s
and into the medium sized pub. We were
impressed with the reverb incorporated in-
to the amp. Reverb is always welcome on a
P.A. amp since it adds depth to the vocal.
11 am presuming throught this review that
the system will be used for vocals only,
although there is absolutely no reason why
it should not find favour with the solo per-
former who might want to put his voice
and his acoustic guitar through it -
possibly with the aid of the pick-ups
reviewed elsewhere in these pages.) The
circuitry was very quiet, even with the
tonal emphasis on treble - full marks for
this too.

If we find something wrong the the
Maine at a later date, we'll let you know;
some may complain at the price. Per-
sonally, I do not regard it as excessive.



If you're good, you get noticed.
If you're Carmine Appice, you
get offers. Offers to play with
everybody everywhere on earth.
Appice is one of the all-time
heavies and has been a driving
force with Vanilla Fudge;
Cactus; KGB/Mike Bloomfield;
Beck, Bogert & Appice; and is
currently with The Rod Stewart
Band. If you're striving for his
kind of talent and his kind of
recognition, do it on his kind of
drum. Ludwig.

Rose -Morris
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LUDWIG 1004
ROCK MACHINE
Price: £845 inc. VAT

Reviewed by: David Dowle

Arock
drummer, or any other kind of

drummer for that matter, doesn't ex-
pect to be disappointed when he en-
counters a new Ludwig kit. And so it was
when I came to grips with the standard
five -piece outfit finished in an agressive
orange but no less impressive -sounding for
that. Ludwig are one of the oldest and
most respected drum manufacturers in the
business, and are only likely to go off the
rails once they attempt to introduce trendy
modernisations for their own sake.
Generally they stick to the very safe for-
mula of following precedents set by them-
selves and leave the gimmicks to others: in
this instance they've done the former once
and the 1004 consequently has one
Achilles' Heel.

Recording
However, I can't start a Ludwig review

on a bad note, so I just went round drum by
drum picking out the good points, deciding
to leave the one gripe till everyone's con-
verted anyway. My unusual kit's a much
larger affair than this - also Ludwig, but
with two bass drums, 22" and 24", and 8",
10", 12", 13", 14", 15", 16" and 18" toms,
so my first jub was trimming down my
drumming to suit a five -piece kit. This hap-
pened gradually; to start with, bits and
pieces (like the excellent snare drum) ac-
companied me to several recording studios
as part of the larger kit where I could get
used to them. We were thus already quite
good mates when I actually began the
review. The bass drum, 24", was bassy
and classic. You run the risk of going over
the top, even for heavy drumming, if you
go for 26". With this drum you'd never
need to consider a 26" drum. I did change
the heads here as on all the drums, though.
This isn't the gripe, just personal taste. I

found these Weathermaster skins on the
lightweight side and prone to denting
when given what I would call an average
beating. I always have and would still
prefer Remo Black Dot. While in the skins
area, many drummers would probably want
to remove the lower head. Double heads
are unfashionable these days when mikes
are best placed inside the drums, although
they would work well in smaller clubs. In
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my pre -Streetwalkers days with Brian
Auger I used double -headed drums
although I was less concerned with my
sound out front then! The snare, a chrome
61" x 14" Super -phonic model, was the
star of the show. I recently took it into the
studio along with Gretsch, Hayman and Ed-
die Ryan alternatives, and easily found it
the most suitable. Its tone was bright and
authoritative, and I was able to tune it low
without the lugs falling out. I have used
wooden ones in the past and they didn't
sound as crisp. The floor tom, 18" x 16",
also had a nice Ludwig tone. The dampers
were impressive (although one was bent,
surely in transit ...) and it sat well on the
floor. The dampers' size is convenient,
and, more importantly, they don't solidify
when they're tightened up. At the same
time, they won't work loose either. There
wasn't much to say about the other toms,
14" and 10"; they were typical Ludwig,
physically and tonally strong.

Construction
Most of the hardware was excellent. The

feet on the bass and floor drums were fine,
the Speed King foot pedal was simple to

Supraphonic snare drum and bass drum
pedal, two outstanding features of the Rock
Machine.

adjust and use (they've hardly changed it
over the years) and fittings and con-
struction generally were top class. All of
which is good enough news to sugar the
pill of the stands. Terrible! The stands were
the new Atlas tubular models, and despite
their good looks were soon loose and wob-
bling uncertainly on their clumsily splayed
feet. One kick and they'll be over or
broken. Also, the splay of the feet will
make life difficult for the drummer who
wants to draw the kit in closer. Count the
stands as the one big minus, and depen-
ding on your style and laziness removing
the lower heads and replacing the playing
heads as two other minor inconveniences.
Count everything else as a convincing plus;
the tone, construction, playability, lugs,
dampers, fittings, snare release, foot
pedal, and of course the snare drum itself.
A little rethink and Ludwig will be able to
add another unqualified winner to the
payroll.

UNUSUAL OR
VALUABLE
INSTRUMENTS

Fed up with reading about
brand new, up -to -the minute
equipment? Beat is interested
in reviewing any rare or
unusual instruments
belonging to our readers.
Send a brief description of
your prized possession (not
that, stupid!!) to Beat
Instrumental, 16 Parkfield
Street, London N1



BUILT FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL MUSICIAN

PRO SERIES
VALVE AMPLIFICATION

HAND BUILT
PRO 2000 100W
into its own
speakers, 2
Burman XP5012
12in used on its
own or linked
up to 400
watts.

PRO 502 50W
- 2 x 12in
loudspeakers.

London
Birmingham
Doncaster
Leicester

Macaris
George Clay Music
Music Ground
Supermouse Music

PRO 501 50W- 1 x 12in
loudspeaker.

Valves throughout`"""".
* Hand wired tag boards
* A tone range that must surpass any other amplifier
* Three gain controls allowing touch sensitive

sustain and distortion at any volume
And they are powerful

Hemel Hemstead Free Et Easy Music Guildford Andertons Musical Instruments
Colchester More Music South Wales Soundwave Music, Cwmbran
Leigh On Sea Tim Gentle Bournemouth Coast Music Company
Oxford Free Et Easy Music Southern Ireland Sound Gear, Dublin

U.K. & European Enquiries to: BURMAN (Amplification)
Handyside Arcade, Percy Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 4PZ (0632 610765)
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WEL SON
'BLACK PEARL'

Price: £120.28 Inc VAT
Reviewed by:
Peter Douglas
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It must be said first and foremost that his
guitar is one of the cheapest solid -bodied
electrics we have ever had in the Beat of-
fices. It is therefore necessary to be extra -
kind to it in terms of assessment, since it
really isn't cracked up to be much.

Welsons are made in Italy, like the
keyboards bearing the same name. This
particular instrument is a Les Paul copy,
though the similarity becomes less ap-
parent the closer you get to it. The type of
wood used in its construction was not kn-
wn by its British importers, Woods of
Bolton, but they did tell us that the pick-
ups are "genuine humbuckers" and the
Black Pearl is apparently the first Welson to
get this lavish treatment. Incidentally, this
is one of eight electric guitars in the range.
The others include three original design
models, three semi -acoustics and an SG
copy, and there are also three basses.

So much for the background. In detail,
the first feature which actually
distinguishes it from a Gibson Les Paul is
the fact that the pick-up selector is a rotary
switch rather than a toggle. The positions
are marked B, M and T for bass/mid-
dle/treble. The metalwork is gold-plated
throughout. Another interesting feature is
the bridge, which at first appears to work
by a different method from usual, but soon
reveals itself as the standard up/down for-
ward/backward system. As with the selec-
tor switch, perhaps the manufacturers
were anxious to avoid legal proceedings
from Gibson - some having been instigated
last year against "copiers" of what they
regard as their own designs. Hence the
other rotary controls are ribbed and have a
wider skirt than on the Gibson, and the
machine heads are of a distinctly rounder
shape.

The finish on our review model was as
good as we have come to expect from
modern manufacturers of "copy" guitars,
apart from a couple of tiny chips in the
wood of the fretboard (here again we don't
know the type of wood used, and neither
do the unfortunately -named in this case
Woods of Bolton, though it looks like
smoothly -polished rosewood):

On picking up the guitar another feature
immediately came to light; the neck is ex-
ceedingly thick. One of my colleagues was
moved to compare it with a tree trunk, and
although I would not go quite so far I could
see his point. Then again, it does make a
difference when you're used to other elec-
trics and it may well prove an off-putting
factor to punters sitting in a shop trying
one out. You can get used to it, and in
some ways the added depth to the neck is
better suited than most to the natural
shape of a cupped left hand. But since
guitarists are so conservative by nature
they will feel suspicious, and maybe not
give it a chance as a result.

Another initial drawback is the weight:
the Welson certainly feels heavier than
comparable Les Paul copies, and this leads
us to another point: the sound from the in-
strument is strongly biased towards the
bass end, and you can tell this even before
plugging into an amplifier. Indeed, were it
not for the weight you might be forgiven
for thinking that it was hollow. The extra
bass sounds at first like resonance within
the guitar, as if there's an invisiable sound-
hole hidden somewhere in the body.

The strings supplied with the guitar might
also have something to do with it. They
really are extraordinary creatures. The win-
dings appear to have been polished down
so much that the strings vibrate as if they
were all plain - unwound - right from the
1st to the 6th! Consequently the tone is too
smooth for an electric guitar, so that in-
stead of bite you get a duller, more
resonant tone.

Perhaps the most unfortunate feature of
the Welson (and it must be stressed that all
this is before you've started playing it
through an amp) is the machine heads. In
shape they are more akin to those found on
cheap Spanish guitars, and in operation
they are much the same - impossibly stiff,
so that, having applied the sort of effort
you'd normally require to wrench the cap
off a new jar of marmalade, when the key
finally moves it jerks the note up about half
a semitone instead of the slight adjustment
you'd been hoping for. The keys are also
too small to get a decent grip on in a hurry.

In short, the only feature which really
stood up in the preliminary stages of our in-
vestigation was the playing action. The
guitar was reasonably well set-up, and the
smoothness of the fingerboard ensured
that most licks could be accomplished
without pain.

OK - reach for a jack lead, stuff one end
in the guitar and the other in an amp input.
Switch on. What happens? Yikes! The
sound with the bass pick-up on (volume
full, tone full treble) is about as crisp as a
blancmange; the middle position (ditto) is
not greatly different, since in the com-
bination of both bass and treble the bass
overwhelms the treble; the treble pick-up is
fairly bright, but The sound
overall is unbalanced - analagous in this
respect to a rather poor Rickenbacker we
once had in the office. When the bass is
too bassy and the treble is too tinny, it's
very had to gain any real control over the
sound. In addition, I found I was getting
feedback through the amp even at
moderate volume levels. Damping the
strings was no solution, since the feedback
was caused by the vibration of the pick-up
covers. All you can do when this happens
is to remove the covers, thus exposing the
coils (and this assumes that the covers are
only screwed on rather than soldered) and
giving scope for sweat and dirt to get in the
works, clogging up the sound even further.

Readers will by now be thinking that I've
been unfair to the Black Pearl. It is cheap,
after all, and a cheap guitar is very often all
that a young buyer can afford. But there
comes a point where you have to decide
whether or not it might be more advisable
to spend your money on a better quality
second-hand guitar through small ads in
Beat, Melody Maker or Exchange Er Mart.
Or perhaps you might wait another couple
of months and save up £50 extra to spend
on a new Antoria or Kasuga. You can still
buy a Columbus Les Paul copy for £130, in-
cluding VAT, and an old - or a new -
Columbus will never let you down. I

haven't been as kind to the Welson as I had
originally intended to be. Usually with a
cheap guitar you can find a couple of
saving graces which make it worth owning:
in this case, it must only be the price.



who's inside
Phoenix?
Steve Miller?
Ritchie Blackmore?
Carlos Santana?
You? With Phoenix they (and lots of others) are inside just waiting you to

release them. With its unique system of using valves in the pre -amp
you have versatility at the lowest level . . never before possible using
valves.
But remember you are not going to master Phoenix in one session

.

or even two. Phoenix is an amp to grow with . . . the more you
develop the further Phoenix will go. So together you could find
yourselves at the top. Quite a thought eh? See your Phoenix Dealer
very soon.

PHA 1
The first of a series of

quality amps, PA and other
electronic equipment

manufactured by
British Music Strings Ltd.,

Pontygwindy Industrial Estate,
Caerphilly, Wales, UK.

Send SAE for
literature, specifications etc.

for

PS. Phoenix Reverb Unit is now
available - the PHA 1R . . . also
pedals.

GUARANTEE
For your protection
Phoenix is patented,

registered and the design
is copyright ... so nobody
can pretend to be Phoenix.
The equipment has a two

year guarantee

Phoenix
amplification
dealers

London
W1 Sounds, Shaftesbury Ave.
WC2 F, D & H Music, Charing Cross Rd.
W12 Maurice Plaquet, Shepherds Bush
W13 Tempo, Ealing
Ell Freesmans, Leytonstone
N17 Nth London Organs, Tottenham
SE13 S Eastern Entertainments, Lewisham
SW17 Session Music, Tooting

Ashford (Middy) Accent Music
Bamsley Kitchens
Seth Assembly Music
Bexhill -on -Sea Birds
Birmingham Yardleys
Boscombe Eddie Moor's Music
Bradford Kitchens
Brentwood Soundwave
Bristol John Holmes
Bury St Edmunds Albert Ballam
Canterbury Socodi
Carlisle Studio Music
Chester Dawsons
Coventry Sound Centre
Dudley Modern Music
Exeter Greenhalgh Music
Fleet Kingfisher Music
Guildford Andertons
Hanley/Stoke-on-Trent Chatfields
Helaton Tottles Music Shop
Hereford Picton Music
HovelBrighton Southern Music
Huddersfield Dandelion Disco
Hull Cornelis
Ipswich Albert Ballam
Launceston Tottles Music Shop
Leeds Kitchens
Leicester Sound Pad
Lowestoft Morlings
Luton Luton Music Centre
Maidenhead The Sound House
Maidstone Sharon Studios
Manchester A.1. Music
Mansfield Carlsbro Sound
Middlesborough Cleveland Music
Newcastle Rock City Music
Newton -le -Willows Newtone Music
Northampton Alans Music Centre
Norwich Cookes Band Instruments
Oxford Taphouse & Sons
Portsmouth Courtney & Walker
Reading Rumbelows
Rochdale Shorrocks & Shorrock
Romford Soundwave
Salisbury Mitchell Music
Scarborough B. Dean
Sheffield Johnsons Soundaround
Southend Chris Stevens Music
Stockport Dawsons
Sunderland White Sound Equipment
Tunbridge Wells Sharons Music
Wallasey Rumbellows/Strothers
Warrington Dawsons
Wigan Dawsons
Winchester Whitwams

Scotland
Aberdeen Bruce Miller
Bethgate Music Box
Glasgow McCormacks Music

Nth. Ireland
Belfast Marcus Musical Instruments

Wales
Carmarthen Picton Music
Cardiff Sound Centre
Colwyn Bay Memphis Music
Merthyr Picton Music
Newport Sound Centre
Swansea Picton Music
Tredegar Sound Centre

Eire
Dublin McCulloch Piggott

Isle of Men Island Music Centre

SALES + SERVICE
Phoenix is only available
from these dealers who
have the experience and

facilities to sell and
service quality amps
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EFFECTS PEDALS
GUYATONE, IBANEZ.

MORLEY
Prices: see text

Reviewed by: Tom Stock
and Peter Douglas

IBANEZ PHASE TONE UNIT
Price: £39.00 inc. VAT

m not too impressed with this
I particular phaser because it doesn't
seem to do quite enough. What it does,
however, is very good indeed. For the price
it's very quiet indeed, and the sweep of the
phase is very relaxed and gentle - and
perhaps therein lies the problem. Phasing is
a soft effect, admittedly, but some
manufacturers have been able to create
more than the laid-back overall effect of
this particular model. The range is

definitely OK, from relatively slow to
relatively fast but for my liking it doesn't
quite accomplish that really slow, en-
veloping gush of an ultra -slow phase, nor
the juggling bounce of the ultra -fast one.
Perhaps, though, at less than £40 including
VAT, it's a deliberate middle of the road
phaser. I do, however, take issue with
Ibanez for their supplying of an optional
soft pad for the base las is the same with
all their units on review here). If you build a
unit which is likely to get scratched - as
these are, then why not build in the protec-
tion rather than leave it as an option? If the
new owner wants to place the unit in a
pedal board then let him remove the under-
side protection because he's bound to be in
a very small minority indeed.

GUYATONE ROLLY PHASE SONIX PS -
101
Price: £20.49
Didiculously cheap - utterly and
1-1 totally ridiculous price for this unit -
even if it didn't work at all it would probably
be worth the money in electronic scrap!
The fact that it does its job admirably
makes it even more the bargain of the year!

The Guyatone unit does boost the output
slightly when switched on and the foot -
switch itself is a little soft - it doesn't
make it obvious by feel alone that it's swit-
ched on. The speed control is too shortly
calibrated - from not slow enough to not
fast enough, and the depth switch clicks.
On full depth the phase actually rushes
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across the frequency range pulling out, in
turn, all bass, all middle and all treble - but
it's an interesting effect if not strictly ac-
curate phasing. The addition of an LED to
indicate it's switched on and the extra
facility of a 9 volt di makes it a star product
- at £20.49 it's, well, to repeat myself,
ridiculous!

IBANEZ OVERDRIVE II
Price: £30.50 inc. VAT

Shaped from the same extrusion as
...7 the Phaser (and Compressor) the Over-
drive unit has three rotary controls -
Distortion, Balance and Tone. The addition
of the balance feature helps enormously -
with careful setting you can switch in to a
fuzz lead from an undistorted rhythm
without any outrageous boost in volume -
unless you want it. However, turn up the
Distortion and you have to change the
balance setting as well. I would have
preferred the Balance to be either pre-set,
or over-riding, so no matter how much
distortion is added the balance to the
original sound remains the same. However,
at this price that's a small wish. The tone
control is excellent. On full Distortion the
tone control moves the sound from a
genuine dirty, muddy, almost filthy sound
to a crystal clear, attacking biting scream.
The Distortion could, for my money, have
got even more demented, but my tastes
aren't everybody's. In all, excellent value
for a sturdy unit which does precisely what
it sets out to do.

IBANEZ COMPRESSOR
Price: £30.00 inc. VAT
c%Nitch in the Compressor and
..7 suddenly the guitar goes completely
mute because the level is turned right
down: easily rectified but perhaps a design
fault? However, there is bags of sustain
here - turning a cheap Les Paul copy into
a veritable Yamaha SG2000 as far as
sustain goes (would that it could change
the whole God -damn guitar as well!).
'Level' control can be anything but that -
on full up my amp was looking for the exit
stage -right, so there are no power
problems here. Re -design of the indicators
- i.e., something which you can read from
the top of your platform boots would put
cream on the icing (if it doesn't make
you sick!).

IBANEZ FLANGER
Price: £86.00 inc. VAT
mow I'm a Flanger freak - doing
III the amount of home recording I do I
know a Flanger can add interest to even
the dullest guitar passages (and boy I can
write them) or when used to flange the
whole recording can completely transform
and brighten faded endings etc. The Ibanez
Flanger, at £86.00, is OK - neither brilliant
nor ghastly. On full 'Width and Regen.'
and minimum Speed, it takes about 14
seconds to go through the whole cycle -
reasonably slow and much to my liking.

It's considerably quieter than, for exam-
ple, the Electro-Harmonix which I par-
ticularly like, but on the other hand it lacks
the versatility of the Matrix option which E-
H provide. It will, however, perform a very
ordinary but highly effective additional ef-
fect. With speed on full and width and
regen on minimum the unit serves as a
general tone sharpener giving real treble at-
tack - probably not significant, but I dug
it! The best Flanging effect I managed was
with the speed on minimum and 'width'
and 'regen' just over half -way - very
pleasing and very effective. Too much width
and regen brings in that awful motor-
bike effect at the bottom end - but there
again, some people go for that in a big
way. If it's your cup of tea, then drink it.
Overall a good, reliable workhorse.

IBANEZ FLYING PAN
Price: £86.00 inc. VAT

Brilliant
- excellent value for

money this one, but only if you believe
you can use the effect. The Flying Pan is
basically speaking a highly sophisticated
phaser unit which has the ability to pan
your sound from one amp/speaker to
another at varying speeds, either phased,
not phased, or phased only on one side.

Four rotary controls operate the unit.
Phase speed does precisely what you
would imagine; foldback depth controls the
amount of information recycle to the
phaser - as Width in a Flanger; Phase
select is a three position rotary switch
marked left, stereo and right, and the Pan
speed determines the speed at which the
sound is pushed from one speaker across
the stereo spectrum. You can, by foot -
switch, have phase, or pan only.

So, first the phaser - good, sounding



better than the Phaser unit tested on these
pages but the addition of the foldback
depth option implies greater sophistication.

The pan is great. We set up two combo
amps in the office and had the sound boun-
cing sideways across the room like a ping-
pong ball. Although it appears to, the
sound does not actually shut off com-
pletely in the unpanned speaker - it
merely drops significantly giving the im-
pression of close -down. On full speed the
pan has the effect of a demented tremelo!

Like I said at the beginning - excellent .
. . only if you believe you can use the effect
- and that's the crux of the matter. Mind
you, it's a good phaser, and the extra
money for the amazing pan option is
probably worth it!

MORLEY AUTO WAH
Price: £118.80 inc. VAT
Function of the PWA (Auto Wah
1- pedal) is threefold - to provide (1)

wah-wah in conventional manner with the
pedal, (2) automatic wah (envelope
follower) by click -in switch, (3) volume
pedal.

On either side nearest player there are 2
footswitches: when these are on, this is in-
dicated by LED alloted to each. When r/h
LED on, you get function (1). When r/h
and I/h both on, you get function (2).
When I/h on, you get function (3). During
functions (2) and (3), the I/h LED flashes to
indicate (a) speed of envelope wah and (b)
progress of pedal in volume mode.

Three aditional switches: on/off at far
side front of pedal, indicated by LED at
near (playing) side; plus two rotary controls
to affect 'Travel' and 'Center' (sic) which
means (a) how much wah you want i.e.
how extreme the progress from treble to
bass tone, or bass to treble, both the auto
and manual wah should be i.e. frequency
range. And (b) what area of the sound
spectrum is emphasised, i.e. Center con-
trol to the left emphasises bass wah, to the
right, treble wah.

Pedal noisy in operation. Much hiss, and
auto wah hisses t rate of pulsation, which
is especially irritating. Otherwise, all per-
forms well, Straight pedal wah very good
and easy to control. Envelope not much
use to guitarists - better for keyboard
players who have other pedals to worry
about. Volume function OK. Good long
mains cable, sturdy construction, probably
even Blidd-proof.

Ultimately, however, would like to know
reason for this combination of functions.
Pedal takes time to get used to and un-
derstand workings of rotary controls.

Fancy owning one
of these units?
Keep your wallet
in your pocket
and turn to page
54 ...

a superb range
of

electric and acoustic
guitars

F
music

Fletcher Coppock and Newman Ltd. Morley Road, Tonbridge, Kent.
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MICROTEK MODEL
201

ELECTRONIC TONE
CABINET
Price £375

Reviewed by: Pete Banks

Over the last few years the
keyboard player's lot has become a

happier one. With the advent of syn-
thesizers and specialised transducers, he
can bend notes around like a guitarist and
play an acoustic piano and be heard.

The Hammond organ has always been a
special beast, with many players it is still
their number one instrument, but it is a
problem to amplify. This is because it is
usually used with a doppler shift rotary
speaker cabinet, or 'Leslie', named after
that well known firm of doppler shift rotary
speaker cabinet manufacturers! And the
problem with 'Leslies'? They're just not
very loud. Various methods are used to
boost the volume, like using lots and lots of
them, or mikinq one up in a broom cup -
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board away from the stage. But now it
looks as though the problem can be solved.

The Microtek Electronic Tone cabinet is
in fact a 'Leslie' synthesizer, and can be
used with a straightforward array of amps
and speaker cabinets, replacing the need
for a separate 'Leslie' cabinet.

The device synthesises chorale (slow)
and tremolo (fast) speeds of bass (L.F.)
and treble (H.F.) rotors. These speeds are
discreet for L.F. and H.F. and are fully ad-
justable allowing a combination of speeds
which cannot be achieved using an un-
doctored 'Leslie'. Also, the rates of rotor
acceleration and deceleration are ad-
justable, along with controls to alter depth
and colour on both L.F. and H.F. channels.
The box is a 19" slimline (134") rack moun-
ting unit only 834" deep overall with a stur-
dy steel frame. The anodised aluminium
front panel features mains switch and I.e.d.
indicator, rotor speed change switch, and a
routing switch to facilitate remote speed
changing from a keyboard or footswitch.
There are also twelve holes, behind which
are the presets to control the rotor
parameters mentioned earlier, six each for
L.F. and H.F. channels. They can only be
altered with a screwdriver, and so ac-
cidental or deliberate sabotage of one's
settings is impossible.

The back panel carries mains input,
balanced mono internally mixed output (all
XLR's) an input level attenuator, and a
barrier strip terminal for rack wiring. The
terminal tags give separate outputs from
the L.F. and H.F. rotor circuits, and allow
an unbalanced input and remote
hand/footswitch to be connected. All out-
puts can be split at the terminal without the
need of transformers to enable direct in-
jection to mixer lines and simultaneous on
stage monitoring.

Technically, the device is of interest in
that the electronically balanced input will
accept ridiculous voltage levels without
damage, and the mains supply unit is in-

novative in that it has no mains trans-
former. All components are high grade,
and are mounted on sturdy fibreglass
PCB's, the standard of workmanship being
very good. Before we go further, if you've
made it this far, let me say that having tried
the unit with different keyboards, I shall
confine my comments to its use with the
Hammond as this is clearly for what it was
designed, and also gives the best results.
Hammonds are pretty individual anyway,
the 'A' series type gave a quite different
sound to an earlier C3.

I understand that all Hammonds have
balanced output terminals (somewhere!),
and a lead from this needs to be routed to
the input of the Microtek unit. The rotor
outputs are then fed into the amplifiers
feeding respective low and higher frequen-
cy cabinets. I say higher frequency, as op-
posed to high, as the best results were
found using mid -type cone speaker
cabinets instead of high frequency horn
cabinets.

The effect is uncanny, as the sound
really does appear to be revolving, even
though coming out of stationary speakers!
Basically then, the chorale and tremolo
presets are straightforward, they just need
to be set at whatever speeds you want, but
unusual combinations can be used, as the
speed presets cover a considerable range.
For example you could have two fast or
two slow on the H.F. channel, while having
the usual slow and fast on the L.F., or two
fast on the L.F. and . . . well, you see what
I mean! The acceleration and deceleration
rates are also straightforward, and can be
set as desired, and in true 'Leslie' fashion,
can be considerably different for L.F. and
the H.F. rotors. The depth and colour con-
trols can now be adjusted, and this does
take some time.

Basically, the depth presets control the
amount of Doppler effect (pitch variation)
on the signal while the colour presets con-
trol the number of reflections from the



theoretical cabinet sides (phase variation)
These controls also interact, and do indeed
give a very effective result, much more
rotationally convincing than any other
phasing device I've ever heard used on
keyboards, and one cannot consider this
unit just as a complicated phaser, it is
much more.

Now, to be hypercritical, however, I did
find that setting up the depth and colour
controls in the chorale mode for optimum
'Leslie' imitation, when switched to
tremolo sounded a little un'Leslie' like (is
that a word?!) and readjustments to the
controls in the fast tremolo mode lessened
the 'Leslie' effect when switched back
down to chorale. This listening test was in
many ways possibly too subjective because
my ears are so conditioned to the warm but
poor frequency response of this genuine
Leslie (model 760 in this case) that the ultra
clean sound of the Hammond through am-
ps and speakers brought into the open all
sorts of little land big!) noises that are
usually lost in the mushy Leslie sound. So a
graphic equaliser was used to tailor the
response somewhat, and would probably
be an essential extra. However, the big ad-
vantage that this system has over a 'Leslie'
is volume, 'cos the organ can now be heard
really LOUD!

This device really is most remarkable and
I imagine that it will soon be used on the
road by many keyboard players. I don't see
it replacing the 'Leslie' altogether, as the
finer nuances of the old fashioned
physical/rotational effects are not quite
captured, and before that is taken as a
criticism, remember that string syn-

thesizers are not absolute imitators of every
scrape/bow/pluck etc of the original/ real
thing, and they've been around quite a
while now. After all, this is the FIRST
device from this company.

However I do have certain reservations
that I wish to communicate. The model
name "Electronic Tone Cabinet" I find
misleading, as (here in the U.K. at least)
the word cabinet usually implies speakers.
Also, although the manufacturers claim a
great saving in the size over an actual
'Leslie', for a keyboard player who only has
a Hammond, he still has to cart about

speaker cabs and amps to strictly be equal
to a 'Leslie' with its integrated
amp/speaker array. But, for the keyboard
player with an on stage keyboard mixer and
monitor rig, the addition of this device in-
stead of a 'Leslie' represents a very
professional answer to an old problem.

This is the first product from the
Microtek range, and promised are various
developments of this unit and other
devices, which should prove very in-
teresting. All units are backed up with a
comprehensive guarantee against faulty
parts and labour.

Once again London ground

to a standstill as visitors

piled into the B.M.I. T.F. and

back home to ponder the gear.

Next month -a full report

Available from your local music store
or send a s.a.e. for a free leaflet, to -
JOHN HORNBY SKEWES S CO LTO

Salem House Gerforth Leeds LS25 1 PX

K TRADE DISTRIBUTORS

hornby skewes



ACOUSTIC GUITAR
PICK- UPS

Prices: see text
Reviewed by Tom Stock

Amplifying an acoustic guitar has long
been one of the most difficult problems
facing engineers and musicians alike. In the
live arena things used to be so bad that a
new guitar company came from nowhere
to household name status in a matter of a
few years with their solution to the problem
- Ovation electric -acoustic guitars.

Most guitarists, however, still own par-
ticular acoustic instruments and so a
plethora of 'bugs' invaded the market to
aid them.

I've taken the products of five different
manufacturers and put them through an
identical subjective test with the same
guitar and amplifier in the same room.
Three are of the 'bug' variety, one an up-
dated version of the old full -width pick-up,
and one a totally new product - a
microphonic pick-up.

I've given marks for 'ease of fitting' and
'feedback' levels out of ten; at the time of
the test I had no idea of the prices of any of
the units. Here then in alphabetical order,
are my conclusions.

Ashworth Transducer
Price: £26.59
Ease of fitting: 6
Feedback level: 6
The Ashworth is a small wooden block
I connected to a female mini -jack

socket, both of which require fitting to the
body of the guitar by means of the supplied
double -sided tape. The tape gives a very
good contact with the guitar, but the lead
from the p/u to the socket is very suscep-
tible to movement, crackling whenever it is
moved. The sound lacks treble definition,
and despite the facility to move the trans-
ducer around the body of the guitar I

couldn't arrive at a really satisfactory
position. Placed on the top, just below the
centre of the bridge, gave the truest sound
but even that required maximum treble on
the amplifier to produce really acceptable
results - which means, of course, extra
noise on anything but the most expensive
amplification.

Barcus Berry Jr.
Price: £21.70
Ease of fitting: 6
Feedback level: 7
The Barcus-Berry requires a little
I more time in positioning - the
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Clockwise from left: Di Marzio, Ashworth, Barcus Berry, Kelsey, Lawrence.

removal of the end pin is necessary to give
a satisfactory result as there's a bracket
which holds the mini -jack female socket to
the guitar. Supplied is an adequate supply
of 'plasticine' - a grey rubbery material.
Instructions indicate two blobs on each end
and a further blob in the middle but even
this does not give a firm enough footing on
the guitar. The p/u again lacked treble
definition and seemed to concentrate on
the middle tones no matter where on the
guitar I tried to place it. With a third party
holding the p/u down the volume and
definition increased dramatically so I con-
clude that with a far more sophisticated
method of attaching the BB, it would
sound considerably better.

Di Marzio
Price: £19.95
Ease of fitting: 7
Feedback level: 8
-re Di Marzio is a round transducer,
I about an inch across, and comes com-

plete with a perspex box and this same
plasticine material. The p/u has more
treble accuracy than either the Ashworth
or Barcus-Berry but seemed to fall down in
the bass response area. Again close con-
tact to the body was a problem - with a
third party again holding the p/u onto the
guitar the volume and accuracy improved
dramatically - best results were obtained
half an inch away from the bass end of the
bridge. Smearing the top of the guitar with
a very small, thin covering of the plasticine,
and then severe pressure onto the pick up
improved things noticably, but I remained
aware of the necessity to continue high-
level contact.

Kelsey
Price: £59.00 approx.
Ease of fitting: 8
Feedback level: 5
The Kelsey is the odd -man out in the
I group - using a balanced line

microphone balanced in the middle of a
'spaceship' module with three rubbery
feet. The Kelsey arrives with a tin of
vaseline to ease sliding around the body for
the correct position (gasp

. .. Asst. Ed.),
but once positioned - best nearer the
treble end of the bridge - connection via a
mini -jack into a cannon socket is easy.
Results, even without the recommended
di -pre -amp box were superb. The Kelsey is

by a long way the most realistic of the five
available for this test, reproducing very ac-
curately and faithfully the particular
idiosyncrasies of the guitar being used.
Output was comparatively low, and
therefore extra loot needs to be parted with
for the booster, and the instructions
recommended use with a flat response
system - i.e. the P.A. as opposed to a
guitar amplifier, but even given these ad-
verse conditions, the Kelsey came out on
top.

Lawrence
Price: £30.00 approx.
Ease of fitting: 9
Feedback level: 9

you can fit the Lawrence more quickly
than any of the others in this group -

there's only one position, and the clever
'spring' design of the holding clip, with
grooves to fit the edges of the soundhole
gives a firm mounting. No thin lead also
reduces the crackle dramatically. I had to
work hard to make the Lawrence feedback
at all. The sound is overwhelmingly mid-
dley - and with no facility to reposition the
pick up - unlike the other four - you can
only resort to the amplifier controls for any
variation. With bass set low and treble full
up there is an acceptable sound there, but
it's not really an accurate interpretation of
the acoustic properties of the guitar.

Conclusions
Having by this time learned the relative

prices of the five pick ups, conclusions
have to be tempered with the amount of
money you might have to part with. The
group can be split five ways: the Lawrence
I would firmly recommend to the majority of
semi -pro acoustic guitarists. It's no hassle;
easy to fit, no or few problems with the
feedback, and it's loud.

The Kelsey, the most expensive of the
quintet (means five, Asst. Ed.) is also the
most accurate by a large margin. Even
without the recommended di box which
will simply increase the output, the
microphone p/u accurately reproduced the
tone, sound and warmth of the acoustic
guitar. Many of the country's top acoustic
guitarists are now endorsing this product
and I'm not surprised. However, its cost
might put you off, but eventually it would
be the one I would choose.



This was ME=T® at Frankfurt, 1978. Check out Europe's fastest growing

amplification at your 'finiff.R8 dealer:
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen - Middleton Music
Dundee - Wilkie's Music House
Perth - Wilkie's Music House
Falkirk - Forth Valley Music
Dunfermline - Alexander Muir

& Son
Edinburgh - James Grant Music
Glasgow - McCormack's
Glasgow - J.D. Cuthbertson
Hamilton - Hamilton Music
Melrose - Clinkscale Musical

Instruments
Dumfries - Len Frobisher
Paisley - J.D. Cuthbertson

NORTH-EAST
Newcastle - Rock City
Newcastle - R.S. Kitchen
Sunderland - White Sound
Middlesbrough - Cleveland

Music

NORTH-WEST
Workington - Northern Sounds
Barrow-in-Furness - Northern

Sounds
Lancaster - Hobbs Music
Blackpool - Bee's Music
Liverpool - Frank Hessy
Wallasey - Rumbelows
Manchester - Al Music
Warington - Dawsons
Stockport - Dawsons
Wigan - Dawsons
Chester - Dawsons
Stoke-on-Trent - Chatfields
Shrewsbury - Salop Music

Centre

YORKSHIRE
Leeds - R.S. Kitchen
Barnsley - R.S. Kitchen
Bradford - R.S. Kitchen

Huddersfield - Dandelion
Sheffield - Johnsons Sound

Around
Sheffield - Carlsbro Sound

Centre
Scarborough - Bernard Dean
Hull - J.P. Cornell

LINCOLNSHIRE
Grimsby - Grimsby Music

Centre
Lincoln - Browns Musical

EAST MIDLANDS
Mansfield - Carlsbro Sound

Centre
Derby - Wisher
Leicester - Sound Pad Music

Centre
Loughborough - Loughborough

Music
Peterborough - Live Music &

Piano Centre

WEST MIDLANDS
Wolverhampton - Langdon

Electric Music
Birmingham - Woodroffe's
Coventry - Coventry Music

Centre
Northampton - Funkshun

Supersound

NORTH WALES
Bangor - Sound Centre
Rhyl - Axe Music

SOUTH WALES
Swansea - John Ham Sound

Centre
Cardiff - Cardiff Sound Centre
Newport - Sound Centre
WORCESTERSHIRE &
HEREFORDSHIRE
Worcester - Worcester Music

Hereford - Buzz Music
Ross -on -Wye - Ross Soundhouse

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Gloucester - Gloucester

Soundhouse

SOUTH WEST
Bristol - Biggles Music
Bath - Assembly Music
Weston -S -Mare - W.M. Organ

Centre
Swindon - Swindon Guitar

Centre
Salisbury - Mitchell Music
Bournemouth - Coast Music
Exeter - Bill Greenhalgh
Truro - West Country Music

EAST ANGLIA & ESSEX
Norwich - Cookes Band

Instruments
Cambridge - Cambridge Rock
Bury -St -Edmunds - Albert

Balaam
Ipswich - Albert Balaam
Colchester - Axe Music
Hadligh - Honky Tonk Music
Romford - Soundwave

KENT & SUSSEX
Margate - Pepper Music
Hastings - Hastings Sound
Worthing - Broadway Music
Maidstone - Matthews Music
Bromley - Wing Music

HANTS & SURREY
Fleet - Kingfisher Music
Portsmouth - Bennett's
Addlestone - ABC Music
Kingston John King Sounds

Please send me the information

Name

Address

HERTS BEDS BUCKS & OXON
Luton - Luton Music Centre
Hemel Hempstead - Free 'N'

Easy
Watford - Hammonds
Barnet - E.S.S.
High Wycombe - Sun Music
Aylesbury - Free 'N' Easy
Windsor - Windsor Disco Centre
Oxford - Free 'N' Easy
LONDON
Leytonstone Ell - Holiday

Music
Lewisham SE13 - Len Stiles
Crouch Hill N8 - John Beeby's
SW16 - Norbury Music Centre
Ealing W5 - Dave Simms Music

Centre
Kilburn NW6 - Blanks Music

Store
W1 - Sounds
W1 - Music City
WC2 - Sho Bud Guitars
WC2 - FD&H Music
WC2 - Rod Argents Keyboards
W1 - Chappell's
N. IRELAND
Newtonards - Modern Music
Bangor - Modern Music
Ballymena - Sports ft Music

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Jersey St Helier - Regent Radio
ISLE -OF -MAN
Douglas - Island Music Centre
Ramsey - Island Music Centre
ISLE -OF -WIGHT
Ryde - W. Teague's
Newport - W. Teague's
REP OF IRELAND
Dublin - Music Circle Ltd
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EL VIN TS55 PIANO
Price: £495 inc. VAT

Reviewed by:
Tom Stock

°ince reviewed the
,7 prototype of the TS55 piano
from Elvins in April this year,
Peter Elvin, the designer, has I'm
happy to say incorporated all of
the recommendations I made in
the original review. Because of
this, and because we're giving
one away as the first prize in this
month's competition (see page 54) I

figured it would be worthwhile giving a
short resume of what is now the finished,
production model.

In April I found four annoying problems
with the prototype - light keyboard, low
volume from top octave, semi -tone out

tuning in the transpose mode, and red let-
tering for all the functions. A brief re-
introduction to the piano at Elvin's
Hackney -based showrooms, revealed that
Peter had indeed spent some more time
with his protege.

The keyboard is firmer now, although it
is still an option as to how you have the
response set. Heavy handed players can
request heavy handed keyboards. The top
octave in particular has now been sorted
out and the volume remained truer all the
way up the keyboard although Peter right-
fully insists that real acoustic pianos have
less response at the treble end of the
keyboard.

The most significant improvement from
the point of view of the gigging musician is
that the piano will now play concert pitch in
its transpose mode. This transpose mode
transforms the piano from a relatively or-
dinary, but good piano into something a lit-
tle more versatile, offering a number of in-
teresting effects including the ability to
bend piano lead lines. Now that concert
pitch is available in the transpose mode,
this option is more easy to use.

Lastly, the seductive red lettering has re-
appeared in virgin white - not as sexy
perhaps, but an awful lot more practical

when you're flicking
down the

control

panel for
the phase model

in blue/pink/red/orange
stage lighting. It's sad to hear
that as yet there's still adverse

reaction in the trade to this product, much
of it based on prejudice against the fact
that it's English. Remember, this piano
costs less than £500 inclusive of VAT!!!

electric bass guitar strings
Semi (Half) Round Bass String

Wound with round stainless steel then precision ground
and polished. This provides an extremely flexible string with a
flat playing area and Vibration Chambers' below the surface of
the visible winding. Also eliminates finger and fret wear.

Available in long or medium scale.

Set No SRIOL Long Scale Set No SRIOM Medium Scale

Round Wound Bass String
Wound with stainless steel to give tremendous magnetic

response. Extremely flexible. All strings are burnished to
reduce finger and fret wear.

Available in long or medium scale.

Set No RWIOL Long Scale Set No RWIOM Medium Scale

electric guitar strings
Plain String

Unique 'Long Life' twist at ball end. Almost doubles
strength at this weakest point, reducing breakage. Finest plated
high tensile steel.

Wound String
Sounder covered strings are precision wound under a

constant tension using a process which allows you to cut the
string anywhere along its length without the spinning wire
coming loose. So no problems because 'you did not take a turn
around the peg'. Spun with silk at the ball end. Pure hard
nickel wound.

Available in four superbly balanced sets, reference numbers as
follows:
Superlight No IOS (.008) Extra Light No 10E (.009)
Light No IOL (.010) Light Wnd.3rd No IOLW (.0II)

Also full custom range.

.1111111111%400.0000110111.1-mllt7MUSIC STRINGS
Treorchy Rhondda
CF42 6AA

1111111 11.1



200,000 PEOPLE. ONE SPEAKER.
Go to almost any major outdoor rock concert

and you'll find three things. Lots of music. Lots of
people. And lots of IBL.

Those giant towers of sound, some containing
as many as 1200 loudspeakers, require the very
finest equipment. And that's why j BL is used more
than any other brand for large, outdoor events.

Of course, if you've got a slightly smaller sound
requirement- say a board room, discotheque,

church or recording studio-we can handle that,
too. With the same famous JBL integrity.

We've been making componentsand electronics
for quality sound reinforcement systems for over
30 years now.

And we've gotten quite good at it.
Call or write us. We'll send you information on

our full line of products, and put you in touch with
your JBL Engineered Sound Systems Contractor.

DBL
GET IT ALL.

Harman (Audio) U.K. Ltd. St. John's Road, T lers Green, Hi h Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR



INSTRUMENT REVIEW
Amplifie

CHARLIE
AMPLIFIER

Price: £450 approx.
Reviewed by: Tom Stock

rf the plethora of musical instru-
W ments on display at this year's Frank-
furt Fair in February one in particular
caught and held my attention - the
Charlie amplifier. I mean, take a look at the
photograph! Even in black and white it
looks different from any other amplifier on
the market. In the naked flesh (or wood)
it's even more striking. I tried to persuade
the manufacturers (Musique Industries of
France) to let me have one for review at the
time, but they were unable to come across
with one. Then I received a phone call from
Claude Joubim, the designer, saying he
was on holiday in England, had managed to
stuff one in the back of his car, and would I
like to borrow it for a few days? Obviously I
accepted his offer, and a couple of days
later his Renault was heading for a wet
three weeks in the Lake District con-
siderably lighter than when it had crossed
the Channel.

The Charlie is unique in two fields - fir-
stly in appearance, and secondly in its
primary function. The appearance is ob-
vious: the primary function of the Charlie,
however, is as an acoustic guitar amplifier,
specifically for Ovations, and generally for
any 'bugged' acoustic guitar. The French
guitarist, Marcel Dadi, had specifically
requested Musique Industries to build an
acoustic amplifier and they in turn put
young Claude to the task. The end result is
the Charlie - and not, as you might
suspect, a right proper one!

The main framework of the amp is
natural pine hardwood with a clear protec-
tive varnish finish. The openings on each
side at the front are bass reflex tuning tun-
nels. The rear of the amp is enclosed by
heavy three-ply in the same finish with stif-
feners to prevent vibrations. The amp sits
on a wooden tray which screws to the bot-
tom of the cab, and there are four high -
quality castors provided.

The map has three inputs: 1) is the
acoustic channel input featuring a very flat
frequency response when the tone controls
are in a neutral position. Channel 2 is
recommended for electric guitars, while
the third input allows simultaneous playing
of both channels and instant switching
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from Channel 1 to Channel 2 by use of the
provided foot -pedal (incidentally, also
made of natural pine!)

Rotary controls (having green fronts)
control volume input, tone controls for
bass, middle, and treble, equalisation (one
notched to provide selectable bands bet-
ween 700Hz and 7kHz, the other con-
trolling the efficiency of boost or cut on the
selected frequency) and reverb on both
channels. The master volume works only
on the electric guitar channel. On the right
hand side of the panel are switches for
'Valve sound', master reverb on/off, and a
high harmonics switch which actually swit-
ches in two Piezo high frequency trans-
ducers. There's also the mains switch and
a standby switch - all the last five men-
tioned control have green warning lights
operating when the function is switched
on.

The amplifier is rated at 80 watts RMS,
has a frequency range claimed at 10Hz to
40kHz, THD less than 0.5% at full power.

Charlie, as he had now become,
proved to be an admirable companion for
the Ovation. I'm not particularly keen
myself on Ovations - especially
acoustically - but the guitar burst into life
when aided by Charlie's circuitry. Careful
low volume setting - so the amplified
sound was equal in volume to the acoustic
- created the impression of literally two
Ovations. Switching in the high harmonics
resulted in some excess hiss which can be
turned down by the treble control, ob-

viously, but in some respects it seems self-
defeating to add treble by one method and
turn it down again by another.

From the Ovation I moved to the ex-
cellent Guild (see review in July's issue)
and tried out a number of different acoustic
bugs (see reviews in this issue). Using the
Kelsey microphonic p/u Charlie was able to
reproduce the Guild's sound incredibly ac-
curately. Acoustic guitars are notoriously
difficult to amplify in anything other than a
flat response system - i.e. a P.A. - and
Charlie's flat frequency response came into
its own.

With an electric guitar, however, things
were not quite so rosey: the sound was fine
at low volume, but it tended to distort
when the tone controls moved anywhere
above flat. I found it difficult to get any real
treble bite without switching in the
tweeters again, and again, this brought in
extraneous hiss which needed to be con-
trolled by the treble switch.

In all, though, and especially with the
Ovation and Guild, Charlie performed
brilliantly. The electric side of things does
leave room for some improvement, but it is
almost certain that the majority of pur-
chasers will use Charlie because he does
such a specialist job, one which is not done
by any alternative amplifier. At present
there is no British distributor for the amp -
which is why our price is 'approximate' but
interested parties should write to Musique
Industries, 6 rue Rossignol-Dubost, 92230
Gennevilliers, France.



MARK 2
MIXERS

PEAVEY'S NEW GENERATION OF
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY MIXERS
COMBINE THE LATEST STUDIO
PERFORMANCE FEATURES FOR
ALL SOUND REINFORCEMENT
AND GENERAL PUBLIC ADDRESS
APPLICATIONS - AT PRICES OUR
COMPETITION WON'T BELIEVE

7 channels, stereo rack mount
and 8, 12, 16 or 24 channel consoles

LED overload indicator each channel

Pre -monitor send each channel

4 -band EQ each channel

Stereo pan each channel

LED ladder displays on
main and sum (40.0 dB range)

Stereo headphones
selectable on main and sum

Transformer balanced inputs and
outputs

MC -8
+ 20.0 dBM levels at all outputs

Easy access to all busses
Send large stamped addressed envelope

for details of Peavey's new generation of commercial sound
equipment to U.K. and Eire distributors:

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS (U.K.) LTD
UNIT 8, NEW ROAD, RIDGEWOOD, UCKFIELD, SUSSEX TN22 5SX
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WESTERN
ROCK

168 GRENVILLE ROAD, PLYMOUTH

The West's Leading Drum Store
Kits in stock include:

Ludwig Rock Machine (Blue Vistalite)
Ludwig Downbeat (1963)

Gretsch Chrome Four Drums (Camco stands)
Rogers Londoner V Gretsch Custom Five Drum

Plus kits by:
Premier, Tama, Hamma, Pearl, Maxwin, Sonor

A full range of cymbals by:
Remo and Premier

and always plenty of new and second-hand percussion
gear in stock

We also specialise in P.A. gear
8/2 200 watt MM/Bins/ Horns £495
8/2 400 watt MM/Bins /Horns £745

12/2 400 watt MM/Bins/Horns £810
16/2 400 watt MM/Bins/Horns £880
16/2 1000 watt MM/ Bins/ Horns £1395
16/21000 watt Hill/A.T.C. £1680

P.A. Hire at competitive rates
Mail Order Service available

H. P. and Part Exchange

All enquiries ring Ray or Mog on Plymouth 29858
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Three Characteristic Sounds
Graphic, Reverb, Flanger,

Compressor/Sustain,Chorus,
Noisegate,Touch-Sensitive Switches

Programmable Footswitch
D.I.Socket, 200watts

soloist
PA:CE Ltd Kneesworth Street, Royston tel: 0763-45214



On the face of it, buying yourself
an amplifier should be pretty
easy. You sort out how much

money you have to spare, look around at
what's available and then go ahead. Isn't it
strange, though, how all the simplest ideas
get complicated when they're put into
practice?

To start with, buying an amp means that
you're down to spending an awful lot of
money and, as your bank manager will love
me for saying, you should never spend a lot
of money without first thinking hard about
what you're spending it on.

So, am I suggesting any revolutionary
ways of approaching the problem? Well,
perhaps it's not revolutionary, but what I
am saying is that you should be a bit more
logical about your amplification than just
buying whatever seems like the best equip-
ment in store locally - regardless of
specification.

Let's assume, for the sake of an
argument, that you've already owned two
amps in your brief attempt to make the
grade. Let's also assume that you're a
guitarist (I'll deal with bass gear separately
although you should really have a look at
my article on buying bass equipment in the
May '78 BEAT). Let's also suppose that
you're playing in a local band who don't yet
put anything through their P.A. gear other
than vocals and, maybe, drums. Right,
does that fit the bill? If it doesn't, don't
worry because I'm sure that (unless you're
Jimmy Page - Hi, Jimmy!) it's going to
more or less apply to you too.

Now, having said that you've already
had two amps let's look at what these
were. The first (that's after you stopped
using father's tape recorder, radio or
whatever!) was a battered old Woolworth's
'Audition' and the second was an equally
44

tatty WEM, Vox, Simms -Watts or
something else of doubtful vintage and,
possibly, doubtful reliability after its years
on the road.

So, what you're looking for now is
something of at least 50 watts, with a good
sound and increased reliability. Your
average gigs are 'The Sweaty Armpit Club'
(holds 200 people with a fire licence for 50),
'The Rat's Nostril' (Publican, Jack, doesn't
like anything that drowns out the darts
team) and, one every couple of months, a
local college of education's 'term dance' or
the local Civic hall (backing someone of the
level of Jenny Haan's Lion, Racing Cars,
bands of that rank).

Probably the first thing you'll think about
is volume. Now that's where you've made
your initial mistake. Most professional
guitarists worry about tone first and, no
matter how loud your are, you cannot hide
a lousy sound.

So, let's actually sit down and draw up a
list of the requirements of a guitarist in that
position and see what we can come up
with.

Firstly, let's make one simple decision,
size of amp. Does your band have a van? If
it does then  you can go for something
bigger, if not and you don't have a
capacious car, then we'd better think
about getting a combo - and a small one
at that.

So, let's say that your car or van can
take a separate amp/speakers job. Should
you go for that or a combo? Well, combo's
are smaller, neater, but beyond that they
have no advantage (other than, maybe,
price) over separate (what the Yanks call
'piggy back') amps. One disadvantage
which is sometimes claimed for this type of
amp is that, because the amp section and
speakers are integral, the continuous

vibration causes deterioration of the elec-
tronic components and soldered joints.
Despite this claim, there is not doubt that,
whilst this may have been a problem in
early units, it is not significantly one today.
If transportation means that you need a
combo then fine, buy one. If you can,
however, try and get one which will also
take a second speaker cab. The sound of a
good 50 watt combo can be frequently
boosted out of all recognition by using an
extension 2 x 12" or 4 x 12" cab.

Having decided on the physical size of
amp your require, what about its output?
Here you do have to be careful. One of the
many advantageous properties of valve
amps is that, watt for watt, they actually
sound louder than transistor units. Try, for
example, putting a Marshall 50 solid state
combo next to a Marshall valve combo and
see for yourself how much louder the valve
amp really is. Again a good amp will often
sound louder than a bad one (I'm talking
about good and bad in terms of sound and
tonal quality here, of course.

Probably, if you are doing the sort of
gigs we've talked about here, you will need
a bare minimum of 50 watts, though
probably more like 100. The disadvantage
with a 100, though, is its requirements as
regards obtaining a true overload sound. If
you are into the Gibson/Fender/ Marshall
sustain and feedback sound then a stan-
dard 100 watt Marshall will have to be
driven flat-out to deliver it. When you go
down to the 'Rat's Nostril' and try to pull
off your favourite licks at full overload
you're quite likely to find a rapid series of
reasons for the cancellation of all your gigs
there.

On the other hand, a 50 watt (even
miked up and with foldback) may not
provide sufficient body behind you when
you do the local Civic hall or college. You
see, even if you do manage to borrow the
main band's PA, you are used to having a
loud sound behind you, and nothing can
make you feel more naked on stage than
only having half the meat behind you that
you are used to - and it's just no good
relying on foldback.

There really is, or ,:ourse, only one an-
swer here. You could buy the smaller amp
and borrow a bigger one for the larger gigs
but this would mean you facing new gigs
with new equipment. This is likely to make
your already fraught nerves even worse
while you try to cope with an alien amp at
the biggest gig you've ever played.

No, the only sensible answer is to buy an
amp with a low volume overload facility.
Most makers offer these and they are ideal
for guitarists who play gigs of widely dif-
fering sizes. Judging by the many that I've
looked at, I don't believe you get exactly
the sound from even a valve 'master
volume' system that you do from full
overload, but it's still the only viable
suggestion.

So, let's assume that you've decided
that you need 100 watts and you've
managed to narrow it down to a choice
between two or three models. The next
logical question to ask yourself concerns
sound. Now I said earlier that too many
guitarists consider volume their first
priority. If they can get 100 watt (rated)
output amp at a good price then they'll buy
it. What you should consider (as all the



pro's do, of course is whether the amp in
question delivers the sound you want first
of all. People are very impressed by a
guitarist's sound; it's a subject which you
will inevitably hear professionals talking
about when they meet. 'Yeah, Blackmore
has this fantastic sound' - that sort of
comment abounds. The reason is that,
apart from the notes you play, your sound
is you, it's a vital expression of your
personality and style. Listen to Jeff Beck,
Ritchie Blackmore, Eric Clapton, they all
have distinctive sounds which enable you
to identify them within the first few notes.
That's what you too must strive for.

Now this can cause problems. Suppose
your sound comes only from a small com-
bo amp which you've had for several years.
You've spent hours building your playing
around the overload, tone qualities or
whatever this amp offers and now your
drummer and bass player say they can't
hear you and have started to insist that you
buy a bigger amp. Now it could be that you
can't find this distinctive sound of yours in
any other amp. There are ways round this
one and it's something that you should
consider very seriously before abandoning
something which could end up making
your name for you.

Brian May is one example of a guitarist
who does this. Wishbone Ash's Andy
Powell is another. What they've done is to
base their styles around the sound of
AC30's and small Fender combos respec-
tively. To get that sound over on large
stages they simply rely on miking them up
and duplicating their amps several times
over to increase the stage volume. This
can, of course, prove expensive and there
is a cheaper way.

Overdrive
Several years ago I worked with a band

whose lead guitarist could only really work
with a Strati AC30 combination. Now the
AC30 was drowned by my bass gear and
the band's PA, but this guirtarist (and he
was very good) didn't want to part with his
sound. What he did (and this was long
before other people came up with the idea,
by the way) was to take a direct feed from
the pre -amp of the AC30 and run it through
a power amp and separate speakers. In
those days Amcrons and BGW's weren't
common like they are now and he used a
Quad 303, an amp beloved of hi-fi buffs.
Despite being designed for home use, the
Quad 303 seemed well enough made to
withstand the  rigours of sweaty gigs and
it's well worth considering if this is your
problem.

Anyway, having dealt with the possibility
of adding meat to your existing amplifier,
let's get back to buying a brand new set-
up. I'm only going to touch briefly on the
question of transistor versus valve amps as
it's becoming patently obvious that most
people, when they can eventually afford
the extra bread, go onto valves with a sigh
of relief. If you really can't afford a valve
amp, or you like the clean sound of a solid
state unit, then go ahead and buy one, but
don't believe that your tranny amp
will sound as good on overdrive as a valve
one. It might to your ears and it might suit
your style of playing better, but generally

speaking, solid state amps do not overload
well, failing to produce the second har-
monic distortion which valves deliver as a
matter of course. Even Marshall, who
spent years working on the problem, admit
that their overload doesn't sound as good
as a valve system but, they reason, if
people can't afford the expensive com-
ponents and wiring needed to produce a
valve amp then a good (and there are some
awful ones) solid state job can do quite
nicely.

Do consider, however, what I said about
valve amps sounding louder than solid
state one. A Marshall Master Volume 50
watt combo will often actually sound
louder than a cheaper 100 watt tranny job.
Don't be mislead by figures for output.
Listen to what your ears tell you. You
might find that, although the valve job only
delivers half the theoretical power of a solid
state, it will sound not only better but as
loud or even louder.

By the way, be very suspicious of dealers
who try the old lie about valves getting
scarce these days. The M.O. valve com-
pany (part of the massive GEC corporation)
are now fully re -equipped to produce
valves for the distant future so re-valving
your thermionic amp (which should be
done every six months to a year) is no
problem at all.

What about amps with built-in effects?
Well, a lot of people find (I'm one of them)
that built-in effects are absolutely no sub-
stitute for separate effects units. Quite why
some amp makers bung in such cheap cir-
cuits is a mystery (expensive ones don't
cost all that much more in unit cost terms)
so, by and large, you could be wary of
them with some justification. You might
well find one that you like but, for the most
part, buy your amp for its natural sound
and buy your effects units later.

Another thing to watch out for is buying
small names. I know that a lot of manufac-
turers will be upset at my saying this but,
particularly where tranny amps are con-
cerned, small makes have had a tendency
over the years to come and go. And once
they've gone you could find yourself stuck
with an unserviceable amp. So, if you do
like the sound and price of an amp made by
a small name, ask what the standardisation
of parts is like. If it's a rip-off of someone
else's circuits (as many 100 watt valve
amps are!) then you're o.k. If they brag
about it being totally unique, you might
have some cause to worry about them.

There isn't room in this article to cover
buying secondhand versus new in much
detail. Obviously new amps are more
reliable and you have excellent come -back
against the retailers under the various
provisions of the Sales of Goods Act. Mind
you, the same Act will also help you with
secondhand equipment from a dealer. If
you intend to buy from a private source
you'll just have to use your loaf. Look for
signs of obvious bad treatment and insist
on running the amp flat-out. If it sounds
clean (or dirty, depending on your tastes!)
and there are no obvious rattles, whistles,
clicks and bangs, if the speakers look to be
in good condition, twiddle the volume and
tone pots and see if they crackle. Generally
give the amp a 'once-over' (preferably
aided by an experienced friend) and you
should be o.k. Needless to say you're bet -

You pays

your money

and takes

your choice!   
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BUYING AN AMPLIFIER
ter off (but not financially!) when you buy
from a dealer.

He at least can be forced to honour his
liabilities whereas you might have a hard job
trying to trace the guy who sold you a duff
amp which you bought privately. Mind
you, there are undoubted bargains to be
had on the secondhand market when
buying through Exchange 8- Mart or the
local paper (or even Beat's free personal
ads, plug, plug!). What you have to carry
firmly in your mind is the old principle of
Romano -British law, Caveat Emptor - let
the buyer beware!

Potential
As I've tried to stress, tonal qualities in

amplification are probably more important
than sheer volume. Here you've got to
assess for yourself the potential of any
piece of equipment which you are con-
sidering. A question that 'I'm often asked is
'I've got an old guitar and it certainly sounds
better than the new ones. Is that true of
amps as well?' There's no easy answer to
that question, I'm afraid. Some guitarists
reckon that old amps sound better than
new ones for a variety of reasons. Firstly
the quality control of components used in
the '50's tended to be less critical, hence
the use of paper resistors and what have
you, and this leads to some old amps soun-
ding better than others. Secondly, old
components can wear over the years and
produce, if not an objectively better sound
then at least a different one and one that
you might prefer. Again, design principles

change and you might honestly prefer the
sound of an obsolete model. A good exam-
ple of this is the Acoustic 360 which some
bass players (in particular John Paul Jones)
prefers to the newer ones.

Finally, we come down to speakers. Up
until now more or less everything I've said
applies as much to bass players as it does
to lead and rhythm guitarists. Here the two
must part company a little. For guitar the
prime favourite speaker is a good 12" unit
like the Celestion G 12 series or one of the
JBL or ATC ranges. Don't be put off
cheaper British speakers, however. It's
hard to see how some Americans work
their pricing out when you consider that
they really aren't much better than ATC or
Celestion.

Beginners often fail to realise the dif-
ference which speakers make to the overall
sound of an amplifier. Ten -inch units give
you more top, 12" a good mid compromise
and 15" are really more suitable for bass
with 18" units being almost totally out of
fashion these days on account of the over -
heavy bass response they produce.

Open back? Closed back? There are a
number of options for you to try, and the
only sensible advice must be to try as many
types of enclosure as you can and choose
the one which suits your sound. Some
guitar players like the closed -back Marshall
8 x 10" (a classic design), others a sealed
back 4 x 12", yet again some prefer the
open back 2 x 12" combo arrangement.
It's your money and it's down to you.

For bass players, you really have the
same situation except that you can forget

open backed enclosures. Try 15"s, try
12"s, see what suits you best. For you, of
course, there's something to be said for
bass bins, but I have yet to be convinced
that, at least once you start miking up your
gear, they offer any advantage. If your
bass is failing to project, though, and your
band haven't started miking you through
the PA (or, perhaps better still, taking a
direct injection split) you could try a bass
bin to throw your sound to the back of the
hall. You might well find yourself having to
use an extra 4 x 12" as well though, other-
wise you'll deafen the back rows and be
unable to hear yourself!

One thing that I should mention is the
tendency for equipment to run in fashion
cycles. Currently making a lot of noise
(sorry!) are the American Boogie amps as
used and endorsed by Santana and others.
These come at prices which would require
a second mortgage on your house. Are
they, and other extremely expensive
American units, really worth the prices?
Well, if you're a tax payer in the Zeppelin
bracket then arguing about £200 or £300 on
the price of an amp is like you and me
arguing over halfpennies. Frankly, though,
if they do offer a substantially better sound
it's a matter of taste. There are those who
swear by Ampeg and, certainly, it's good,
reliable stuff. Whether the premium placed
on these American products by the cost of
shipping and the wholesaler/importer's
margin makes it worth buying is a matter
for careful thought. There's quite a syn-
drome in this business of musicians playing
follow my leader with both amps and
guitars.

ibustirGuitaty

FYLDE INSTRUMENTS LTD.
Progress Mill, Orders Lane, Kirkham, Lancs.

Tel: Kirkham 684987
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Lead Guitar, all makes £55
Bass Guitar, all makes £59
355 -type semi -acoustic £59
All prices plus VAT. Please write or phone for details of the
full range of Bluebird Flight Cases.
M.B.E. Amplification Ltd, 8 West Mill Road
Colinton Edinburgh EH13 ONX Tel 031-441 7474.





ENID:
the gospel
according
to God(frey)

ILet's make no bones
about it - The Enid
play damn fine music.

However, having spent most
of a day with the band in the
large rented house on the
northern outskirts of
Hertford where they live and
work, I remain unconvinced,
and dubious about the life-
style and environment in
which that music is con-
ceived, written, rehearsed
and perfected.

They seem to make no
distinction between their life-
style and their music, seeing
the two as totally integral
parts of the whole. In view
of this and another poten-
tially more disturbing
phenomenon (the peculiar
role of and relationship with
the 'fan club') both should
be observed. To an outsider
like myself, invited to spend
a few hours with the
band, The Enid seem to
inhabit a strictly formed
community/society stage-
managed by one Robert John
Godfrey. Mr. Godfrey is a
large, imposing, balding,
impossible -to -age (some-
where between 30 and 45
perhaps?) character who
handles the main keyboards
in the music, writes much of
it, and appears to rule the
Enid -house in the roles of
dictator, philosopher,
mentor, house -mother and
much else besides.

His path to The Enid
seems a little misty, but via a
community school and the
Royal College of Music, he
arrived with marbles well -
intact. His control of the
entire outfit was ably
demonstrated in the first
hour and a half of my visit.
Despite talking , to the band
and various other hangers-on
(in any other outfit they
would be referred to as
liggers) all in one room at the
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same time, all my questions
and observations were
parried by Godfrey, and the
whole philosophy of the life
and times came from him,
and from him only. Even
when desperate for a second
opinion and I casually
wondered if anyone else held
a voiceable thought, only
Godfrey's well -trained (dare
I say taught?) philosophies
were forthcoming.

Indeed, Godfrey's vision
of the live -together world is
undeniably rooted in the
Sixties' dream of the perfect
harmonious society and
while it remains laudable, it
is demonstrably ineffective.
The passionate insistence
that The Enid have it right
and I (and presumably the
overwhelming majority of
the population) have it
wrong became a little tedious
at times, but I relate this part
of the story because it
probably is essential for an
understanding of the music.

The 'fan club' known as
The Enid Society also has a
different role to most of its
ilk - no screaming, frothing
groupies here, but rather a
serious cult group which has
grown up around the large
grass -roots following The
Enid have. There's to be a
mass meeting of the Society
later this year, at which, I
was told, the members will
advise the band on the way
they would like to see the
music evolve. I'm reticent to
believe this. I can picture
Guru Godfrey already
preaching to the converted
. . . Still, enough of that.

Acceptable

The day of the visit had
been arranged so I could

watch the band rehearse -
orders to one member on
holiday in the West Country
to return pronto had been
sent and the wayward son
was poised ready to rehearse
with the others. The, to me,
acceptable face of The Enid is
its musical one, for it is here
that they excel, offering the
starved audiences around the
country some genuinely
intellectual/enjoyable rock
music. It's too easy to brand
them as rock poseurs but
yet that sadly may well be
the most popular description
of them - albeit further
away from the truth than is
decent. Their music
embraces a strong classical
foundation - mainly due to
Godfrey's and fellow
keyboard player Willie's firm
classical training - with folk
themes, humour, and a
generally excellent standard
of playing.

"I'm concerned that the
audience at concerts should
come to listen to the music
without becoming
intellectually involved,"
Godfrey told me. "Our
music requires something of
the listener. You can't go to
an Enid gig expecting to
spend the evening back in a
seat giving nothing to the
performance. If an audience
becomes involved with what
we're trying to do, then
they'll enjoy it. I don't want
to present easy listening
muzak for the masses."
Indeed, and if you're
familiar with that music
you'll recognise that as being
an understatement. Aerie
Fairie Nonsense, the current
product, is, despite the least
appealing sleeve I've come
across for many a good year,
a superbly crafted collection
of themes and variations,

cleverly worked and re-
worked from keyboard to
guitar and back again.

In the basement of the
house I settled down to
watch the Enid rehearse. The
mixing gear is all located
upstairs in one of the smaller
rooms of the house, while the
basement houses all the
group gear.

Unusual
The Enid's line up is

relatively unusual - drums,
bass, two rhythm/lead
guitars, and two full time
and one part-time keyboard
player! It was to the
keyboards I was drawn -
two banks front to front filled
half the available space. The
line up is: Mini Moog, ARP
Odyssey, Roland synthesizer,
ARP Pro -Soloist, two Solina
string machines, a Logan
String Machine, Crumar
Brassman, Hohner Clavinet,
Fender Rhodes and a two
manual organ of doubtful
parentage which has
undergone some re -design
but which can imitate a large
church organ as successfully
as I've ever heard it done.

Why not chuck most of
them out and purchase
something like a Yamaha
CS80 Polyphonic synth I
wondered?

As with everything in The
Enid the answer is more
complex than a pleasant
`don't know' or 'Never
thought about it' because
Godfrey does know, has
though about it and is quick
to demonstrate it.

"Take this passage" he
began, as he started a section
from Tand', one of the
band's best known and most
complex pieces. The theme
was played on the Fender
Rhodes with the second
keyboard player
concentrating on the ARP
and one of the Solinas. As
the piece moved on, a third
player appeared and took on
the Moog and some deep
bass on the Roland - six
hands playing six different
keyboards all with their own
individual sounds. "You
see," he ended with a
flourish, "those multi



polyphonic complex
synthesizers would work in
some situations, but their
versatility lies in their ability
to produce a variety of
sounds but one one, or two
at a time. With this number
of keyboards we're able to
produce as great a variety of
sounds all at the same time."

Demanding

By this time the rest of the
band had wandered down the
narrow flight of stairs and
had tuned up. The
`rehearsal' began. Godfrey
had chosen a relatively
difficult piece to put the
band through its paces for
my benefit - one which had
already been performed on
stage in a slightly different
form, but one which needed
tidying and tightening up.
The first thing which became
obvious is the total control
that Godfrey has over the
band even when playing -
he rules the rehearsal, almost
manically demanding the
utmost performance from

the guitars and bass. It works
of course, and a dissection of
the roles would be of use
to any potential
guitar/drum/bass player.

The standard rock 'n' roll
quartet - drums, bass, two
guitars, - perform a very
different function in the
context of The Enid's music.
David. Storey, the drummer,
is currently taking classical
drum tuition, and his role on
the seat is not merely to keep
the rhythm - it's far more
musical than that. He tunes
the drums with infinite care
because they are an
instrument: he plays at
rhythms, rather than just
plays them, stopping when
there's no need for the
continuous thump -thump -th-
ump, adding cymbals,
glockenspiel, tubular bells,
Uncle Tom Cobley and all on
Godfrey's command.

The bass, because of the
way the drums are used,
works harder than might
otherwise be deemed
necessary. Terry Pack -
complete with Rickenbacker
- adopts the most 'normal'
musical role, holding down

the basic feel of the piece as it
evolves.

The two guitar players,
however, owe very little to
rock in their playing styles.
Stephen Stewart and Francis
Lickerish, armed with SG
and an old 335, swap lead
lines around, overdub
arpeggios around each other,
occasionally let rip with a
couple of thunder -chords,
but oh -so -rarely approach
anything strictly rhythmic.
Although it was difficult to
tell in the acoustics of the
basement room, the
contrasting sounds of the
two guitars - despite nearly
identical pedal boards (Big
Muff, Copicat etc.) is
something the two have
worked at very hard. At no
point do they sound the
same, let alone similar:
finger -picked warm 335
tones are made to blend with
harshly driven chords from
the SG. And then there's the
keyboards. Godfrey is
undoubtedly one of the very
best keyboard -talents
currently in rock music. He
has a sense of timing and
touch, harmonics and

syncopation, which is a joy
to watch and listen to. He
also plays with genuine
power and authority, which
permeates the whole band -
until a mistake is made!

Much of Enid's music is
scored - at least for the
benefit of the keyboards, and
a quick glance through the
`sheet' music reveals the
complexities to be just as
difficult as they sound. In as
few words as possible, the
Enid's music just ain't for
three chord bands on
Saturday nights! Which it
must be admitted, brings me
back to the beginning. 'The
Enid play damn fine music'.
If you're a player you could
do worse than listen to some
of their stuff - if you're just
an interested punter it's
worth a visit to see them live.
But, whether player or not,
I'd warn you off the 'Enid
Society'. If you want to listen
to music, real music, check
out The Enid. If it's
philosophy check out
Camus, Russell Plato,
Socrates, Marx, Ghandi,
Jesus, Buddha, Mohammed,
Zoaraster . . .
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Essential
Essential

THE ESSENTIAL
JIMI HENDRIX
POLYDOR SUPER 2612
034
Two records, Are You Ex-
perienced, Third Stone From
The Sun, Purple Haze, Little
Wing, If Six Was Nine, Bold
As Love, Little Miss Lover,
Castles Made Of Sand, Gipsy
Eyes, The Burning Of The
Midnight Lamp, Voodoo
Chile, Have You Ever Been
(To Electric Ladyland), Still
Raining Still Dreaming,
House Burning Down, All
Along The Watchtower,
Room Full Of Mirrors,
Izabella, Freedom, Dolly
Dagger, Stepping Stone,
Drifting, Exy Rider, Next
please. C.S. (0i, come back
50

here, that's not a proper
review-Ed.)

Sorry, thought that said it
all and more. But then I did
forget the superb sleeve
notes, split into a straight
biography and full equip-
ment profile. (More - Ed.)
There's always been plenty
of Hendrix albums flying
about; the Alan Douglas
series, previous and regular
compilations and bargain bin
quota. In this case the cry of
`where's ...' (substitute
favourite absentee) should be
more muted than usual, even
if you're low on the
aforementioned alternatives
because tracks have been
picked to represent Jimi's
albums and the styles he went
into - total sound, orgiastic
stereo, comparatively
straight riffing and melody.

Alan Douglas, the super-
visor here, must know his
Hendrix backwards by now,
but this time he's working
with finished product instead
of jam tapes in need of a
salvage without the man him-
self to direct. So, essential, as
the title points out, and back
to the first paragraph.

C.S.

1111

ROBIN WILLIAMSON &
HIS MERRY BAND
AMERICAN STONEHEN-
GE
CRIMINAL RECORDS
STEAL 4

One time stalwart of the little
mourned but sadly missed
Incredible String Band,
Robin Williamson moved to
California after the break up
the Strings - while his er-
stwhile partner Mike Heron
moved so far away from
what were believed to be his
roots that he became vir-
tually unrecognisable.
Robin, however, was deter-
mined to stay closely in touch
with those roots - for him
the Celtic folklore of his
native Scotland, and while it
seems bloody absurd to swop
the dank mists, green hills
and finely baked haggis for
the clear skies, sandy beaches
and plasto-hamburgers of
California to keep in touch
with such roots he seems to
have succeeded admirably.

He describes his present
band of Merry Men thus
"In a word I believe that I
have never worked with finer
musicians . . ." which must
feel like a dagger in the ribs
of the String Band, but after
a few listenings this ex-
traordinary album does both
begin to take shape and bear
out his statement.

It's a very strange collec-
tion of songs and in-
strumental ideas played by
an equally strange collection
of musicians on even
stranger instruments. I think
they are all acoustic in-
struments, but some of the
tones whistling around the
various tracks are rather dif-
ficult to identify with any
degree of certainty.

Roger handles a plethora
of instruments including
guitar, Celtic harp, har-

psichord, alto flute, swanee
whistle, hunting horn, man-
docello, Glenlivet bottle (!)
and Jews harp; Jerry Mc-
Millan plays violin, viola,
and piano, and Sylvia Celtic
harp, glockenspiel, kazoo
and harpsichord while a
couple of friends help out on
bass guitar and dobro from
time to time. Obviously, that
list of instruments gives you
a better idea of what the
album may sound like than
any length of review, and it
also indicates the complexity
of some of the tracks - a
complexity that they seem to
take delight in.

The opening track is Port
London Early, a beautifully
descriptive folk -saturated in-
strumental, leading next to
Pacheo which is west coast
influenced while retaining
the basic elements inherent in
the instrumentation. Zoo
Blues is an extraordinary
compiled joke track with the
lyrics abounding in animal
metaphors, puns and you
name it. These Islands Green
develops and twists around
its theme ending eventually
in nearly a jig.

The rest of the album con-
tinues this theme of
delivering the unexpected
and making it work ad-
mirably. Throughout the
lyrics are excellent, and the
vocals sympathetic to the
themes flying around them.
Many of the lyrics harp back
to the original purpose of the
old folk song - to tell a
story, deliver a moral, keep
the faces round the camp fire
entertained. Well Robin's
succeeded in entertaining me
- even though this is by no
way my cup of musical tea.
It's refreshing to listen to
something that borders
closely on being genuinely
original - but it's hard to be
original with a two thousand
year old idea.

T.S.

HERBIE HANCOCK
SUNLIGHT
CBS 82240

Well, well, well - what have
we here? A load of preten-
tious, middle of the road
dribble that sticks to the
stylus so it needs de -bugging
after each track? Or is it a
serious attempt at producing



a funky, keyboard a la Han-
cock album with the added
technical innovation of syn-
thesizing literally every damn
vocal on the album. I must
confess I lean a little more
towards my first in-
terpretation.

Herbie's a well-known
keyboard freak, and he
likes people to know it as
well - the album sleeve
shows his keyboard battery
in great detail, and the inner
sleeve lists them all:
Polymoog, Yamaha CP-30
piano, Mini Moog, ARP
Odyssey, Micro -Moog,
Sequential Circuits Prophet
synthesiser, ARP String
Ensemble, ARP 2600,
Oberheim Polyphonic Synth,
and an un-numbered
Yamaha polyphonic synth as
well - surely enough for one
man. Now, this is all very
well, but the manner in
which they are used is quite
absurdly wrong - who the
hell needs to put himself
across as the keyboard
player, big flash smile and
full page picture of his in-
struments and then use 5

brass players, 6 string players
and a further five woodwind
musicians as well? His pre-
occupation with electronics- all the vocals come
through a Sennheiser
Vocoder - seems ill -
contrasted with the use of
`real' instruments. The
Yamaha synth for example is
quite capable of accurately
synthesizing the brass and
woodwind, and I would have
thought the ARP String En-
semble could have
adequately taken care of the
string sections.

And this leads on to the
content itself - rhythmic,
body swaying bass rhythms
and tight drums keep the
whole thing moving along.
Well arranged and con-

structed, they should form
the perfect base for some ex-
citing and entertaining Han-
cock funk. But no, not this
time, not to my mind at least.
Sunlight opens with I
thought It Was You, inex-
cusable mediocrity from an
artist of Hancock's abilities.
And it's the lack of any
display of those abilities
which is the most disap-
pointing aspect of this album
- while the background is
superbly constructed, tight,
funky, appealing, the
leadlines are all thrown away
- either mixed too far back
in the overall picture, or just
so ordinary that they're not
really worth a second listen.
In fact me cousin's just sum-
med it up - tooraly, tooraly
jazz. Right.

T.S.

JOHNNY WINTER
WHITE, HOT AND BLUE
BLUE SKY 82963

Nothin' but more blues, and
then some. Evidently
refreshed by his recent jour-
ney back to the roots with
Muddy Waters, Winter has
decided to stay in the
territory he knows so well,
settling into the groove like a
tabby in an armchair. He's
back, near enough, to the
Progressive Blues Ex-
periment - basic, classic,
fluid, electric licks on basic,
classic, honking rhythm,
pulling off a merger between
ethnic and electric as no-one
else can. Proof that this is the
real Winter, and not one in-
fluenced by the playing part-
ners of the moment, is the
entirely new band. No
Waters, no Pinetop Perkins,
not even a blast from the past
like Derringer guesting
somewhere. Only brother
Edgar, on occasional piano.

Xd3VAAUIN I CAI RI I

The material, to ac-
commodate blues and rock
either separately or together,
adds classics to the Winter
tracks. Walkin' By Myself,
Taj Mahal's E -Z Rider and a
fine version of Honest I Do;
typical Honest I Do and
typical Winter too. Divin'
Duck, E -Z Rider and Messin'
With The Kid inhabit the
rock side of the tracks:
Slidin' In and Last Night the
fully worked blues on a
shoestring. Winter calls the
tune, hands over to Pat Ram-
sey's harp, then piles back in
three-quarters of the way
through to lead out the track
in approved fashion. Last
Night adds a wee perk to the
solo you've all heard before
- a small variation on the
basic twelve bar bass line.
The acoustic showpiece has
its place as well. Nickel Blues
is the one, with room only
for the brothers.

So whaddya say? Typical
Winter, of course, and good
enough to drop the comma in
the title.

C.S.

TALKING HEADS
MORE SONGS ABOUT
BUILDINGS AND FOOD
SIRE K56531

A lot was promised and a lot
was delivered. This long-
awaited follow-up to the ad-
mirable '77' album has been,
as everyone knows by now,
produced by Brian Eno
whose official task was to
"make us sound more like
what we sound like . . . hear
the more interesting things
that are going on." Thus
spake nervous and reluctant
guru David Byrne just before
they set off for the Bahamas,
and despite certain slight
reservations which have been
expressed since by the band,
the idea has paid off han-
dsomely.

The essential difference
between 'More Songs' and
`77' lies in the texture of the
sounds; '77' was sparse,
clean and sterile. One felt
that the producer had
emerged with it from the
studio like a surgeon who
had just delivered a test-tube
baby - the Master tape held
at arm's length between a
pair of forceps as the proud
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parents waited expectantly
on the other side of the glass.

This time they've all been
in there together, with the
result that it sounds warm
and live. The neurosis is still
there - obviously, otherwise
it wouldn't be Talking
Heads. But the nerve -
jangling edge is now tem-
pered with something ap-
proaching enjoyment -
gusto, even. In short, the
band has matured
emotionally and musically.
More singing, more
keyboard and guitar over-
dubs, and more variety -
more of everything, by golly.

The album begins in brisk
style, led off by drummer
Chris Frantz's rolling triple -
beat on 'Thank You For Sen-
ding Me An Angel', which
all but segues into 'With Our
Love', whose sound is haun-
tingly filled out with some
distinctly Eno-ized syn-
thesizer chords. 'The Good
Thing' is superb - more
relaxed, with some nice back-
up singing from Tina
Weymouth, and some
typically sweet guitar tones,
similar in many ways to the
kind achieved by Television
on their albums. In fact, if
you wanted a description of
the Talking Heads sound,
you could do worse than to
term it 'up -tempo
Television'. `Warning Sign'
features a return to the edgy,
unnerving style that Byrne
has made his trademark, but
made more so clever use of
phased vocals. 'The Girls
Want To Be With The Girls'
steals Ray Davies's 'Tired Of
Waiting For You' riff to
great effect, then blossoms
out into something entirely
different, with some
chillingly beautiful organ
and guitar, making it one of
the many gems on the album.
`Found A Job' is a more
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straightforward strutter.
Plenty more good news on

the second side, but 'More
Songs' is so rich and diverse
that I could ramble on for
many paragraphs. Alongside
Steve Hackett's recent
album, this is the most
musically stimulating I've
heard since last Christmas.
It is not instantly accessible
to the listener, but then
neither was the first album;
fear not - once those songs
have got their hooks into
your brain, nothing short of
major surgery is ever likely to
remove them.

P.D.
TC>NY 1,IRO tsr OARAD,S1,

TONY BIRD
BIRD OF PARADISE
CBS 82498

If I had a quid for every press
release that has hailed an ar-
tist as a new original talent,
or words to that effect, I
wouldn't be working on Beat
for a living. I can probably
count on the fingers of one
hand the number which ac-
tually turned out to be true
- and this geezer Bird would
be one of them. I have to ad-
mit that I've not heard his
first album - and the
begging letters are on their
way to CBS right now - but
this 'Bird of Paradise' is
quite welcome to fly around
my living room for some
time to come.

That debut album, Tony
Bird, was apparently well -
received, with many reviewers
52

comparing him to Cat
Stevens, Captain Beefheart,
Dylan and even Elvis Presley
(I guess that particular
reviewer is pushing up the
daisies somewhere by now!)
Those comparisons don't
really tell you anything about
the guy or his music
however, because he really
does have that little bit extra
that picks the good out from
the mediocre.

The first prejudice one has
to overcome is nasal vocals
- but I guess that anyone
who digs Dylan has got used
to that by now. Bird's voice
is similar in many respects,
although it's even thinner
and more nasal, and even pit-
ched slightly higher. But it's
a voice that needs to sell
lyrics - as Dylan - because
it wouldn't stand up on its
own. Add to that the ability
to throw words in against the
tempo of the background,
and you've got yourself a
fine artist.

Now that's OK, but you've
got to add good songs and
good lyrics - and this boy
manages both. His
background is important -
born in Malawi 33 years ago
(no punkie this one) he was
sent to school in Rhodesia.
He came to Britain for a time
in '62 working with the
Forestry Commission, before
joining a geophysical survey
ship, and then returned to
Malawi where he becan to
write seriously.

Not a lot of artists can
claim their lifestyles are
legible in their music and
lyrics - i.e. the whole street -
life culture. Bird's experience
has been African, involved
with physical things, always
in an environment where ob-
servation is critical. The
result is highly emotive and
descriptive lyrics set against
some pretty complex rhyth-
ms, African rhythms mixed
with R&B and blues. His
lyrics are laid over many a
different style of music -
the beautiful ballad 'Nothing
but Time' contrasts strongly
with the almost Tarzanlike
jungle feel of `Zamezi, Zim-
babwe'.

This really is original
music with a fresh approach
to his work - 'Black Brother'
personally attacks a negro
employed in the white

police/army, and Bird uses
his thin voice to get across
the hatred and prejudice so
accurately that it's almost
spine chilling. 'Yes dear
brother black brother it's so
hard to survive when your
life is strangled with unequal
rights'.

The beautifully soft and
gentle 'The Mynah Birds'
trickles along over acoustic
guitar with a haunting treble
sax and clarinet distant
answering voice dancing over
the sure jaunt of his voice.
"As crowds of hurry homers
scurry by the park, and am I
the only one to hear the
mynah birds, a -calling, in the
dark?' There's a formidably
long list of helpers to this
record - thirteen backing
singers for a start - many of
them bearing superb African
names - how about Thembi
Mtshali for example, and I get
the feeling they're as respon-
sible for the overall together-
ness of this record. They
seem to be there to push him
along, to make him believe
he can do it.

He certainly has done it
for me - specialist music for
intellectuals, minority soun-
ds from middle-class honky,
watered down Dylan
imitator, I'm well aware of
the number of different ways
he may be categorised. Is it
popular now to sing songs of
hope, celebration and
political realities on the same
record? I personally don't
give a mug full of the brown
stuff. I'm motivated by it,
and moved sufficiently by it
to recommend it to others.
Just give the voice a change,
and as a final word of war-
ning, you might have to look
under 'Popular, Male
Vocalist' section of your
friendly local record store,
'cos the sleeve designers's
had a field -day with the Paul
Nicholas look -alike face and
given it a real yuck cover.

T.S.

THE SHIRTS
THE SHIRTS
HARVEST SHSP 4089

There can't be many "new -
wave" bands who specialize
in four-part vocal har-
monies. The Shirts do,
however, thus proving that

the last few years have not
been entirely devoid of in-
spiration for the vocal chords.
Most punk groups have
been content to rip off either
Iggy or J. Rotten, or maybe
Lou Reed. The Shirts must
rip someone else off - it's
just difficult to figure out
exactly who.

I was first introduced to
their music via an invitation
to Dingwalls earlier in the
year, where they proved
themselves capable of com-
bining "new -wave" energy
with a startling facility with
both instruments and voices.
Their tour of this fair isle has
met with mixed reactions -
largely, I suspect, because
they have proved (like all the
best bands) particularly hard
to pigeonhole. And yet this is
precisely the feature of the
modern new York scene
which has triumphed over
most of the lifeless and
pretentious British attempts
to do something new with
pop music.

The finest track on this
album is undoubtedly the
opener - Reduced To A
Whisper, whose lyrics have
to be heard to be believed. It
is a lesson in tightness of
song construction. Annie
Golden sings the verse, which
is punctuated with an in-
fectious guitar riff, and these
alternate with the superb har-
monized chorus, broken up
with an instrumental middle
8. OK, a tried and trusted
formula, but like all tried
and trusted formulae, it
works a treat. Tell Me Your
Plans slows down the pace,
with some nice Hammond
organ from John Piccolo
(watch our for these names
- they are pure Brooklyn),
whilst the romping, ac-
celerating Teenage Crutch is
more the kind of song which
got them labelled as "new-



wave" rather than "straight
rock". But enough of this
categorization: it is, and
always has been, a substitute
for thought.

One of the most engaging
aspects of The Shirts' music
is their ability to flash from
slow and carefully weighted
songs to the out-and-out
thrash. Hence on the second
side we have The Story Goes
followed immediately by
Lonely Android, which
nevertheless includes more
stunning harmonies.
Another of the strengths of
this band is the fact that all
of them contribute material:
Running Through The
Night, written by Ronald Ar-
dito, sounds like it was writ-
ten on the piano, though this
gent turns out to be a
guitarist. Bassist Robert
Racioppo contributes to
seven of the ten tracks - a
rare feat for any bass player
surely (You just lost us 25%
of our readership . . . Ed.)
and second guitarist Artie La
Monica is credited on five.

If The Shirts survive they
could become a major force
in years to come, since they
have not fallen prey to the
trap of mindless negativity
which has been such a
feature of the dying British
scene in recent years.

P.D.

STEEL PULSE
HANDSWORTH
REVOLUTION
ISLAND ILPS 9502

"Hey bum bu/Hey Jah
stab/Hey size nine/Hey grey
seed/Is like seh grizzly ah
folly/Him smoke off the
collie . . ." I think there's a
message for us all there. If
only we knew what it was.
This has always been the
problem with reggae for
white audiences, and since
the big push has been under

BOOK REVIEW
The Jazz Guitar
by Maurice
Summerfield
f7.95 -Ashley
Mark Publishing Co.
The name Summerfield is
already a very familiar one in
the music trade. The clue
that Maurice Summerfield
was more than a musical in-
strument chief should have
been apparent in the shape of
the Barney Kessel and Joe
Pass seminars hosted by the
company: proof, in the shape
of this lengthy,
knowledgeable and ob-
viously affectionate opus, is
available at last. It is divided
into several sections: a lucid
treatise on the development

of jazz guitar, taken from
1895, a hundred and sixteen
five -paragraph biographies
on the main players (and
with that number, most gaps
must be plugged), jazz
guitars, and the usual
bibliographies and record
recommendations. The
benefits are reasonably ob-
vious. It breathes coffee
table and is complete in a
field where the majority of
books concentrate on
technique and the chronic
reminiscences of faded jazz-
men - to say nothing of the
mild pleasure at discovering
that a company director can
write at all (okay boys, only
kidding).

Its disadvantage, from the
musician's point of view, is
that it declines to examine
the approach and charac-

teristic gambits of the players
beyond a continual cross-
reference of influences. The
guitar section likewise. Mar-
tins, Epiphones and many
more also receive a brief
biography but no clues as to
what actually makes them
jazz guitars. This area could
have been accomodated
without alienating the less
technical readers obviously
in Maurice's gunsights. After
all, jazz guitar is more
relevant than any other
brand of guitar outside
classical to techniques and
style, both acoustic and elec-
tric. It is eminently
Musicianly, unlike blues
even, its closest rival.

Label it reference instead
of manual and you will still
emerge with a very woi -
thwhile volume, to hand the
next time your favourite rock
guitarist cites an influence
no-one has ever heard of
before. C.S.

way for some time to gain
mass acceptance (i.e. white
acceptance) for Steel Pulse,
language is the barrier they
must cross, since language is
the embodiment of any
culture. A lot of reasonably
open-minded rock fans
display initial interest in
reggae as a form of music,
only to find themselves
frustrated by all the heavy
sloganeering. If you want to
play reggae these days, you
must have songs about
revolution, equality, Jah,
Babylon, slavery, tyrants,
Zion, Rasta, racist violence,
Haile Selassie and of course
'erb. You can't leave out any
of these standard themes
without fear of being accused
of deviationism, it seems,
and you can't being in any
different, original themes for
the same reason.

Personally, I find myself
in the same position with
such bands as the Tom
Robinson Band or The Clash
- with one major and
overriding difference: Steel
Pulse are fine and ac-
complished musicians, whose
determination to write true
melodies and to experiment
with a variety of styles within
the reggae field demands that
they be taken as a serious
musical force. There is a
world of difference between

the finely crafted songs and
arrangements of Han-
dsworth Revolution and the
crude dub of the more
primitive Jamaican artists.
There is also a clear distinc-
tion between the
"progressive" reggae of
Steel Pulse and the rather
overt commercialism of Bob
Marley (who, however,
maintains his credibility by
continuing to sport the
dreadlocks).

All this has to be said for
the benefit of those who see
all reggae as an in-
comprehensible mish-mash
of hiccoughing rhythms.
There is a lot of variation
within the genre, and Steel
Pulse represent the most
westernised aspect of it. Hen-
ce the big push.

Initial reaction to this
album is one of marked
preference for the second
side. It features the more
daring experiments, certainly:
on Prediction, for example,
there is a longish intro of
what can only be described as
flamenco -style acoustic
guitar, and the last track -
Macka Splaff - despite
having the most im-
penetrable lyrics, some of
which are quoted at the
beginning of this review, is
more akin in feel to laid-back
funk than to reggae. Side

One, on the other hand, is
more predictable in its
themes and styles. OK, just
buy Side Two. But all of it
is well worth a listen. Block
up feelings ire in I self!

THE BEST OF
CLIFF BENNETT &
THE REBEL ROUSERS
EMI NUT 14

Bennett, like Zoot Money,
was one of those ubiquitous
characters of the sixties who
knew everybody and was
known by everybody, and
who nevertheless failed to
gain any lasting commercial
success. I seem to remember
Cliff and his band on the
Light Programme doing
guest spots on Workers'
Playtime for year after year.
They always sounded like a
bunch of lads trying hard,
too hard. What a surprise,
then, to slip on this album
over a decade later and to
discover that most of it was
terrific, steaming, snorting
r&b. There are weak tracks
(I'll Take Good Care Of You
and It's Alright) but 75% are
stormers: their version of
Jimmy Reed's Ain't That
Lovin' You Baby and Sam
And Dave's perennial Hold
On I'm Coming tell their
own story. Hear it. P . D.
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BEAT'S
GRAND
COMPETITION

1st prize: the Elvin TS55 electric piano 2nd prize: the custom sound 700K keyboard amp

* PLUS SIX IBANEZ EFFECTS FOR THE RUNNERS-UP!

I n this month's competition Beat is giving away prizes worth
I nearly £1100.

* FIRST PRIZE is an Elvin TS55 electric piano, worth £490
* SECOND PRIZE is a Custom Sound keyboard amplifier, which

incorporates four inputs and a 5 -band graphic equalizer - value
£242.70

* AND THERE ARE SIX MORE PRIZES - a selection of Ibanez
effects units, including the Graphic Equalizer, Flying Pan,
Flanger, Phaser, Compressor and Overdrive for the runners-up.

To win these excellent products, all you have to do is answer the six
questions below. List your answers on the reply card bound into this
issue of BEAT. Having filled in the card - not forgetting to answer
the short questionaire - send it off to us as soon as possible so that
the judging can get under way.

* *
HOW TO ENTER

1. Once you have decided on the answers to the six questions about
keyboards and keyboard players, fill them in clearly on the reply
card.
1. Give the titles of the features or items that you liked most in this
issue of BEAT.
3. Insert your name and address in BLOCK CAPITALS in the
appropriate space.
4. Fill in the questionaire on the left hand side of the card. Your
answers to this will have no bearing on the Keyboard Competition. It
is there to help us discover how to improve the magazine and give
better service to our readers.
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5. Detach and post the card off to us - not forgetting a stamp! - at
BEAT INSTRUMENTAL, 1B PARKFIELD STREET, LONDON N1,
to arrive no later than October 1st, 1978.
6. The result will be announced in the November 1978 issue of BEAT
INSTRUMENTAL. No staff of Campillos Ltd. or their families or
relatives are eligible to enter this competition. The judges' decision
is final and binding and no correspondence can be entered into
concerning this competition.

* * * * * * * * * *
(1) As a member of which group did the Greek keyboard
maestro Vangelis first find success?

(2) What was Manfred Man's first hit single?

(3) Name the rock orchestra put together by Rick Wakeman a
few years back.

(4) Who was the keyboard player in Dylan's band during the
recent British concerts?

(5) Who is generally credited with the invention of the first
commercial keyboard synthesizer?

(6) Which of the following keyboard players has never been a
member of Frank Zappa's band or of the Mothers: a) George
Duke, b) Ian Underwood, c) Billy Preston, d) Eddie Jobson?
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N -350D
Brown stained spruce (solid) top,
mahogany back & side, rosewood
fingerboard & bridge, fully adjust-
able mahogany neck, deluxe
machine head.

N -40D
Solid spruce top, mahogany back/
side, rosewood fingerboard,
mahogany adjustable neck,
chrome plated deluxe machine
head, Guild M-450 strings.

N -40DS
As N -40D with sunburst top.

N -500J
Solid spruce top, maple back/side,
mahogany adjustable neck,
chrome plated deluxe machine
head, black finish all way round.

SEE THE NEXT 3 PAGES FOR THE REST OF THIS GREAT RANGE ...
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N -25D
Spruce (semi -solid) top, mahog-
any back/side, rosewood finger-
board, mahogany adjustable neck,
Guild M-450 strings, brown
shaded top.

N -300D
Solid spruce top, mahogany back/
side, rosewood fingerboard,
mahogany adjustable neck,
chrome plated standard machine
head, Darco medium strings.

N -400D
Solid spruce top, rosewood back
side, rosewood fingerboard,
mahogany adjustable neck,
chrome plated deluxe machine
head, Darco medium strings.

STRINGS & THINGS LTD. ARE THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBU
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ACOUSTIC GUITARS

N -30D
White spruce (semi -solid) top,
mahogany back/side, rosewood
fingerboard, mahogany adjustable
neck, chrome plated deluxe
machine head, Guild M-450
strings.

N -30D-12
Same as N -30D but 12 strings,

,Guild S -1200L strings.

N -50R
JUMBO GUITAR

Solid spruce top, rosewood back
& side, pearl inlays on head -piece
and position markers, super de-
luxe gold plated machine head.

N -5ORS
Same as N -50R but with sunburst

Solid spruce top, solid rosewood
back/side, ebony fingerboard with
white pearl and abalone shell
inlays, fully adjustable mahogany
neck, deluxe gold plated machine
head, Guild M-450 strings.

N -55DS
Same as N -55D but with sunburst

TORS FOR NASHVILLE GUITARS IN THE U.K. & IRELAND
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N -45J
Solid spruce top, mahogany
back/side, rosewood finger-
board, mahogany adjust-

plated
deluxe machine head,
brown sunburst top.

N -500D
Solid spruce top, rosewood
back/side, rosewood finger-
board with abalone shell
inlays, top edges and
soundhole bound with
celluloid inlays. Chrome
plated deluxe machine
Lead, Darco medium strings.

N -44D
Solid spruce top, curly
maple back/side, ebony or
rosewood fingerboard,
maple or mahogany adjust-
able neck, deluxe chrome
plated machine head, Guild

Lvi_-450 strings.

N -550D
Similar to N -500D but extra
inlays along with bottom
edges of fingerboard with
snow flake inlays, top edges
bound with mosaic inlays,
gold plated de luxe machine
head, Darco medium

rings.
_

N -50D
Solid spruce top, rosewood
backside, ebony or rose-
wood fingerboard, mahog-
any adjustable neck, deluxe
chrome plated machine
head, Guild M-450 strings.

N -600D
Solid spruce top, rosewood
3 piece back/side, rosewood
fingerboard with snow flake
inlays, top edges bound
with mosaic inlays, gold
plated deluxe machine head,

Lam° medium strings.

N -150D
Artist model

Solid Rumanian spruce top.
Solid rosewood back/side.
Pearl shell inlays on finger-
board & headpiece, Grover
Imperial machine head.

L._

N -800D
Solid spruce top, olive -rose
3 piece back/side, rose-
wood or ebony fingerboard
with white pearl shell inlays,
top edges bound with
mosaic inlays, gold plated
deluxe machine head,

parco medium strings.

TSTRINGS &
L THINGS LTD.

20 CHARTWELL ROAD, CHURCHILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,1
LANCING, WEST SUSSEX BN15 8TU.
Tel: (09063) 65871. Telex: 87266.
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TAGESOUND COMPONENTS  
ST1275GP A 12" 75 Watt general purpose Speaker

with a response from 40-8000 HZ
8 or 16 Ohm
Available around £26.50

ST15 A 15" 150 Watt Bass Speaker
with a response from 35-4000 HZ
Available around £60.00

From the ALITEC Distributors

ST1275TC A 12" 75 Watt Twin Cone Speaker
with a response from 40-15000 HZ
8 or 16 Ohm
Available around £27.50

ST10 A 10 Watt
Tweeter with a
response from

3000-20000 HZ
Available around

£17.50

10 LONGACRE,
LONDON WC2

Tel: 01-240-5411



How many bands can
you think of who've
made ten or more

albums? Outside the Deep Pur-
ple and Rolling Stones league,
probably not too many. The
Climax Blues Band has made
around ten but they remain an
unknown quantity in this their
home country - mainly
because they've been forced to
spend the greater part of their
working lives touring in America
to make ends meet.

Three things have happened
recently to help change this
ludicrous state of affairs. The fir-
st, in late '76, was their hit single
Couldn't Get It Right; this
enabled them to string some
overdue British dates together.
The second had been the
change of label to Warner Bros.,
an enormous company but one
evidently prepared to back up

Pete Filleul likes talking
but he doesn't like
pictures. Chris Simmonds
experienced the fifth and
newest Climax

their faith with something more
tangible in the cash department.
The third factor is a new lease of
life from within; keyboard player
Richard Jones left just when
things appeared to be going
right to be replaced by Pete
Filleul.

Pete contributed to the new
album Shine On, the first for
Warners, and duly arrived in the
London offices of the record

Extreme left (out of picture): Filleul. Then: Holt, Cooper, Haycock and Cuffley.

company to mull over the usual
Beat questions - the album, his
arrival in the band and -
naturally - keyboards.

"I found surprises on the
album, months after it had been
finished. I spotted little bass
licks I hadn't really heard before
and so on. A lot of care was
taken over it; there wasn't any
sense of rushing things through
to meet a specific budget." The

result of this approach is an
album best described by the
well-worn but very apt 'laid
back' epithet. A very strong
soul strain is apparent, with a
couple of gospel flavoured
tracks to boot and just enough
blues in there to make the band
worth the name. But now we're
getting into album review
territory . .

How had Pete come to join
the band? "They played for a lit-
tle while as a four piece after
Richard had left, but when they
went on the road again they
decided that they wanted a
keyboard player to fill out the
sound. They put an ad in
Melody Maker and received thir-
ty-six replies. I'm not really a
Melody Maker answering sort of
person but I had been out of
work and was getting quite
desperate. I answered the ad
which carried an out of town
number. So I didn't call
it straight away until I

had been pestered to do so by
my girlfriend. It was Tony, the
manager, at the other end and I
had met the Climax boys when I
was in East Of Eden. We sup-
ported them on a tour in Ger-
many. He recognised me, and I
was promoted to the short list of
six. I did some nerve-racking
auditions up in Air Studios,
waited about ten days and was
told would I like to do two days
rehearsal and go to America. So
I did the rehearsals, flew straight
off to Chicago and started last
year's tour!

Integration
"As to the album, they had

already done about seven
backing tracks and we went into
Air to record another five. I then
overdubbed on two others, so
I've got about four tracks on the
album. Obviously, next time
there'll be integration right from
the beginning."

And there we found ourselves
conveniently on the brink of an
inevitable keyboards and
keyboard -playing session. "I
have a limited musical
knowledge as far as reading is
concerned," he confessed. "I
like to describe myself as a
rhythm pianist, in the vein of
what rhythm guitarists used to
be in groups like the Shadows
and the Ventures" (Hawaii Five-
() - ring any bells?) "I involve
myself much more directly with
the bass and drum section most
of the time - which is why I fit
in quite well with Climax. Pete
(Haycock) and Colin (Cooper)
are fulfilling the lead roles on sax
and guitar; the piano is most of-
ten a chordal, rhythmic in-
strument. On stage I tend to  
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play off Derek (Holt) the bass
player a lot, and also off John
(Cuffley). The three of us are
pretty tight together: I prefer
that because it is the role I'm
capable of handling.

"You see, I started off as a
drummer and so I've never really
got away from appreciating the
rhythm of things. As far as an
instrumental contribution to a
song is concerned, that's what I
concentrate on. I like the
keyboard work of Joe Sample,
Joe Zawinul of Weather Report,
Floyd Cramer in the country
field." (I like them all too - who
cares?) "George Shearing
before that. This is spacious,
unfussy playing."

Influenced
Once you've heard that, you

won't be surprised to discover
that the Fender Rhodes is Pete's
main instrument. "Yes, the Fen-
der's influenced the way I play
more than anything. I still have
my original model made out of
wood instead of plastic, which is
how the new ones are made.
The current models are made in
a different way, and it affects
both the action and the sound
that comes out of the amplifiers.
My girlfriend has a newer
Rhodes at home, and I notice
that it has a much heavier and
less controllable action and a
much bassier sound. I got it in
'73, so I think it's the tail end of
the original Fender run.

"Besides that I have a

Clavinet which I use on stage for
two numbers. I don't find it par-
ticularly effective for chords -
what I'm doing is playing guitar
lines on it when we do bits that
have both rhythm and lead. I'm
trying to incorporate a Wurlitzer
which I like for the same reason
as the Rhodes. It has a real ac-
tion and is very comfortable to
play. I don't like playing the
electronic things without any
feel to them. The only one I en-
joyed playing was the Yamaha
CS80, and that's expensive. I do
also like the string machine -
my girlfriend has a Solina and
that is very useful for, say, a
soul number with a simple
string line.

"Amplification has been quite
a problem. It's very hard to
project a piano with clarity at
volume. As far as speakers go I
like to use JBL 15"s as you can
achieve that extra breadth both
at top and bottom.
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I have tried a number of am-
plifiers to drive them. I require a
lot of top on the amp and for the
level we play at I find things like
the 100 watt Fenders are slightly
underpowered. Outfront isn't
the problem - it's just that the
sound the band gets will really
affect the performance.

"In fact we don't use
monitors to play back the in-
strumentation; monitors, I

think, are purely a luxury for
vocalists. All of us started off in
the days when monitors weren't
around anyway. They can be a
negative influence - if your
monitors are too good you don't
sing so hard. So we rely on our
backline. Colin now has his own
set-up, involving Bose speakers
which are ideal for the sax. He
drives them through a stereo
graphic and an HH power amp.
Derek has Marshalls and Pete
uses Fender and Marshall so
that he can get each sound on a
different channel of the mixer
where the sound man can blend
them as required. As far as I'm
concerned I'm looking to get in-
to some kind of rack

arrangement, ie, a graphic, a
power amp and a mixer rather
than an amp head."

So far Pete hasn't found time
to start experimenting with new
set-ups; when he does,
however, it's possible that in-
corporating more in
the keyboard area will also be
examined."There is space for a
Hammond. The thing about
Hammonds is that a) they're
very heavy and b) you need a
Leslie. There was a stage when
keyboard players didn't use
Leslies and went straight into
100 watt Marshalls. I think this
was largely because of the
volume problem; Leslies are
pretty quiet. I have just
discovered that our support
band in Europe had a Crumar
Organiser, and this put through
a Roland Chorus effect provides
a very genuine Hammond organ
sound. It has percussion on the
keyboards and generally seems
to be the best substitute in a

practical form - so we'll see.
"The thing is, it would be very

difficult to get the ideal sound
for every situation because

venues, especially in Europe,
vary so much. You'll get town
halls, not at all designed for rock
'n' roll sounds. The mixer sound
will be good because Chris takes
Dls from the piano. It is normally
satisfactory out front; as I said,
it's mainly the stage sound which
I'm concerned with. Ut course,
all these things are easily
curable with a little thought and
a lot of money." There's a cue
for somebody if ever I heard
one.

But - back to the beginning,
with the Climax Blues Band. If
ever there were prophets
without honour in their own
land, Climax are the ones. "I
don't mind that," concluded
Pete. "We're a playing band
and if we go down best in
America, so be it. I can say
without being immodest on the
band's behalf that we go down
well most of the time, very well
some of the time and magically
on a good night."

It would be silly to try and cap
a final quote like that.



If yourt going to make itas
adrummer, you'dexpect
yourkit to be astough
as you are.

Some manufacturers don't seem to realize
that drums are made to be hit hard, taken to bits
every day and humped around the country for
months on end. Kits need to be good and tough -
just like drummers.

The best sound in the world isn't good
enough if your bass drum walks away from you
halfway through a solo or if a cymbal stand
topples gracefully over just as you're about to
smash it one.

At Pearl, we decided long ago that falling to
pieces on stage was one embarrassment that
we didn't want any more than you do.

Right from the start, we set out to make sure
that no detail would ever let us down.

There are cymbal stands that topple under
strain; not ours.

You can find bass drums that like a nice
walk now and again but not with our name
on them.

Though you might have met several roadies
with bits of thin chrome embedded in their
thumbs, you can be sure that it didn't flake off
one of our wing nuts.

From our unique bass pedals to our new
'X' series tom-tom holders, every piece of Pearl
hardware has been researched, designed and
tested to make sure that one of our kits won't
ever give up on you.

We have to be tough; we want to be famous
just as much as you do.

Acta
Pearl Drums: the driving force.

If you would like the latest brochures on our range of
musical instruments please tick the appropriate boxes
below:

GIBSON
GUITARS

MOOG
SYNTHESISERS

NAME

PEARL
DRUMS

I 1

AMP
SYSTEMS

BRASS r
ADDRESS

Cut out the coupon and post to

Sue Cooper,

(N(001Norlin
Music (UK) Ltd..

", Woolpack Lane, Braintree, Essex.
Telephone: (0376 21911).



IN AT YOUR LOCAL

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

0 STORE AND SEE THE
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NEW)
ELECTRIC GUITARS
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NEW Designs

NEW Pickups

NEW Features

JUST FOR YOU
BE ONE OF THE
FIRST TO OWN

ONE NOW
TO SUMMERFIELDS  SALTMEADOWS ROAD  GATESHEAD  TYNE AND WEAR

PLEASE RUSH ME COLOUR BROCHURES OF THE NEW MODELS. I ENCLOSE 20p.

Name

Address



EFFECTS UNITS

Beat examines about thirty ways of
turning your axe into a howling beast . . .

BRODR. JORGENSEN
Brodr. Jorgensen distribute
the wide range of Roland ef-
fects in the UK, marketed
both under the BOSS name
and Roland's own tag. Most
of you will be familiar with
the comprehensive Chorus
Ensemble which we've
featured in these pages
before, so we'll concentrate
on the Roland units. The
range includes such overtly
subtle names as AWIO, AG5,
AS1, AF60, AF100 and

Seven well-known Colorsounds

AD50. However, the num-
bers change to names when
you get closer to the units!
The AF60 for example is a
Compact fuzz unit known as
the Bee -Gee and features
tone and output controls.
The Funny Cat (AG5) is a
soft distortion sustainer,
which allows the player's
technique to bring in distor-
tion rather than having it
available all the time. The
Funny Cat also incorporates
a Harmonic Mover which

---------------swanCtitostsouO
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automatically produces
varied wah effect according
to the picking strength on the
guitar itself.

Other pedals include the
Wah-Beat, Double Beat
(combining fuzz and wah), a
Sustainer without distortion,
and the comprehensively
equipped Bee Baa offering a
large amount of fuzz, and a
treble booster for dynamic
sound.
BELL ELECTROLABS
Bell effects units are very

special in that the whole
range was probably planned
before a single unit came out
of the factory. This early
planning and attention to
detail has resulted in the ex-
cellent Bell Modular System.
Admittedly any effects unit
can be joined to another with
a jack lead, but the Bell
system is considerably tidier
and more efficient. All their
units - ADT, Flanger,
Phaser, Vibrato, Fuzz,
Sustain etc - can be linked
directly together, the bat-
teries can be replaced by the
addition of a 'Mother' power
unit (capable of powering up
to ten different effects) and
the end result is a very tidy,
convenient and safe collec-
tion of units. Bell's literature
is good and descriptive and
advises good combinations
of their effects, and the
correct order in which to
place them. As the pedals are
electronically matched, you
can build sound upon sound
without most of the added
noise usually resulting from
linking mis-matched units.

CARLSBRO
Towards the end of last year

the market with a large range
of effects units all so com-
petitively priced that they
might well have removed the
competition altogether. We
reviewed them in the Novem-
ber issue and found
without exception they of-
fered excellent value for
money. There's a Wah-Wah,
Flanger (with invert
capability), two Phasers. one
more comprehensively equip-
ped than the other, a Suzz-
Phase which incorporates the
phaser with a Suzz unit (`. . .

. this mighty rushing roar can
also knock seven colours of
you know what out of your
speakers, never mind the
neighbours'), a Sustain,
Wah-Swell and simple Suzz.
All worth checking out if
you're low on sponds, or
need to acquire a number of
pedals without having to buy
a factory!

J. T. COPPOCK
Coppock, among other
items, distribute Ibanez in
the UK, and for a more corn-
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fact:
you can choose your
microphone to enhance
your individuality.
Shure makes microphones for every imaginable use.
Like musical instruments, each different type of Shure microphone has a
distinctive "sound," or physical characteristic that optimizes it for
particular applications, voices, or effects.
Take, for example, the Shure SM58 and SM59 microphones:

SM59 SM58
Mellow, smooth,

silent...

The SM59 is a relatively new,
dynamic cardioid microphone. Yet

it is already widely accepted for
critical studio productions.

In fact, you'll see it most often
where accurate, natural sound

quality is a major consideration.
This revolutionary cardioid micro-

phone has an exceptionally flat
frequency response and neutral

sound that reproduces exactly
what it hears. It's designed to give good

bass response when miking at a dis-
tance. Remarkably rugged-it's built to

shrug off rough handling. And, it is su-
perb in rejecting mechanical stand noise

such as floor and desk vibrations be-
cause of a unique, patented built-in

shock mount. It also features a special
hum -bucking coil for superior noise

reduction!

Some like it essentially flat..

11000 acyme

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

Crisp, bright
"abuse proof"
Probably the most widely used
on-stage, hand-held cardioid
dynamic microphone. The
SM58 dynamic microphone is
preferred for its punch in live
vocal applications...espe-
cially where close-up miking is
important. It is THE world -
standard professional stage mi-
crophone with the distinctive Shure
upper mid -range presence peak for
an intelligible, lively sound. World-
renowned for its ability to withstand
the kind of abuse that would destroy
many other microphones. Designed
to minimize the boominess you'd ex-
pect from close miking. Rugged, effi-
cient spherical windscreen eliminates
pops.

...some like a "presence" peak.

7
ION

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

professional microphones...by

II 1 S I-1 U 1=t
Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME 15 6AU-Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881
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prehensive look at their
products we direct your at-
tention to page 32 of this
very issue. Indeed, enter our
competition and put yourself
in line to winning one! Of
these we reviewed the one
we're most impressed with is
the excellent Flying Pan
which offers, aside form its
very good Phaser, the
brilliant facility to bounce
your sound from one speaker
and back again to another at
virtually any speed you want.
Apart from being a 'gim-
mick' if you like, it also fills
the sound out as it passes
over the stereo spectrum and
can therefore be put to even
more uses than might at first
seem obvious.

Carlsbro Phase 1

ELECTRO-HARMONIX
E -H continue to expand and
invent new names (and new
products for them) the way
washing machine manufac-
turers claim new firsts for
their whiter than bluer
powders! E -H suffer -
despite assurances to the con-
trary from a number of
dealers from a
distribution that seems to
have prices yo-yoing from
one end of the country to the
other. It seems you can
always buy their products
cheaper somewhere else!

Still, that aside, the range
is comprehensive and the
general value for money ex-
cellent. The Electric Mistress
Flanger remains our
favourite - although a little
on the noisy side, the Filter
Matrix capability gives it an
astonishing range of sounds.
For other effects consult
their advertising - the list is
just too long for here!

E.S.E.
The majority of interviews
with top -line artists and
studios always seem to in-
clude a reference to the Bin -
son Echo - probably
because it is still regarded as
the best in the world. Priced
now somewhere way over
£600 you do admittedly have
to part with a lot of loot, but
you get an awful lot of echo
for your money. There are
three inputs and outputs, in
and out volume controls,
swell length controls,
multiple repeats, and a

choice of six, eight or ten
recording heads!

HOHNER
The Hohner ME30 is indeed
a strange beast - some
would think there's little
strange about a Wah Wah
unit, but what happens to
your thoughts when you
learn that this unsuspecting
little unit will also push out
sounds described as
`hurricane, surf and siren'?.
Schaller effects, also
distributed by Hohner, cover
wah, fuzz, reverb distortion
and a rotor sound unit.

HORNBY SKEWES
Zenta products are handled
by the Hornby Skewes
organisation, and like all
Zenta products (their prac-
tice amps for example)
represent good, basic design
for a good old fashioned
price. There are four power
boosters in the range, and
treble, bass and distortion
models as well. A little fur-
ther up the scale are the
Phaser and Expression units,
Companion Fuzz and Com-
panion Wah Wah as well.

MACARI
(COLOURSOUND)
Macaris musical instruments
emporium in Denmark
Street, London is where to go
to view the extremely com-
prehensive range of Colour -
sound effects pedals and
units - all decoratively

etedr°4PTICInhM..

Electro-Harmonix Doctor

packaged as well. There's a
unit in the Coloursound
range which performs all of
what has now become the
`standard' effects - wah,
fuzz - in fact the Colour -

sound collection includes a
large variety of different
combinations of wah and
fuzz with swell added as well
as phrasers, sustainers, over -
drivers, envelopes and a lot
else besides. All the units are
intelligently and carefully
priced, and are well worth
checking out if you're in the
market.

NORLIN
Maestro is one of the more
famous names in the effects
units business. Their units
are extremely strong and
sturdy and feature a very im-
portant difference to the
majority of pedals -
something Maestro, rather 14

 the guitarist's
guitar

 hand made

Guild
Send large

bARcus-bERRy
BARCUS BERRY

TRANSDUCERS
reproduce the purity

and texture of the

acoustic instrument

S.A.E. for catalogue

Transducers for all

types of acoustic

TRANSDUCERS
"'Distributed in the U.K. by: 4110

GUILD GUITARS (UK) Ltd., 151 Portland Road, Hove, E. Sussex BN3 5QJ. Telephone: BRIGHTON (0273) 722687 di

instruments.
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When you want to hear more from your Electronic Organ
We know how great Leslie Speakers

are. But then, that's to be expected.
What is more important is that we
want you to know how great they are.

Professional artists know and
demand Leslie Speaker quality. They
insist upon the original 'music in
motion' design and engineering. For
these perfectionists, Leslie Speakers are
the sound of excellence.

Leslie rotating electro-mechanical
speakers produce a 'live' sound that
cannot be produced by ordinary
speakers.

68

Leslie Speakers not only requirement -at home, in church,at
complement your electronic organ- school,or for the musician on the move.
they compliment you, too. No matter Write now for all the details, to:
what music you play -or in what style, Leslie Speakers Division,
Leslie Speakers enhance your Boosey & Hawkes (Electrosonics) Ltd.,
performances with a richness and 4 Brick Knoll Park,
quality unheard of by any other means Ashley Road,
of reproduction. In fact the total St. Albans,
performance of the organ is elevated to Herts ALI 5NX.
a new level of truly magnificent sound.

Naturally you're proud of the way
you play. Let your talent really come
alive with Leslie Speakers. There are
Leslie Speakers to meet every



GRANT MUSIC
OF EDINBURGH
53 HOME STREET Tel. 031 2281704

O ICJ IlDWAV IE
MUSIC CENTRE

51 GWENT SQUARE,

GWMBRAN, Gwent. NP4 IPL

Telephone Cwmbran 2501

4

"For the musician who demands only
the very best, try the perfect pair a

Music Man amp plus the new Sabre
guitar, we are never without them. Send
for illustrated brochure.

%IN

The Kelsey Acoustic guitar microphone

R.R.P.
£59.70
inc VAT
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it sounds new it looks new,
we make no comparisons, its awl°

you! And you won't be dissappointed.
MO watt guitar
amp heaiir

MOIL
Vielb ex vat

just part of a complete new range
of band gear,

its with your brunt man now.

Send coupon for brochure and Name
nearest Frunt stockist

To:- Soundout Laboratories Ltd
91, Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey, England.
Telephone 01-399 3392 Telex 8951073/SNDOUT/G

Address



MXR flanger

Bell Electrolabs line-up

hideously, call TFC - Total
Foot Control (ugh. . . Ed.)
This means that on their
standard units (i.e. Fuzz,
Fuzztain, Phaser) the con-
trols are large plastic wheels
which can easily be
positioned without having to
bend down before each num-
ber to pre-set; you can simply
swivel them by judicious use
of your right (or left) foot.
The whole pedal is the
on/off switch, so you can
safely clomp away on plat-
form heels/soles without fear
of breaking a more delicate
switch. Of course, they're
not cheap, but in relation to
their facilities, they're
probably well worth the
bread.

ORANGE
Exclusive distribution of the
famous Jimmy Bean Voice
Box is Orange's move to
diversification from their
highly -rated amplification
range. The Jimmy Bean is
reckoned to be the 'original'
box although their are a

couple of Americans out in
the wilderness we hear of
who are still claiming they
were first! The Voice Box -
a la Frampton, Stevie Won-
der - simply connects bet-
ween instrument and am-
plifier to allow the sound to
pass through the player's
mouth and out to the PA via
a mic. Most of you must
have heard one being used
from time to time to know
the effect. Orange have also
now moved into other effects
units - viz. sustain, phaser
and distortion pedals.

ROSE MORRIS
MXR - for many, the state
of the art in the effects
business. MXR, distributed

85 WEST STREET, OLD MARKET
BRISTOL Telephone: 552147

THE SPECIALISTS IN THE
SOUTH-WEST FOR AMPS,

GUITARS AND PA
Plenty of second-hand gear always in stock

31/2KW+ rig for hire at any time

Call in or write to Bob or Phill for help
and advice

by Rose Morris, are all

simple, tough boxes, and
have a fine reputation for
reliability and ruggedness.
Many guitarists swear their
phasers are simply the best in
the world.

The now famous Blue Box
is an interesting item in the
vast collection - it will con-
vert any guitar or piano
signal into a fundamental
waveshape and adds another
tone, two octaves below. The
controls are very simple to
operate, and you can blend
the fundamental and con-
trabass tones precisely as
well as effect the loudness of
the synthesised tone. The
combination has the effect of
generally enriching the guitar
tone, adding body (and lots
of it!). Other items in the
MXR catalogue include
distortion, phasers, noise
gates, level limiters and more
besides.

STRINGS AND THINGS
Morely too are right at The
top end of the effects
market, although ap-
proaching the same problem

they have a different solution
as, for example, MXR.
Morley pedals are exactly
that - pedals, rather than
boxes of electronic circuitry
with pre-settable controls.
They incorporate the
preciseness of a genuine old-
style wah pedal with a clever
internal fabric flap doing
the work of the carbon track
rotary pentiometer which
used to get crackly after only
a short space of time. The
Morley Echo Volume must
surely be the biggest foot -
pedal in the world - but it's
probably also the most com-
prehensive foot operated
echo unit available as well.

The relatively new Power
Panner fills the needs of
musicians who want speaker
panning without the expense
of using two separate am-
plifiers. It doesn't require a
separate power source as it is
driven by the amp output
and will switch the signal to
pan between two speakers.
The Panner also doubles as a
volume pedal.

E
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TIM GENTLE MUSIC
1420 LONDON ROAD

LEIGH -ON -SEA
ESSEX TELE: 0702 72926

Authorized Musicman Dealer for Southend

NEW SABRE GUITAR
NOW IN STOCK

10% off RRP on all Musicman
Gear - 15% if accompanied by
this advert.

Fast mail order service.
Barclaycard - Access Er HP
available.

ACOUSTICS  shley Pangborn
FROM £1

Guitars

Hand Crafted guitars made to individual requirements.
All repairs undertaken

All customising
SOLIDS

FROM £120 292 HIGH STREET, CROYDON, SURREY.
Tel: 01-686 2708

Did You Ever Think What You Would Do If
Your Equipment Got Ripped Off?

Well here's a service to put your mind at rest.
HAMILTONS OF TEESSIDE

Announce Another HAMILTONS first with

41

COMPREHENSIVE INSURANCE COVER
FOR GROUP EQUIPMENT

Send for further details

With a note of service!
HAMILTONS
OF TEESSIDE
26 Newport Rd.
Middlesbrough, Cleveland
Tel. 10642) 247314
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The JH-110A/8 recorder is MCI's answer to the industry's need
for a low cost (but high quality) 8 -track system, scaled down to
fit the needs of music groups who wish to go multitrack without
the high cost of a complete 16- or 24 -track system.

The JH-110 transport, already proven in recording studios and
broadcast stations throughout the world, has been used in a new
one -inch tape configuration. The speed control electronics and
the tape handling electronics are identical to those used in the
machines which have made MCI a world leader in professional
tape recorders.

The audio electronics have been updated tetake advantage of
the newest developments in solid state design.

One of the most important features of this new machine is the
Automatic Monitor switching which occurs when the machine
goes into RECORD mode. The monitor switches from CUE (sync)
mode to INPUT mode automatically. Overdubbing and Editing ar:
much simpler with this feature.

Much of the cost has been left out, but the quality and the
performance of this machine is up to MCI standards. No better
standards are available.

Wit\t\i\
MCI (PROFESSIONAL STUDIO EQUIPMENT) LTD.
MCI House, 54-56 Stanhope Street,
London NW1 3EX. Tel: 01-388 7867/8.



The latestlatest production models from the ever-incredblii,

catalogue of Colorsound effects

GIGSTER
The Gigster pedal is a self contained
rhythm unit - battery operated, it just
plugs into most amplifiers. Up to ten
different rhythms are available,
including Bossa-Nova, Bossa-Rock,
Swing, Waltz -Rock, etc.

THE V.C.F. UNIT
V .C.F . voltage control filter is triggered
by the signal from the Guitar, the
harder you play the more effect. A
variety of interesting sounds include
a staccato, a wah wah type and a
funky 'shaft' tone.

DIPTHONG
A new sound for Bass Guitar. The
Dipthong is the first in a series
developed for the Bassist. The device
is triggered by a signal from the Bass
or Guitar. It has three controls -
Overdriver, Speed Depth, Filter Bias.
Vowel sounds based on E -00 --AR
can be produced in varying degrees.

FLANGER
The new Flanger produces sounds
which are out of this world. The unit
features automatic double tracking
which gives all the usual flanging
sounds, but with superb quality.
With a total of four controls regulating
speed, depth of sweep filter quality
and ADT, the possibilities of this new
unit are virtually limitless.

THE PHAZEX UNIT
Wide variety of effects including a
rotating speaker type sound. A new
reactance control enables the unit to
scan the Phase circuit producing an
arpeggio effect.

VOCALIZER
This is the unit that simply 'speaks
for itself' the Vocalizer goes one step
beyond the voice box. By merely
pressing down the pedal it produces
all the vowel sounds AEIOU. The
resonance control enables the player

404/Kit,

to get a totally different set of vowel
sounds and so opens up a whole new
world of effects.

WAH FUZZ SWELL
4 different effects. Wah Wah, Fuzz
Swell, Wah Fuzz and swell pedal.

OVE R DR IV ER
Gives an extra 'Boost' to an instrument
which can overdrive to the extent of
producing distortion.

PLORSOUND
TRY THIS NEW WAVE OF PEDALS
NOW OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

COLORSOUND 102 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2



BRITAIN'S LEADING MAIL- ORi

simon King r
GUITARS  DRUMS AMPLIFIERS PA. EQU ENT

MUSIC MAN
MUSIC MAN

STING RAY Bass Guitar P.O.A.

SABRE 2 Guitar P.O.A.

MUSIC MAN Amplifiers
We offer the lowest prices anywhere
this amazing equipment.
Ring for our price quote today!

PAISTE 404 Cymbals
14" Hi Hat (pair) £ 33.40
15" Hi Hat (pair) £ 39.15
16" Crash £ 23.85
18" Medium £ 29.90
20" Ride £ 39.09
PAISTE 2002 Cymbals
14" Hi Hat (pair) £ 74.10
15" Hi Hat (pair) £ 82.81

on 14" Sound Edge Hi Hat (pair) £124.20
15" Sound Edge Hi Hat (pair) £132.00

FENDER GIG BAGS

Shoulder Bag
£4.25 post free

Holdall
£7.65 post free

16" Crash £ 47.28
18" Ride £ 56.95
18" Crash £ 56.95
20" Ride £ 70.65
22" Ride £ 90.36
18" Flat Ride £ 82.34
20" Flat Ride £104.61
18" China £ 82.34
PAISTE 602 Cymbals
14" Hi Hat (pair) £ 95.06
15" Hi Hat (pair) £106.32
14" Sound Edge Hi Hat (pair) £124.20
15" Sound Edge Hi Hat (pair) £132.00
16" Thin Crash
18" Thin Crash
18" Medium Ride
20" Medium Ride

£ 60.68
£ 73.02
£ 73.02
£ 91.09

2070 disco
on PAISTE
Cymbals

240 TOLWORTH RISE SOUTH

£ 26.95
£ 31.29
£ 19.25
£ 23.95
£ 31.27

£ 59.28
£ 66.25
£ 99.36
£105.60
£ 37.85
£ 45.56
£ 45.56
£ 56.49
£ 72.28
£ 65.87
£ 83.69
£ 65.87

£ 76.04
£ 85.05
£ 99.36
£105.60
£ 48.54
£ 58.45
£ 58.45
£ 72.87

TOM



2ER DISCOUNT MUSIC ST

nusic
 EFFE T

etectro-frffionix.

ENORMOUS STOCKS OF THESE
GREAT EFFECTS UNITS - ALL
WAITING FOR YOU TO TRY
LPB-2 Power Booster
HOG'S FOOT Bass Booster
SCREAMING TREE Treble Booster
MUFF FUZZ Distortion
CLONE THEORY Chorus/Vibrato
LOW FREQUENCY COMPRESSOR
BIG MUFF Pi
ATTACK EQUALIZER
CRYING TONE Wah Pedal
DELUXE BIG MUFF Combination
CRYING MUFF FUZZ Wah Pedal
TALKING PEDAL Speech Synth
DOCTOR Q Envelope Follower
ZIPPER Envelope Follower
SILENCER Line Noise Eliminator
SOUL PREACHER Sustainer/Compressor
SLAP BACK ECHO
SMALL STONE Phaser
FREQUENCY FILTER
ELECTRIC MISTRESS Deluxe
QUEEN TRIGGERED Wah pedal
OCTAVE MULTIPLEXER Box
GOLDEN THROAT Mouth tube
MEMORY.MAN Deluxe
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 10 Band
ECHO FLANGER
& MANY MORE
If you can't come in and try them, send for the
latest catalogue and full discount price list !

etectro-barmonix

great news!!
WE'RE OPENING ANOTHER BIG
MUSIC DISCOUNT STORE SOON!
Lots of special opening offers....
It's all too good to miss!

FULL DETAILS
IN NEXT ISSUE

DRTH SURREY Tele 01.330 3709

OPEN 9.30 to 5 .30MONDAY to SATURDAY
CLOSED ALL DAYTUESDAYS



Electro-Voice
So that rofessional music
sounds absolute! true
Ey Even among professionals,

Electro-Voice sets the standards
Whatever you play, whatever your combination, Electro-Voice
interprets your pop, folk, rock, blues, jazz etc. exactly as your pop,
folk, rock, blues, jazz etc. should sound. It renders faithfully and
flawlessly what voice, guitar, bass, saxophone, piano, organ, flute,
percussion and other instruments strive, individually and jointly,
to express.

Why not send in the coupon and get detailed particulars on Electro-
Voice microphones, loudspeakers, loudspeaker systems and other
individual- components? You will soon realize that Electro-Voice
does not compromise on acoustic and technical quality.

None but the best should be good enough for professionals.

PRIMARY DISTRIBUTORS:
TheatrescPne Limited Satur Electrical Sound & General
12/13 Henrietta St., 63 Livingstone Rd., 59 Dury Street
London WC2. Sheffield. Dublin 2.
Te1: 01-24S 2116 Tel: 8 Tel 711222

COUPON
Name

Please forward detailed
particulars on the
professional Electro-Voice
programme.

Address

Send to: Electro-Voice Division
Gulton Europe Ltd.
Maple Works
Old Shoreham Road
Hove BN3 7EY



TRADE
NEWS
NEW
LES
PAUL'S

As exhibition fever
gripped the manufacturing

industry last month, Norlin an-
nounced the introduction of two
new Gibson guitars. The Les
Paul 25/50 is a limited edition
model produced to mark Les
Paul's 25 years of involvement
with Gibson and 50 years in
show -biz. The guitar is similar to
the existing L.P. line, with the
addition of a coil tap switch,
brass nut and high power hum -
bucking pick-ups.

The other new guitar is ter-
med "The Paul". Again similar
in body shape to the L.P., this
model retails at just under £300
and features a solid walnut
body, fitted neck, ebony finger-
board and twin -coil pick-ups. It
represents a real attempt by
Norlin to produce a guitar of
Gibson quality at a price to en-
courage the less wealthy punter.

NEW RADIO
TRANSMITTER
Anew radio trans-

mitter for use with guitar
and other instruments has been
developed by Reslosound. The
most remarkable feature of the
unit is that it will retail for less
than £250 - considerably lower
price than has hitherto been the
case with systems of this type.

The transmitter is about the
size of a cigarette packet, is
lightweight and compact, and
can be worn vitrually anywhere
by the performer. It is con-
nected by a short lead to the
guitar pick-up socket, although
it can be adapted for use with

acoustic guitars and other in-
struments with the aid of a

microphone. Dual inputs and a
built-in mixer increase its poten-
tial for singer/guitarists.

The receiver may be
positioned anywhere and will
pick up signals up to 300 yards
away. It is mains operated, has
its own telescopic aerial and
output sockets for feeding into
the musicians's amplifier.

The device will not only free
performers from the necessity of
using guitar leads, but create an
outlet for many thousands of
Angus Young impersonators.

NEW
MARSHALLS
The Marshall range of
I combo amplifiers has been

augmented by two new models.
The 4140, or "Reverb Twin",
has been designed with country,

jazz and club work in mind. It
has two channels, one with
reverb, bright and boost swit-
ches, and one normal. The 80
watts rms put out by the am-
plifier drives a pair of 12"
speakers, and the combo is
finished in a distinctive brown
cloth.

The 2150 is a 100W valve
combo with a single 12" speaker
and two channels, which can be
linked. This model follows the
current trend of combining high
power with compact size.

NEW TALENT
Three music com-
I ponies have combined to in-

stigate a search for new talent
throughout Great Britain and
Ireland. Hansa Productions,
who have achieved in-
ternational success with acts
like Donna Summer and Boney
M, Gas Songs, responsible in
the past for managing Stealer's
Wheel, Jeff Lynne and Rab
Noakes, and Heath Levy Music,
publishers of Steve Miller and
Boz Scaggs, are on the look -out

for all types of artistes - male,
female, solo performers and
bands. They will be holding
regional auditions for those
whose tapes they find of in-
terest. Every tape will be
listened to, and selected acts
will be recorded and videoed.

Anyone who feels they might
have a future as a recording ar-
tist is invited to send tapes to
Ray Williams, 184 Regent
Street, London W1 or to phone
him on 01-4397731.
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as it was in
the beginning

isnow and
ever shall be.

MI 1E11 EMI 11111M =I INN 1111111 NM

O.K. Show me what you'reI going to do with the next 25
years. Send me the new
Gibson catalogue.

I Name

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Address

I'm also interested in receiving
details of the following:

Moog R r -I Pearl 1--1
Synthesisers LI drums I I

LabSeries Brass &
Amplifiers Woodwind I I

fiker9P
is guitars

BI Nceltn Musk: (UN) LIE. Woolpack Lane
Braintree. Essex. Telephone (0376) 21911

ME MI IME IMO I= MI 1..

I
I
I
I
I
I
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RICK EN BACKER
GIBSON
FENDER
KRAMER
IBANEZ
MUSIC MAN
OVATION
GUILD
GRETSCH

246 Station Road, Dunscroft, Doncaster,
South Yorks., England.

Tel: (0302) 843037
Largest stocks of professional equipment, including:-

MARSHALL
HIWATT
CARLSBRO
HH
PEAVEY
ORANGE
ACOUSTIC
CUSTOM SOUND
VOX
MESA BOOGIE

RHODES
ROLAND
ARP
MOOG
CAT/KITTEN
HOHNER
CRUMAR
LOGAN
MINI-KORG
MELLOTRON

LUDWIG
SONOR
PREMIER
ROGERS
TAMA
PEARL
ASBA
FIBES
GRETSCH
OLYMPIC . . and others

Also: - we are now official distributors of LEECH equipment (trade enquiries welcome)
Yorkshire stockist for BURMAN (new hand -built valve amps)

HP AVAILABLE - SAME DAY SERVICE - PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - GOOD ALLOWANCES - MAIL ORDER
PHONE FOR DETAILS - GOOD REPAIR SERVICE ON THE PREMISES - GUITAR TUITION AVAILABLE

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY GENUINE ADVERTISED PRICE!

please touch .

The new ROADRACER electronic piano
from CRUMAR has touch sensitive keys.
The harder you play the louder the
sound - just the same as a mechanical
piano.
Like its predecessors, the CRUMAR COMPACT
PIANO and the ROADRUNNER, the
ROADRACER has three distinct piano'
sounds and two octaves of scintillating
bass notes at the push of a button

NOW with the addition of a variable
'CHORUS' effect, rich phasing sounds
can be introduced.

hornbig shelves

...VV. -NW ...W.

UMAR ROADRACER

A touch better than the rest

Available from your local music store or send s.a.e. for free leaflet to:

JOHN HORNBY SKEWES & CO LTD Salem House Garforth
Leeds LS25 1PX England Tel Leeds (0532) 865381



We've finally managed to prise
these pictures of Music Ground,
Doncaster, from the
photographer's clutches. Right:
Unposed amps line up for
inspection .. . Below: guitars as
well, and ... Below right:
Drums galore
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New from AMCRON
REAL TIME ANALYSER RTA2

5" CRT Display
Internal Pink Noise Source
1/3 or 1 octave Display
Frequency range 20 -20kHz
Outputs for X -Y Recorder
Compatable with any microphone
Price £1,960 ex. VAT

The Amcron RTA2 Real Time Analyser is designed as much for use as a production tool
as it is for on -site audio analysis of Theatres, and Recording Studios. A flight case is

available.

POWER AMPLIFIER D75
The Amcron D75 power amplifier
replaces the previous model D60.
Employing completely new type
circuitry it offers also many
new features, but without any
increase in the price.

Other Amcron Products include:

New Amcron IOC comparator. DC300A 500 watts/chan. £550

Balanced XLR input connectors. D150A 200 watts/chan £350

Signal presence indicators. VFX2A Crossover unit £270

Separate Signal/chassis earth. E07 Equaliser unit £599

45 watts into 8 ohms per channel. IC150A

IMA

Preamplifier

Intermodulation

£260

Price £230 ex. VAT Distortion Analyser £610

MACINNES LABORATORIES LIMITED
Carlton Park Industrial Estate,
Saxmundham, Suffolk. Tel. Sax. 2262/2615

Macinnes France
18 Rue Botzaris, Paris 75019.
Tel. 206 60 80 206 83 61
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WESTERN
ROCK
Plymouth

The first thing I learned about Ply-
mouth was many years ago. Francis
Drake, I gathered, was out playing

bowls when someone told him that a lot of
Spanish ships were sailing in on high tide
and that he ought to do something about
it. He continued the game. I heard nothing
more of this well-known town until
someone mentioned that a comparatively
new but already thriving music shop had
swung its doors open to seafarers and
musicians alike. Western Rock, he said, at
168 Grenville Road.

Mog (he declined to give a surname, so
Mog it was) and Ray Radford are the part-
ners of Western Rock: the pair originally
moved from Bristol two years ago to set up
a band but quickly fell back on their second
idea - setting up the area's major music
shop, providing the equipment and service
they would have liked to find as musicians.
Ray's role as a guitarist and Mog's as a
drummer dictated their policy on stock:
plenty of drums and guitars, with
knowledgeable advice for shoppers as a
handy trick up their sleeve, plus a few
keyboards to meet demand. Amps and PA
equipment form another section on their
own - sold, bought, traded, hired, repair-
ded, customised and soon to be leased,
more of which later.

"There's nothing below us in Cornwall,"
said Mog, "and we find we are getting
more and more custom from Bristol, the
nearest big town with its own music shops.
Being in this position also means that we're
very active in the secondhand market."

Stock itself is predictable and complete.
In the guitar field, the usual Gibsons and
Fenders line up alongside a selection of
cheaper models like Columbus and Kim-
bara - most of them, in fact. In the drum
field, the old favourites like Premier and
Ludwig (especially the Vistalite kits) sell
steadily, supplemented by equally healthy
trade in what Mog calls "bits and pieces".
This means knocking old kits into shape,
salvaging re -usable sections and so on, and
this service, in out-of-the-way Plymouth,
probably does as much as anything else to
establish the shop as an indispensable base
for the local musicians.

Keyboards - "A few synths and

clavinets," said Mog. "As Ray and I don't
know as much about keyboards as we do
about drums and guitars, we don't want an
enormous selection of gear that we can't
offer knowledgeable advice about."

Finally, the amp section. Western Rock
have the Devon and Cornwall franchise for
MM Electronics gear (plus Bell Electrolabs,
Fender and Ludwig) and here the straight
selling of equipment, like popular Peavey
amps, is backed up by several enterprising
services. One is the building of their own
cabinets, using Celestion speakers, and
these carry competitive price tags.

Coupling these speakers with amps in
the shop allows them to run a very popular
PA hire service and this may soon be taken
one step further into a leasing operation.
This allows bands to hire gear with the op-
tion of buying later - good business for
the shop and an excellent idea as far as
bands go, giving them time to assess the
equipment and co-ordinate finances which
are probably coming from three of four dif-
ferent sources. Repairs and customisations
are undertaken on the premises. Naturally,
Ray and Mog handle much of this them-
selves, while experts are on tap for the
more difficult cases.

So who's surprised to find a shop that's
friendly - "a place" as Mog admitted with
a grin "for a cuppa, fag and a natter."
Opening hours are flexible too - if Mog
and Ray are working on a Sunday and a
band turns up, the doors swing open. At
the moment, Western Rock remains a
compact shop on one floor. "Yes," con-
cludes Mog in answer to the obvious
question, "we probably will have to expand
soon." Musicians ahoy!

See the full range of
Shergold guitars in
Room 140, Russell. 11
Hotel
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A Roger Bucknall inspects the craftsmanship

A Highly strung (left & right)

A Necks please
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It takes a brave man to take

on the big boys in acoustic
guitar manufacturing. Martin have been

calling the tune from the top for so many
decades now that it's almost immoral to set
out to better them. But Roger Bucknall is a
brave man - and Fylde guitars are fast
approaching a level of popular acceptance
amongst the folk cognescenti which will,
before long, establish them in that very
upper echelon.

I'd been a Martin addict myself for years
when I first encountered a Fylde, only
eighteen or so months ago, hanging in
Woodroffe's musical emporium in
Birmingham. I must confess to changing
my flag of allegiance instantly. The Fylde
had all the attributes of a Martin, or any of
the other well-known top American
acoustics, but it also had character, clarity
and an ease of playing which none of the
others possessed. In the intervening
eighteen months I became aware of seeing
and hearing about many well-known British
folk guitarists who had made a similar
allegiance change - Fylde had obviously
'arrived'.

The path to this arrival, like all the best
stories, hasn't been a trail of instant
success. Roger Bucknall made his first
guitar when he was nine years old, as he
says, out of matchboxes, plywood and a
few pieces of string. The end result,
although no masterpiece, did play and
Roger spent much of his teenage period
designing and building various different
models, experimenting with and learning
about woods, glues, stresses and their
applications. A time spent studying
mechanical engineering allowed him to
fuse his wood/carpentry knowledge with
mechanics - he's designed many
machines at use in the present 'factory'.
Living on the south coast he was still
building guitars in any spare time he found
himself, until eventually one Gordon
Giltrap bought a model from him and was so
impressed that Roger decided the time had
come to become a professional guitar
builder.

Finance was arranged in the north and
so Roger moved to Kirkham, halfway
between Preston and Blackpool on the
Fylde coast of Lancashire - hence the
name.

The first couple of years were a little on
the lean side - problems with distribution
caused the main hassles, but there were
also hold-ups due to money, orders, and all
the other teething troubles any young
company goes through - but Roger 'hung
on in there' (as I believe the expression
goes) until the present time when Fylde are
producing some 40 guitars a month with
their eyes on still bigger things to come.

Why are they so good - and so
successful (all the finished guitars seem to
have homes to go to immediately)? I put
this question to Roger himself. "It's sounds
corny for anyone with a 'successful'
product to say, but I really don't know,"
came the careful reply. "I've been building
guitars for a long time now and I'm still not
sure what makes one guitar sound or feel
better than any other. I suppose that
having built guitars that are right I lose
interest in what makes a guitar bad - as
opposed to good."

Fylde are at present a small, tightly -knit
community - lunching, for example, in
the same high -street cafe with director and
workforce all together - in which the
dozen or so workers take a special and
particular interest in their work. Much of
the work is done on machine - many of
them designed by Roger himself, but
they're all hand -finished, hand -sprayed.
So, in the terms of this modern
technological society, you probably could
call them 'hand -made'.

"Woods are still a problem," Roger told
me, "although as we get bigger, and
slightly better known we do swing a little
more weight with the timber merchants. I

tend to personally choose the woods
whenever possible - they might hang
around the workshop for a couple of years
before being used, just maturing and
settling down."

The Fylde range, all named after
Shakespearean characters, encompasses
small classicals, a brilliant acoustic bass,
and several different six strings - my own
favourite being the Caliban - a 12 string,
and an invitation from Roger to discuss
custom made guitars. He's unlikely to
accept your decision, because he'd much
rather guide you with his experience
towards the ultimate custom-made
acoustic for your style of playing - so if
you're looking for a custom-built job,
expect it to have more than a little of the
regular Fylde character in it.

Fylde grew up and succeeded probably
because American imports began to drop
in quality and character at the same time as
the Japanese began to provide viable
alternatives at the other end of the market
- Roger has very kind words for the likes
of Yamaha acoustics for example. The
added interest in acoustic guitar playing
brought about by the availability of cheaper
guitars from Japan led inevitably to more
accomplished players coming out of the
learning treadmill looking for a quality
product - and Fylde seems an obvious
choice.

The overall sound is distinctly clearer and
sharper than equivalent American guitars
- Fylde have recently put together an
album recorded by various acoustic
specialists from Michael Chapman, to
Gordon Giltrap and John Renbourne,
which, while illustrating the abilities of the
players, also highlights the superb
recording tone of the guitars they use. Like
any 'sound' it cannot be described
on paper. I can only
demand/urge/cajole/wish you to listen to
one. Even if you're not yet in the price
bracket, it's nice to be sure of where you're
aiming eventually. After all, I tried a Rolls
Royce test drive while the Mini was still
ticking over in the garage!



Ournew 12 into 2 mixing consoe

This twelve input stereo mixer was designed to
provide high performance, exceptional reliability and
stability at a very modest price, to suit the
requirements of bands on the road and small studios.

Input Channels: Electronically balanced input and
gain control 30dB input pad.
Input impedance greater than
6Kohms.
Minimum input for OdBm through
channel -60dBm.
Maximum input for OdBm through
channel +15dB.
Equivalent input noise less than
-120dBm (unweighted).
20KHz bandwidth, input loaded
with 200 ohms.

Tone Controls: Treble + 16dB at 10KHz.
Mid + 16dB at 400Hz to 8KHz

(continuously variable).
Bass + 16dB at 30Hz to 300Hz
(continuously variable).
Foldback (prefade) send
Echo (post fade) send.
Linear motion fader
Panpot, 3dB down at centre
PFM button allows signal level
through channel to be monitored
on meter.
Headroom 20dB eq. flat.

Outputs: Left and right output master faders
Foldback output master fader
Echo send master (rotary pot)
Maximum output level +20dBm
Over all frequency response
+ 0-3d B, 20Hz - 25KHz.
Residual output noise less than
-70dBm.
Output level controls at OdB,
channel faders and sends fully
down, 20KHz bandwidth.
10dB gain after faders and echo
send

Maximum gain through mixer
equals 70dB.
Illuminated output meters Ovu
= OdBm.
Meter select switch 1. Left and
right outputs. 2. Foldback and PFL
Echo return line level input
EchO return level control and pan -
pot, pans across left and right out-
puts
Regulated internal power supply
110/120v, 220/240

All signal inputs are Switchcraft D3F and outputs are
D3M. Mains input is via an I EC mains socket, a 2
amp fuse and an on/off switch. The mixer is fully
screened in a rigid steel case with wooden end cheeks,
measuring only 18" x 283/4" x 3".
The metalbox has a very durable black stoved finish
and the legends are printed with white epoxy paint.

MANUFACTURERS:
RECORDING STUDIO DESIGN, HOME FARM
NORTHALL, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
PLEASE PHONE EATON BRAY 221 331

EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTORS:
ATC SPEAKERS,PIER HOUSE
STRAND -ON -THE -GREEN, CHISWICK W4
PLEASE PHONE 01-995-3654



RSD

Coming clean about
Bath, and other tales
from the Farm

Anyone who has been involved with P.A. - hovever peri-
pherally-over the last few years will be more than
familiar with the name of R.S.D., or Recording

Studio Design if you want the complete title. What may not
be quite so well known, though, is the fact that R.S.D. also
operate a hire company.

But to begin at the beginning, as a drunken Welsh poet
once put it, R.S.D. was the brainchild of one Paul Dobson. It
was then, and still is, a manufacturing company specializing
in mixers of all sizes, power amps, and speaker enclosures.
Nowadays, this gear is turned out at a works in Luton,
Bedfordshire, but the hire and storage is located in a place
called Home Farm which is near a village called Northall,
which is near Dunstable. Get the idea? It's not exactly the
hubcap of the universe. In fact, it makes you wonder why it is
that such demanding outfits as Gentle Giant, the Kinks,
Judas Beast and the BBC have gone out of their way to
employ the services of the company. What, we asked the
amiable Dave South, in charge of the hire side of R.S.D., was

Five of the crew and a choice of transport

the precise advantage of being stuck out in the country, with
the obvious danger that business could so easily be snapped
up by more accessible London -based firms?

"Well for a start it suits us to work in the country, because
we all live out here! But it also means that we don't get
timewasters ringing up and coming round. Anyone who
wants to use us has got to make a bit of an effort, and the
chances are that once they have, they'll be back again next
time."

The hire company works from an old farmhouse, empty
for ten years before they moved in. The village bakery was
also located here, and the surrounding fields were once
orchards. Parts of the enormous barn which houses the gear
are now being rebuilt, the wood being replaced by brick.
86

The R.S.D. partnership came about when Dave and
another gent called Tony Bower were working as roadies for a
long -forgotten band called Curly. They ordered some gear
from Paul Dobson, who promptly asked whether they would
be interested in going into partnership - which they were -
and the business has flourished ever since. Their earliest
clients were Giant and Argent, who used an R.S.D rig
towards the end of their career (though Dave is quick to point
out that the demise of the band was not connected with the
quality of their P.A.!) and during last year they gained a lot
of business - as indeed did all the hire companies - with
new wave bands. They did the last Sex Pistols tour and have
been out with The Clash no less than five times. A good
relationship with Island Records has meant that acts
including Hi -Tension and Ultravox have been regular clients;
in fact, Hi -Tension use the R.S.D. rig despite the fact 'that
they have a large P.A. of their own. As for the BBC
connection, this took the form of a tour with no less a figure
than Karlheinz Stockhausen.

Available
"We went all over Europe, including the Bath Festival.

Most of it consisted of people tinkling around on pianos at
random - deathly boring, but there you are. We're in
business to provide a service, not criticize the music," Dave
commented.

So what exactly does the service include? Well, the smallest
rig they normally provide consists of a 3 -way 3K set-up which
will go out for about £125 per night, this price inclusive of a
pair of sound men. The biggest is something like 12K, but if
required Dave reckons they could provide one of 16-17K.
With yet another Priest tour in the offing, they'll probably
need it.

The design is a matter for Paul Dobson, who is continually
modernizing and improving on the current equipment. They
speaker systems are either 3- or 5 -way, mainly utilizing J BL
or Gauss components, though sometimes Electro-Voice.
There is a new 200 watt bin in the pipeline, consisting of four
15" Gauss drivers in a box which is no more than a three foot
cube. The R.S.D. power amps are very highly regarded in the
business. The 800b amp pumps out a terrifying 500 watts rms
per channel, 1000 watts bridged. The desks are of all sizes and
configurations: anything from the 30 channel quadraphonic
model down to small sub -mixers of about 10. Microphones
used are mostly the tried and trusted Shure SM57s and 58s,
with a good back-up of AKGs and Sennheisers. Plans are also
afoot to bring in a new Midas desk, since the runaway success
of the manufacturing side means that there are none to spare
at present for the hire company - every one built is
immediately snapped up. The usual range of effects is
available for hire, with the emphasis on Roland. They don't
have Eventides in stock because in general their prices makes
them too expensive for most bands. But they can be hired if
any client insists on them.

Everything goes out in R.S.D.'s four ton truck, and up to
four roadies with it. "Paul's working on a completely new
P.A. at the moment," Dave said. "which means new cabs
with more speakers in each and completely redesigned
monitors." There is plenty of room for expansion, thanks to
the innumerable outbuildings on the estate. Plans are well
under way for an 8 -track demo studio, which should be ready
by Christmas if all goes well. Dave will be working overtime
to manage both. Needless to say, it will be kitted out with an
R.S.D. desk, R.S.D. power amps, R.S.D. monitors and
R.S.D. graphic equalizers.

Despite all this feverish activity, however, they are all
concerned to keep business at a personal level, and one
danger of getting too big is that clients tend to lose touch.
"We're not a big organization in any sense of the word,"
Dave concluded, "and we don't want to be. The main thing is
just be here." We'll second that.



now you have played with
the boys- join the pro's

The 800 b professional stereo power amplifier
500 W.R.M.S. per channel,1000W.R.M.S. bridged

short circuit/thermal protection/modular construction,
and forced air cooling.

Home Farm,Northal I, Dunstable,Beds. Tel: Eaton Bray 0525 221331

EUROPE: ATC Ltd London 01 995 3654

U.S.A. : AMERIME X Co Inc. P.O. Box 221,Rowlett,TEXAS.

CANADA: R.M.S. (416)264 2340/7
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Ashworth transducers and Stephen Delft
guitar care products are marketed by

Mick Johnson Music, 277 Putney Bridge Road
London SW15, Telephone 01-788 3491
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CHROME &

BLACK

OWNER
for Keyboards
The original Hohner keyboard sound has become legendary
amongst rock groups and artists all over the world.
To the famous Hohner Clavinet and Planet, Hohner
International Kl, K2 and K4, Hohner add the
technical virtuosity of the brilliant
Korg range of keyboards and
synthesisers. Look for

Hohner and Korg at your
local music store-or
post the coupon
for full
details. 010

To M. Hohner Limited, 39-45 Coldharbour Lane, LONDON SE5 9NR
Please send me details of the famous Hohner Keyboard sound -plus the Korg range of

keyboards and synthesisers.

ADDRESS

X HOHNER
immilimmimmimmmommumummoll

Ifkog STARS dealer

H
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SOUND PIM
MUSIC CENTRE

p.0. 4 64 London Road, Leicester. Phone: Leicester 20760 (STD 0533)

Largest selection of Guitars. Amplification. Percussion, Keyboards and Disco Equipment in the Midlands.

H A"

Music Man guitars and
amps always available

at very competitive
prices

SIJPA SAVERS

ALL NEW INC.

VAT AND FULL

GUARANTEE

Sole Agency tor. Ampeg Amcron - Alice Citronic - D.J. Electronics - Yamaha  Orange - Custom Sound
'Anglo - Norwegian . Pearl - Martin - Ludwig

Main Agents for Fender - Rogers Rhodes - Gibson - Crumar - Carlsbro - Guild  Peavey - Hiwatt -
Marshall Rickenbacker - WEM - SAI  Simms Watts - AKG Shure - Coloursound - Hayman -

Beverley - CSL Antonia - !bane. - Vox - Arbiter - 'Auto Tune' - Premier - H/H.

Opening Hours: 9.30 - 600 Monday to Saturday

Access & Barclaycard - 10% deposit - 24hr. finance clearance.



MUSIC MA

A young

company

with

old-fashioned

ideas

Music Man is a company with a
story that is a delight to
write. The company was founded

in 1972 by a small group of former
associates of Leo Fender. Their approach
to the guitar and amp business reflects an
attitude that one encounters far too
seldom these days. Since the large
corporate establishment has come to
dominate the musical instrument business
in America, profit has become the
primary motivating factor. But Music
Man seem to be back in business for the
sheer pleasure of it. While acknowledging
that profit is necessary to stay in
business, they maintain that the early
days with Leo Fender were the most
satisfying time of their careers. It was a
time when high quality and craftsmanship
were their main concern. The pride of
introducing new products to the
performing musician and the pleasure in
watching them grow in popularity is the
part they remember best.

It came as a pleasant surprise,
therefore, for Beat's Man -In -Anaheim
(last year's Man -In -Atlanta with a
different T -Shirt) to be invited over to the
Music Man headquarters to take a look
around the amplifier and guitar
manfacturing processes before taking his
new wife (the old one was depreciating
too quickly ... Ed.) in tow up to Chicago
for the recent NAMM exhibition.

"The trouble with the business after
the big boys moved in", says Tom
Walker, President and Chief Executive
Officer, "is that they took the fun out of
it. Huge sales quotas, mass production of
the product and the bottom line of the

N
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financial sheet were all that mattered." It
was for these reasons that they decided to
form Music Man. A small company that
produces high quality equipment could be
fun again, they believed. Although 1972
was scarcely a time when the world
needed another amplifier line, they felt
the right products made in the old
tradition would find their spot in the
market place. So they gave it a go.

Amplifier Design

Since most guitarists seem to prefer
the valve sound, it was decided to
continue with their use. More than a year
was devoted to studying the difference
between valves and transistors and some
interesting conclusions were reached. Test
amplifiers were constructed with dual
preamplifiers, one with valves and the
other with integrated circuits. Switches
were included so that either preamplifier
could be selected. Many musicians were
consulted and much time was spent on
the bandstand. When a design was finally
reached whereby the guitarist could not
discern any difference between the two,
the integrated circuit preamplifier was
adopted. This meant the elimination of
valve noise that results from vibration
loosening the valve elements. It also
meant that the preamplifier could be gain
programmed and much better sustain and
distortion characteristics were obtainable.

Every amplifier manufacturer has his
own opinion about the reasons for the

warm valve sound. Music Man attributes
it to the low damping factor. Simply put,
a valve is a high resistance source of
power and the speaker diaphragm is free
to vibrate because of its own inertia. The
speaker diaphragm is actually doing more
than the string is. Transistors are a very
low resistance source of power and the
tight coupling damps out these additional
vibrations. The speaker cone does exactly
what the string does, nothing more. In
the hi-fi business, this is looked upon as
desirable, but with a solid body guitar the
loose free sound of valves is sorely missed
when one switches to transistors.

Thus evolved the hybrid design of the
Music Man amp, the best of both worlds.
It was introduced to the American market
in June, 1974, and the result was instant
success.

A month later Eric Clapton did a
concert in Long Beach, California, very
near the Music Man factory. His roadie
arranged for him to try these new amps.
He liked what he heard and used five of
them that very night. These same five
amplifiers have been on the road with
him ever since. Since then many other
great names also selected them for their
use. They include: Aerosmith, 10CC,
Little Feat, John Glascock of Jethro Tull,
Carol Kaye, Kenny Rogers, Steve Miller,
Bonnie Raitt, Emmylou Harris, Albert
Lee, James Burton, The Band, Joan
Armatrading, Johnny Cash, Crystal Gale
and many more.
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Guitar Development

In the meantime, Leo Fender had been
watching all this with much interest. In
January of 1975 he fulfilled his contract
with CBS and was itching to get back to
his first love, designing guitars. He
agreed to develop several models for
Music Man and in 1976, the Sting Ray
guitar and Sting Ray bass were
introduced. It was a replay of the
amplifier story. The bass was
revolutionary in sound and performance.
An internal preamplifier was designed
using the latest devices in micropower
technology. For the first time the bassist
had an instrument free from its previous
limitations. No more muddy sounds, no
more problems with one note running
into the next. This instrument was quickly
acclaimed for its definition, the clear
crisp sound that made each note stand
apart from the next. The only problem
being that in sticking to their belief in
quality and craftsmanship, they can't
make them fast enough. A new factory is
soon to be constructed to remedy this,
but they insist that the instruments will be
built with the same pride in workmanship
that they had back in the 1940's and
1950's.

The Sting Ray guitar also met with
considerable success, although the
instrument takes a bit of getting used to.
This instrument boasts hand -wound
humbucking pickups, an internal
preamplifier similar to that in the bass,
separate bass and treble controls, a bright

Leo Fender watches construction

. . . near completion

switch and pickup phase reversal. This
array of controls and internal
equalization is the reason that a guitarist
must spend time getting used to things.
The variety of sounds that can be
obtained has made the effort well worth
while as guitarists such as Paul Barrere of
Little Feat will attest.

And most recently, Music Man has
released the Sabre guitar. This fine
instrument possesses all the Sting Ray
features along with a new body style and
some very interesting innovations in
bridge and pickup designs. To show how
far these chaps go to please the guitarist,
both the Sting Ray and the Sabre come
with a choice of necks. The type I neck
has a flat finger board (12" radius) with
jumbo frets. The type II neck has an oval
fingerboard (71/2" radius) with standard
frets.

Its nice to see a new company start up
with the musician's best interests at heart.
If these folks keep on doing things the
way they have started out, Music Man
will soon be a prominent part of every
bandstand.

Do you have a special interest in any
particular musical instruments
company? We're always happy to
feature success stories like Music
Man, so let us know who you're
interested in by dropping a line to
Company Profiles, Beat Instrumental,
lb Parkfield Street, London Ni.

ALL THE EFFECTS OF A ROTATING SPEAKER
SYSTEM NONE OF THE PROBLEMS

The new Microtek Model 210
electronic tone cabinet
from Cequel Electronics
R.R.P. £375

The rotating speaker system has been widely used by professional musicians for more than 25 years to widen the sound
spectrum of the electric organ and, more recently synthesisers, electric guitars and other amplified instruments, but
under touring conditions such systems have proved bulky and inconvenient. Microtek Systems have come up with the
perfect answer: the Model 201 electronic tone cabinet which in one convenient, compact and lightweight unit offers all
the effects provided by the rotating speaker system with none of the problems.

 No mechanical parts to go wrong  No masses of trailing leads  No need to mike up for boosted power - you can
inject into the PA system exactly as much volume as you desire.  All this in one convenient 19 -inch by 65/8 -inch by 13/4 -

inch high unit fitted with standard PO jack connectors and cannon XLR connectors to allow use with electronic organs,
and other amplified instruments including synthesiser, piano and guitar without any modification to the instrument.
 The first unit to faithfully synthesise all the functions of the rotary speaker system - beautifully finished, superbly
designed end totally reliable.

CEQUEL ELECTRONICS, 126 BRONDESBURY ROAD, LONDON NW6 6SB

Telephone: 01-623 4062 Trade enquiries welcome
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It is perhaps stating the obvious to say that a
drum

 kit takes an aw
ful lot of punishm

ent -but it's
surprising how

 few
 kits are built to w

ithstand it.
Y

am
aha drum

s are built to last. S
uperbly de-

signed, precision -m
ade from

 the finest m
aterials

available, they are yet one m
ore expression of

our total dedication to technical excellence and
superlative quality.

E
very detail, from

 the practical sim
plicity or
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allest non -slip clam

p to the brilliant and
unique air -seal system
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touch of thoughtfulness and care.
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A
take it. B

ang on!
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 kits and accessories
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Awalk around the
grounds confirms the
accuracy of the name.

Almost hidden near a clump of
huge, ancient trees is a life-size
(about 70 feet tall) Tyran-
nosaurus Rex made out of
fibreglass. A bit further on you
come across a rhino - a gift
from Keith Moon to Ringo,
whose house and grounds all
this used to be. In fact, the
whole ambience of the place is
so remarkable that you tend to
forget that its current function is
to provide some rather excellent
recording facilities.

Tittenhurst Park consists of a
huge mock Grecian mansion set
in seventy-two acres of parkland
a mile or two from Ascot. The
original building was destroyed
by fire in the early part of the
nineteenth century, and the
present building was erected in
1820 or thereabouts. No-one
seems quite sure, and nobody
seems to care particularly. All
you need to know is that John
Lennon used to live there; he
was the one who had the cricket
pitch dug out and turned into a
lake. You can still see the old
pavilion on what is now an
island in the middle of the water.
Lennon also stocked the lake
with two thousand golden carp,
though we suspect that there
are now some pretty well-fed
herons living nearby.

The Park contains the largest
private tree collection in
England, abounding in fragrant
cedars and monkey puzzles. At
the bottom end of the Park is a
nursery staffed by innumerable
Percy Throwers whose produce
is legendary in the district. On
the other hand, a lot of the place
has fallen into disuse. The tennis
courts are rather overgrown,
and the Jacobean (?) warden's
cottage lies deserted, though
engineer Dave Tickle and myself
managed to scramble in through
a window for a quick look
around. Lying on the mahogany
fireplace was an exorcism ritual
drawn up by some Hare Krishna
devotees who told Lennon that
the place was haunted.

Indeed, so fascinating are the
grounds (and that's even before
you've got to the house) that
any potential album -maker may
well find himself wasting the first
day just walking around, taking
dips in the swimming pool (well
of course there's a swimming
pool) and admiring the geese
which waddle and squawk
around the lake.

It therefore comes as
something of a surprise to find
that the actual recording area is
quite small. It's in a room at the
back of the house and forms an
even rectangle which is con -
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STARTLING STUDIOS
nected by a large window with
the control room. At the desk
sits young Tickle, dressed as of-
ten as not in his squash -playing
kit, whilst behind him on the
large leather sofa lounge the
band, their wives, babies and
roadies. The studio itself in-
cludes a drum booth in which
manager Mike O'Donnell in-
tends to fit some overhead
brackets for the mics, thus
saving space for the more mon-
strous kits that occasionally
come their way. In the main sec-
tion stand a Hammond C3 with
Leslie, Fender Rhodes 88, ARP
synth, and a Yamaha grand
piano. Various Fender and Am -
peg amps are there for the free
use of anyone who needs them.
Microphones offered are a good
selection of Neumanns, AKG's,
Beyers, Shures and Senn-
heisers.

"Yes, we've got a good
variety of capacitor and
dynamic mics," commented
Tickle. "Mics are important as
speaker systems when you're
recording, and they all sound
just as different, though to the
layman they might seem much
of a muchness. So for example
I'll always use AKG D190's for
drums - probably about ten of
them in a row over the tom-
toms."

Ah, speaker systems. Apart
from the usual big JBL monitors
powered by Crown DC300A's,
there is a pair of Gales speakers
powered by Quad 303's and a
pair of Auratones. Needless to
say, it's essential for any studio
to use these smaller set-ups in
order to make sure that what
sounds superb through the
JBL's doesn't come out soun-
ding impoverished through the
domestic hi-fi that most people
will be listening to at home.

The desk is an MCI 36/36,
originally 32, whilst the tape
machines are a Studer A80,

2 x B62, 3M 4 -track and a

Nakamichi cassette. They go in
for echo in a big way at Star-
tling. The 3M machine is useful
for it, but in yet another semi -
derelict building near to the
house itself (". . we call it the
Dutch House, its some sort of
folly. No idea what it was used
for . . .") there is a live echo
chamber in which are installed a
couple of EMT plates for good
measure. This is especially good
for drums. In the upper part of
the Dutch House they plan to in-
stall an old church pipe organ
with pipes up to 16'. "It's going
to be perfect when we've got it
in," said Mike O'Donnell,
"because the echo in there is so
amazingly deep and sepulchral.
There's no electronic substitute
for the real thing." Ideal for the
next Hammer horror film,
perhaps? And surprise, surprise,
Ringo once made a horror film
at Tittenhurst. Various grisly in-
struments of torture still lie
discarded outside the Dutch
House, though a closer in-
spection revealed humbler
origins in the construction: a

garden hoe here, a harrow
there. Quite disappointing
really.

Back to the control room, and
we find the usual complement
of outboard toys: A DT, a Har-
monizer, flanger and a pair of
ddl's; there are four different
types of compression too. The
parametric equalizers are Rebis,
which Dave regards as superior
to the more commonly used Or -
bans. "The great thing about
the Rebis is that they're not syn-
thetic -sounding as most
equalizers tend to be. These
ones are very punchy and big.
We've also got an Aphex Aural
Exciter, a device which im-
proves the separation and
presence. What that really
means is that it brings back the
"live" sound that you gradually

lose through all the other elec-
tronic processes - on vocals
particularly, with all the track
bouncing that you have to go
through. It's also really good
with drums - makes 'em sound
like you're standing right next to
them."

Tickle is very fond of getting
the 'right' drum sound, and is
always keen to experiment. He
and Clive Bunker have dreamed
up a crazy idea which, as far as I
can make out, involves setting
the drums up in Startling's
swimming pool to get an un-
derwater drum sound. The mics
will be poked up into the airlock
formed inside the tom-toms by
the water. Was it ideas like this
which got him employment with
Zodiac (now Good Earth), TPA
and Indigo Studios? We must be
content with a cautious
"perhaps".

The great thing about Star-
tling is the way the whole house
can be commandeered for
recording, which means that the
actual studio area - not enor-
mous as it stands - in no way
restricts the activities of the
musicians. Multicores run like
fallen creepers all over the
house. The hallway was oc-
cupied by the Strawbs'
Mellotron and various other
keyboards. and the TV room
(which is the very room where
Lennon recorded 'Imagine' -
remember the white suit, white
piano and white walls?) offers
another variety of sound.

"The games room is good for
drums," Mike said as we toured
the house. "Thanks to all this
panelling, you get a very woddy,
echoey, realistic tone." They
have also found that using a
guitar amplifier outside the
house results in a unique sound.
"You'd think that miking an amp
up outside would make it sound
very distant, when in fact it
sounds even closer than close
miking inside the studio."

Our tour took in the vast kit-
chen, which could surely feed
the five thousand should the
need arise. "Well actually we've
had to clamp down a bit there,"
Mike admitted. "We run the
place on an all -in basis, which
means that the top rate of £750
a day includes beds and meals
for the band, their
wives/girlfriends and a couple
of roadies. The trouble was, un-
til recently, people would invite
their wives' friends, their wives
friends' children and dogs, and
half of their friends from the
local pub . . . and we found our-
selves running a free hotel for a
while."

But what a hotel. Seven
beautiful double rooms and two
equally magnificant singles,



bathrooms adjacent to all. Dave
Tickle pinched the best room
early on, figuring that the
resident engineer deserves at
least what the visiting rock stars
get. But when the place is fully
booked, he relinquishes it with a
good grace. Should you feel like
it (and who doesn't from time to
time?) there is a three -berth
sauna for overweight chip -
fattened roadies, complete with
weighing machine.

And that's nowhere near the
lot, but we've just about run out
of space. It remained to ask
Mike about recent clients.

"Slade, Denny Laine, England's
Mighty Engine," he began,
leafing through the bookings
ledger, "Rab Noakes, Eric Idle .

" Eric Idle? "Yes. He recorded
his single 'Ging Gang Goolie'
here. Brought a load of young
women down dressed as girl
guides." He indicated some in-
teresting photographs on the
wall. ". . . Jack Lancaster, and
at the moment the Strawbs are
doing their 'Heartbreak Hill'
album. Sham 69 are coming in a
week or two, but" (he winced)
"I'll be on holiday then, thank
God."

Dave Tickle and Strawbs' producer Tom Allom

P.A. RIGS
RIG 2 £799
400W: MM 12/2 mixer Et case, MM AP360 power amp, 2 x
JBL 4560 type bass bins, 2 x radial horns, all leads etc.

RIG 3 £1,550
800W: MM 12/2 mixer Et case, 30 metre multicore XLR
stage box, 2 x MM AP360 power amps, MM electronic
crossover, all pre -wired in rack with XLR input/output panel, 2
x JBL 4560 type or Altec 816 type bins loaded with RCF
drivers, 2 x 1 x 12" flared mid -bins loaded with ATC 12"
drivers, 2 x radial horns, all leads, XLR connections
throughout complete

FREE P.A. CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE

65 Widemarsh Street, Hereford.

releohone: Hereford 55961
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Acoustics Limited
Loudspeakers for the Professional

Often heard
rarely seen

Top Equipment manufacturers specify from
the McKenzie "Professional Series" of loudspeaker

drive units, quite simply because of their superb
acoustic performance and high reliability factor.

The highly successful 12 inch series continues
unchanged in acoustic performance but is now built

on a completely new and improved chassis.
These models received excellent reviews with

such comments as, "the twin -cone and bass speaker
was outstanding," and "we felt that the McKenzie

sounded good and offered exceptionally
good value for money."

The 100 watt and 150 watt 15 inch models are built
on rigid aluminium chassis designed for front
or rear mounting. These quality units have a
high specification. For example the C15 Bass

150 watt has a massive anisotropic magnet system
and a 3 inch very high temperature voice coil.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEND FOR
LITERATURE TO
Glyn Baxter
McKenzie Acoustics Ltd.
Rockley Avenue,
Birdwell,
Barnsley.
Tel. (0226) 43894



MUSK
MART
To have your company listed,
contact Howard Rosen, 01-359 5378

AMP & GUITAR SHOPS

BARNARDS MUSIC STUDIOS,
40 Camden Road, Tunbridge Wells.
Kent (0892) 22141
CASSMUSIC LIMITED, 29South
Street, Eastbourne, Sussex. BN21 4UP
(0323) 37273

CASSMUSIC LIMITED, 38 Monarch
Parade, London Road, Mitcham, Surrey
CR4 3HA. 01640 1870
CUSTOM AMPLIFICATION, 45
Nantwich Road, Crewe, Cheshire.
(0270) 4779

HUMBUCKER MUSIC, 124c Green Lane
Road, Leicester (0533) 769318

J.S.G. MUSICAL, 108b, Main Street,
Bingley, West Yorks 0976 68843

KINGFISHER MUSIC CO., 20 Kings
Road, Fleet, Hants. 02514 21210

PALL MALL MUSIC, 58 Pall Mall,
Chorley, Lancs. Tel: 02572 71124

POWER MUSIC, 124c Green Lane Road,
Leicester (05331 769318

S.A.I., Regent Street, Coppull, Nr.
Chorley, Lancs. 0257 791645

SUN MUSIC, 110-111 Oxford Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks. 0494 36686
SUPERMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester 105331 63830
After hours: 105331606623/607279
TELECUMMS, 189 London Road, North
End, Portsmouth (0705) 60036

WHITE SOUND EQUIPMENT, 3 Albion
Place, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear.
(0783) 78058
WOOD BROS. SOUND CENTRE,
33 London Road, Buxton, Derbyshire.
0298 4638

WOODROFFES MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD., 119 John
Bright Street, Birmingham 81 1BE
(021) 643 6545

CUSTOM BUILT
SOUND EQUIPMENT

ACCOUSTIC SOUND SYSTEMS,
17 Andersons, Stanford -le -Hope, Essex
Stanford -le -Hope 6218
DORON SOUND SYSTEMS, 453 Brook
Lane, Kings Heath, Birmingham B13
OBT. (021) 777 4971

DISC CUTTING
& MASTERING

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICES,
London Road, Binfield, Bracknell,
Berks. Tel: (0344) 54935
MIDLAND SOUND RECORDINGS,
Meeting House Lane, Balsall Common,
Coventry. (0676) 32468

TAPE TO DISC SERVICE

ANGLIA PRESSINGS, 112 Beach Road,
Scratby, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29
3PG. 0493-730136

CASSETTE DUPLICATING

The Cottage Sound Studio, Forres,
Morayshire, Scotland.
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DISCO SERVICES

D.J. ELECTRONICS (HACKNEY) LTD,
83 Queens Road, Southend-on-Sea,
Essex. SS1 1PY. (0702) 353033/4/5

DAVE SIMMS DISCO SERVICES, 1-5
The Grove, Ealing, London W5 5DY 01-
560 0520

S.I.S. (SOUND EQUIPMENT) LTD.,
57 St. Andrews Road, Northampton
NN1 2PB. Tel: 0604 32966

ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRES
LONDON
176 Junction Road, N19
01-2727474
BRISTOL
125 Church Road, Redfield.
0272 550550
MANCHESTER
251 Deansgate, 3
061-831 7676

EQUIPMENT
HIRE SERVICES

JULIAN'S STUDIO INSTRUMENT
RENTALS LTD. 01-459 7294/5
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD.,
(Colin Barton), 358-360 Uxbridge
Road, Shepherds Bush, London W12.
01-749 3232
SUPEHMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester 105331 63830.
After hours: 105331 606623/607279
TELECOMMS, 189 London Road, North
End, Portsmouth (0705) 60036

LIGHTING
CHAMELEON LIGHTING, 40 Westfield
Avenue South, Saltdean, Brighton BN2
8HT. 0273 32539
LAIR HUST LTD., 7/9 Wood Close,
London E2 01-639 7547
METEOR LITES, 8 Pinnocks Lane,
Baldock, Hens 0462 892121

P.A. SYSTEMS
AXIS SOUND EQUIPMENT, 58 Avon
Road, Bournemouth, Dorset BH8 8SE.
0202 38246
CABIN SOUND CENTRE, la/2
Bamborough Gdns, London W12 8QN.
01-749 1121
CASCADE MUSIC, 42/44 Upper
Tooting Road, London SW17 7PD.
01 272 3997
GROUND CONTROL, 7/9 Wood Close,
London E2. 01-739 7543
H H.B. P.A. HIRE, 16 Wallasey
Crescent, Ickenham, Uxbridge,
Middx. Ruislip (71) 73271/36986
HIWATT EQUIPMENT LTD., Park
Works, 16 Park Road, Kingston-upon-
Thames, Surrey. 01-5490252/3
LIVE WARE, 17 St. Anne's Court,
Wardour Street, London VV1V 3AN.
Tel: 01-734 9901/3
MUSIC SYSTEMS HIRE, 128 Brooks
Road, Cambridge. 0223 40841

R & C MUSIC, 2 High Street, Bexley,
Kent. 29 51663
STANDISH LIGHT & SOUND HIRE
CO. LTD., 358 Preston Road, Standish,
Nr. Wigan. (0257) 421603
SUPERSTITION HIRE, 3 Tumoak
Avenue, Woking, Surrey 04862 65885
E. ZEE HIRE LIMITED, 7-9 Market
Road, London N7. Tel : 01-609 0246

PERCUSSION
INSTRUMENTS

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23 Vale
Royal London N7. 01-607 8383

EQUIPMENT
REPAIR SERVICES

MAURICE PLAQUET LTD.,
(Colin Barton), 358-360 Uxbridge
Road, Shepheards Bush, London W12
01-749 3232

SUPERMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester 105331 63830
After hours: 105331606623/607279

AMPLIFICATION

ROKA'S SHOP, 57 Endell Street,
London WC2B 9AJ. 01-240 2610

ORGANS & AMPS
BUG SOUND ELECTRONICS, 76 Manor
Street, Braintree, Essex. 0376 21962
STEVE JACKSON, Roundhouse Music,
72-73 Chalk Farm Road, London N.1. 01-
267 5641/2. Evenings 01-340 8105.

SPEAKERS
JOHNSON & JONES (Quality Speaker
Repairs), 66 Dalston Lane, London E8.
01-254 9331.

GUITAR SERVICES
PETER COOK, 17 Perimeade Road,
Perivale, Middx. 01-998 3101
ROKA ACOUSTIC SERVICES,
67 Endell bt., London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 2610

INSURANCE
CANWORTH BROKERS LTD., 43
South Molton Street, London W1Y 1HB
01-408 2272 (10 lines)
GIE1SON & CO. LTD., Inc. Insurance
Brokers, 54 Uxbridge Road, London
W12. 01-743 4834/5
ROGER SQUIRE'S (INSURANCE),
55 Chalbert Street, London NW8.
01-722 1130

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
FACILITIES

AARVAK ELECTRONICS, 12a Bruce
Grove, London N17 6RA. Tel: 01-808
39 23

WATKINS ELECTRIC MUSIC LTD.,
66 Offley Road, London SW9 OLU.
01-735 6568/9/0

WHITE AMPLIFICATION, 211 High
Street West, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear.
(0783) 43627

ZOOT-HORN SOUND EQUIPMENT,
31 Station Road, London SE25.
01.653 6018

ELECTRIC ORGAN KITS

ELVINS ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS, 12 Brett Road,
Hackney E8 1JP. 01-986 8455

CABINET FITTINGS
AFLYN AUDIO, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. 0682414297/56950
ADAM HALL (SUPPLIES) UNIT Q,
Starline Works, Grainger Road,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex. 0702 613292

CUSTOM-BUILT
PERCUSSION & FITTING

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23
Vale Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383

P/A EQUIPMENT

AMEK, 2nd Floor, Islington Mill,
James Street, Salford, Lancs. 061-834
6747

EPICENTRUM, Foxhouse, Moor Road,
Langham, Colchester, Essex 020 636668

GELF ELECTRONICS LTD.,
6 Duncombe Street, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes. Tel: 0908 77503
RESLOSOUND, Eagle Road, Rye,
E. Sussex. Rye (079 73) 2988

SOUNDCRAFT, 5/8 Great Sutton St.,
London EC1. 01-251 3631

CEREBRUM LIGHTING (Sales ft Hire), LTD SYNTHESISERS
168 Chiltern Drive, Berrylands, Surbiton,
Surrey KT5 8LS. 01-390 0051

MULTIFORM ELECTRONICS LTD., 22
Portugal Road, Woking, Surrey GU21
SJ E 04862 70248

ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRES
See our address entries under the
heading Disco Services.

ZENITH LIGHTING, 60 (field Road,
London SW10. 01-352 7048

MAIN AGENTS FOR
ALTEC & UNIVERSITY
SOUND
THEATRE PROJECTS, 10 Long Acre,
London WC2 9LN. 01-240 5411

MANUFACTURERS
ELKA-ORLA (UK) LIMITED, 19
Bluebridge Industrial Estate, Halstead,
Essex. Halstead 5325/6

AMPLIFICATION
AFLYN MUSIC, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. 0582 414297/36950

HIWATT EQUIPMENT LIMITED,
Park Works, 16 Park Road, Kingston -
Upon -Thames, Surrey. 01-549 0252/3.

SOUTHERN MUSIC, 34 Waterloo Road,
Hove, Sussex 0273 733387

SYNTHESISER MUSIC SERVICES
LTD., 12 Holland Park, London W11.
01-221 5665

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
SHOPS

Al MUSIC CENTRE, 88 Oxford St.,
Manchester 1. (0611 236 0340

ANDERTONS MUSIC CENTRE, 5
Stoke Fields, Guildford, Surrey. (0483)
75928

ASSEMBLY MUSIC, Alfred Street,
Bath (0225) 63508

BERRY PIANOS, 48 Grand Parade,
Haringey, London N4. 01-800 2488

ALLAN BILLINGTON LIMITED,
172/174 Park View Road, Welling, Kent.
01-303 1429/3441

COOKES BAND INSTRUMENTS, 34
Benedlcts Street, Norwich, Norfolk.
0603-23583

CORNELL, J.P., 31 Spring Bank, Hull.
104821 215335

J.P. DIAS (CARLISLE) LTD., 149-153
Botchergate, Carlisle.

DUCK SON & PINKER, Harmony Hall,
Bridge Street, Bath. (0225) 5676

EUROMUSIC, 13 Princesses Parade,
Waterside, Crayford, Kent DA1 4JD.
(03225) 22544

F.D. & H. MUSIC, 138-140 Charing
Cross Road, London WC2H OLD.
01-836 4766.



u don't want no bother
get a Trucker.

Truckers 45 watts of great sound
is one thing you can rely on.

On or off the road.

( (SOLID STATE TECHNOLOGY) LTD.

51111111

Custom House, Arthur Street, Oswestry, Salop, SY11 1JN
Tel : (0691) 59201/2

    

THE ORIGINAL IS THE GREATEST

acoustic
amplification available at the following prices

direct to you:

Acoustic 320 amp £389
Acoustic 408 cab £429
Acoustic 124 combo £395
Acoustic 125 combo £366
Acoustic 270 amp £451

Acoustic 201 cab £507

Acoustic 220 amp £225
Acoustic 406 cab £281
Acoustic 115 combo £225
Acoustic 114 combo £225
Acoustic 126 bass combo
£338
Acoustic 407 cab £281

Kingfisher Music Company, 20 Kings Road,
Fleet, Hampshire, England. (02514) 21210

MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT NO PROBLEM
10% Dep. H.P./PX/Access/Barclaycard/Money

I NTRODUCI NG!
THE NEW ASHWORTH AJ21
SERIES OF PROFESSIONAL
TRANSDUCERS FOR ALL
TYPES OF INSTRUMENTS

The new model offers the following
improvements:

1 For use directly into all input impedances
down to 200E2 without any need of a
pre -amp device.

2 Very low lead noise.
3 Very high output (sufficient to reproduce

sound of solid electric guitar).
4 Featuring the same superior quality

reproduction as the AJ20 series.

Mick Johnsory Music,
277 Putney Bridge Road,

(

ft.
London SW15, England

3491

Sit
TRANSDUCER

OPTiit
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HALING SOUND, 37 Kings Road, St.
Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex. 0424 42870
KEMPSTER & SON, 98 Commercial
Road, Swindon, Wilts. (0973) 5523/
26375
KENNARD & SONS LTD., 10 New
Rents, Ashford, Kent. (0233) 23226
KITCHEN, R.S. LIMITED, 27-31
Queen Victoria St., Leeds. Leeds 446341
LOUGHBOROUGH MUSIC CENTRE
18 The Rushes, Loughborough, Leics.
105093) 30398
IVOR MAIRANTS MUSICENTRE, 56
Rathbone Place, London W1P 1AB.
01-636 1481
MANUSCRIPT, 107 Friern Barnet Road,
London N11. 01-368 6673
MATTHEWS, 20 The Broadway,
Maidstone, Kent. (0622) 673355
MILTON KEYNES MUSIC, Boogaloo
Basement, 17 Bridge Street, Leighton
Buzzard, Bedfordshire. 05253-66622
MR. BOTTLENECK, 7 Queens Street,
Salisbury, Wilts. 0722 23689
MUSIC EQUIPMENT LTD., 55
Camberwell Church Street, London SE5.
01-701 2270
NICKLIN & SONS LIMITED, The
Square, Barnstaple Devon. (02711 2005
NORTHERN SOUNDS, 41 Jane Street,
Workington CA14 3BW. 0900-4797
NORMANS (BURTON -UPON -TRENT)
LTD., 1 Lichfield Street, Burton -Upon -
Trent (0283) 61528
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD., 358-360
Uxbridge Road, Shepherds Bush,
London W12. 01-749 3232
ROSS SOUND HOUSE, 17 Gloucester
Road, Ross -on -Wye, Herefordshire.
(0989) 2431
RUSHTONS MUSIC, 28 Oswald Road,
Scunthorpe, S. Humberside.
Scunthorpe (0724) 2400
SANDRA'S MUSIC CENTRE, 6
Allhalland Street, Bideford, North Devon
1023) 722 707
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC CENTRE, 1-5
The Grove, Ealing, London W5 5DX.
01-560 0520
SOUTHERN MUSIC, 34 Waterloo Street,
Hove, Sussex. 0273 733387
CHRIS STEVENS MUSIC CENTRE
LTD., 11 Queens Road, Southend-on-
Sea, Essex. 0702 45451
CHRIS STEVENS MUSIC CENTRE
LTD. 33 North Street, Romford,
Essex. 70 455 42
STRINGS 'N' THINGS, 39 Fleet Street,
Swindon, Wilts. 8793 39304
STROTHERS (ASSOC. RUMBE LOW/
Coronation Buildings, Wallasey Road,
Wallasey, Cheshire. 051.638 3622/9871
SUPERMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester (0533) 63830
After hours: (0533) 606623/607279

DAVID VANE MUSIC, 28 Market
Street, Exmouth. 03952-75246
WAKEFIELD MUSIC CENTRE, 5
Silver Street, Wakefield. 0924 72202
WOODS (PIANOS & ORGANS) LTD.
15/17 Manchester Road, Bolton
BL2 1EH. Bolton 27171. Branches:
Preston 52865 & Burnley 33709

YARDLEYS, Snow Hill, Birmingham.
021-236 7441

KEYBOARD SHOPS

KEYBOARD HARMONY, 62 High
Street, Redhill, Surrey RM1 1SG. 91-
68821

PERCUSSION SHOPS

DRUM CENTRE, 79 Percy Street,
Newcastle, Tyne & Wear. 0632 27910

DRUMLAND, 75 Lowfield Street,
Dartford, Kent. (32) 24449
ALLAN BILLINGTON LIMITED,
172/174 Park View Road, Welling,
Kent. 01303 1429/3441

LONDON DRUM CENTRE, 276
Portobello Road, London W10 5TE.
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PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23 Vale
Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383
SUPERMOUSE MUSIC,
233 Melton Road, Leicester (0533) 63830
After hours: (0533) 606623/607279

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
SUPPLIERS

R.E.W., 146 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2. 01-240 3064/3068
ROGER SQUIRE'S
(STUDIOS DIVISION);
55 Chalbert Street, London NW8.
01-722 1130

RECORDING STUDIOS
The Studios below are listed
under maximum track capacity.

48 TRACK

TRIDENT STUDIOS,
17 St. Anne's Court, Wardour Street,
London W1. 01-734 9901

24 TRACK
ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS, 3 Abbey
Road, St. John's Wood, London
NW8. 01-286 1161
BASING STREET STUDIOS
(ISLAND), 8-10 Basing Street,
London W11. 01-229 1229

BERWICK STREET RECORDING
STUDIOS, 8 Berwick Street, London
W1 01-734 1888
CENTRAL SOUND RECORDING
STUDIOS LTD., 9 Denmark Street,
London WC2H 8LP. 01-836 6061

INDIGO SOUND STUDIOS LTD.,
Gartside Street, Manchester, M3 3EL
(061) 834 7001
R.G. JONES RECORDING
STUDIOS, Beulah Road, Wimbledon,
SW19. 01-540 9881
KINGSWAY RECORDERS LIMITED,
129 Kingsway, London WC2B 6NH.
Tel : 01-242 7245
MAJESTIC RECORDING STUDIOS
LTD., 146 Clapham High Street,
London SW4. 01-622 1228/9
MANOR STUDIO, Shipton Manor,
Shipton-on-Cherwell, Kidlington,
Oxford. 08675 2128
PEBBLE BEACH, 12a South Farm
Road, Worthing, Sussex BN14 7BA
0903 207744
ROCKFIELD STUDIOS, Rockfield
Road, Monmouth. Wales 0600 2449/
3625
STRAWBERRY RECORDING STUDIOS
3 Waterloo Road, Stockport, Cheshire.
1061) 480 9711/2

16 TRACK

ANVIL OF DENHAM, North Orbital
Road, Denham UB9 5HH. 01-332 3522

CRAIGHALL RECORDING STUDIOS,
68 Craighall Road, Edinburgh EH6 4RL
031-552 3685
DECIBEL STUDIOS, 19 Stamford
Hill, London N16.01-802 7868,
01-8072146
FOEL STUDIO LTD., Foel Llanfair,
Caereinoin, Powys, Wales 093882
758573
FREERANGE STUDIOS, 22
Tavistock Street, London WC2.
01-836 7608
GROSVENOR RECORDING STUDIOS
16 Grosvenor Road, Handsworth
Wood, Birmingham B20 3NP.
021-356 9636/7
HORIZON STUDIOS, Horizon House,
Warwick Road Coventry CV3 6QS.
10203) 21000
K.P.M. STUDIOS LTD., 21 Denmark
Street, London WC2H BNE.
01-836 6699
LEE SOUND STUDIO, 158
Wolverhampton Road, Pelsall, Nr.
Walsall. 0922 (41171'11/682961

ORANGE STUDIOS, 3.4 New
Compton Street, London WC2. 01-836
7811/3.

R.G. JONES (OF MORDEN) LTD.,
Beulah Road, Wimbledon, London
SW19. 01-540 4441 & 01-542 4368

MAGRITTE STUDIOS, 15 Holloway
Lane, Harmondsworth, West Drayton,
Middx. 01-897 9670.
PLUTO STUDIOS, 3 Waterloo
Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK1 3BD.
(061) 477 0434
PYE RECORDING STUDIOS, ATV
House, Great Cumberland Place,
London W1, 01-402 8114/7.

RIVERSIDE RECORDING STUDIOS
78 Church Path, (Fletcher Road),
Chiswick, London W4. 01-994 3142

SEPTEMBER SOUND STUDIOS, 38
Knowl Road, Golcar, Huddersfield, HD7
4AN (0484) 658895/6

SPACEWARD SOUND SYSTEMS, 19
Victoria Street, Cambridge, CB1 1JP.
0223-64263 (Between 10 am and 2 pm)

T.M.C. RECORDING STUDIO,
118 Mitcham Road, London SW17.
01-672 4108
T.W. MUSIC, 211 Fulham Palace
Road, London W6. 01-385 4630.
GOOSEBERRY STUDIOS, 19 Gerrard
Street, London W1. 01437 6255
01-734 2257

8 TRACK

BIRD SOUND STUDIOS, Kings Lane,
Nr. Stratford -Upon -Avon, Warwicks.
(0789) 85705 & (07891 3081
QUEST STUDIO, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. 0582 414297/36950

CRAIGHALL RECORDING STUDIOS,
68 Craighall Road, Edinburgh EH6 4RL
031-552 3685
DE WOLFE STUDIO, 84 Wardour
Street, London W1V 3LF. 01-439 8481

FAIRVIEW MUSIC, Great Gutter Lane,
Willerby, Hull, N. Humberside HU10
6DW. (04821 653116
FREE RANGE SOUND STUDIOS, 22
Tavistock Street, London WC2.
01-836 7608

IMPULSE ORGANISATION. 71 High
Street East, Wallsend NE28 7RJ,
Northumberland. Newcastle 106321
324999

LEADER SOUND, 209 Rochdale
Road, Greetland, Halifax, West Yorks.
(04227) 6161
MILNER SOUND LIMITED, Studio
117c Fulham Road, London SW3.
01-589 6477
SUN RECORDING SERVICES LTD
34-36 Crown Street, Reading, Berks.
0734 595647

TELECOMMS RECORDING STUDIOS,
189 London Road, North End,
Portsmouth 107051 60036

4 TRACK
D.T.S. RECORDING, 16 The Broad-
way, Maidstone, Kent. (Maidstone)
670 326 & (Medway) 401 467
GATEWAY STUDIOS, 162a Balham
High Road, London SW12. 01-673 7316
SAMMA STUDIOS, 90 Lots Road, London
SW10. 01-352 4136

MOBILE
JET MOBILE, 8 Bell Meadow, Sutton
Road, Maidstone, Kent. Maidstone
57967

ISLAND MOBILE, 8-10 Basing Street,
London VV11. 01-229 1229 Telex:
12421

RECORD PRODUCTIONS

IMPULSE ORGANISATION, 71 High
Street East, Wallsend NE28 7RJ,
Northumberland. Newcastle (06321
624999

LOOK RECORDS LTD., September
Sound Studios, 38 Knowl Road, Golcar,
Huddersfield HD7 4AN
0484 658895/6

SUN RECORDING SERVICES
LTD., 34-36 Crown Street, Reading,
Berkshire. 0734 595647

STORM RECORDS, Pressings, sleeves.
(Studio facilities available). Music
publishing and songwriting services.
S.A.E. 133 Park Road, Blackpool.
Tel: 27357

DEMOS FOR
SONGWRITERS (8 TRACK)

CARREA MUSIC, 46 Farndish Road,
Irchester, Wellingborough, Northants.
NN9 7E E. Rushden (09334) 56520

REHEARSAL STUDIOS

FARMYARD REHEARSAL STUDIOS,
White Line Road, Little Chalfont,
Bucks. 02404 2912
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS, 38-40 Upper
Clapton Road, London E5 813Q: 806 1121
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD., London
Studio : 01-749 3232. Pinewood
Studio : 0753 654571

RIDGE FARM STUDIOS, Capel,
Nr. Dorking, Surrey.
10306) 711571/711202

SOUTH LONDON STUDIOS,
Basement 5, Bridge Parade, Waddon
Road, Croydon, Surrey. 01-689 9310
01-688 1056

TRACKS REHEARSAL STUDIO, 110
Churchfield Road, Acton, London W3.
01-993 0751 & 01-992 9061

SOUND HOUSES

FENDER

SOUND PAD MUSIC CENTRE, 64
London Road, Leicester. (05331 20760

H/H

JOHNSON'S MUSIC (SOUNDAROUND)
LTD., 227 London Road, Sheffield.
S24 NF 10742) 53127

TOUR SERVICES

LIGHTING & SOUND
HIRE

ENTEC LTD, 90 Wardour Street,
London W1. 01-903 5790

FLASHLIGHT & SOUND GmbH,
Bussestrasse 11, 2000 Hamburg 60,
West Germany. 010 494 05115527/68
Telex : 12421

RAINBOW PRODUCTIONS, 7/9 Wood
Close, London E2. 01-739 7543

BACKDROPS, GRAFIX, 22 Manor Farm
Drive, Swinton, Mexborough, South
Yorkshire, S64 8JB
070988 5705

WHOLESALERS

CLEARTONE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
LTD., 27 Legge Lane, Birmingham 1.
(021) 236 6100

WOODS (PIANOS & ORGANS)
LTD., 15/17 Manchester Road,
Bolton BL2 1EH. (0204) 27171
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Zildjians have been making cymbals for centuries.
Their cast bronze cymbals are found the world over in
the hands of those who must have quality and perfection
of sound and strength. And, for years, people have been
collecting Zildjian souvenirs .. .

Bazaar is going to make it easier. Here is a selection of
some of the very popular Zildjian mementoes, and some
new ones.

1. Zildjian lighter by
Zippo, U.S.A. The
'one -zip' wind proof
lighter comes with
the unique Zippo
guarantee. Brushed
stainless steel finish
complete with Zildjian
trademark engraved
black and gold.
£2.50 + 18p P&P

2. Zildjian steel tape measure,
inches and centimeters, by 'Park Avenue'
U.S.A. Gold metal with black Zildjian
trademark. Complete with makers
guarantee. £1.00 +18p P&P

5. 'Ritepoint' retractable black felt
marker. tied casing with black writing
'Avedis Zildjian Co.' 75p +18P P&P

4. The Zildjian book of cymbal setups
of famous drummers. Printed in brilliant
colours with action photos and cymbal
set-up diagrams of rock, jazz, studio and
big band poll winners. 50p + 18p P&P

kit604
AVEDIS

ZILDJIAN CO.
A& GENUINE N,

a,St.4./.SH
AVM NV..

3. American sports cap of a very high
quality, for all weather, for always. The
Zildjian logo is machine embroidered in
white writing on navy blue cap.
£5.00 «18p P&P
7. Zildjian all-purpose cotton drill cap -
one size fits all. Yellow writing on black.
£1.50 + 18p P&P

10. Satin banner. Contrasting white on
black screen print. Billy Cobham, Buddy
Rich or Louis Bellson. Hanging banner
pole and tassels. Size 20" x 27"

£2.00 +3813 P&P

11. Deluxe cymbal bag, custom-made
for Zildjian. Simulated leather with
smart black handles and fittings. Zildjian
trademark printed in gold. Double nylon
stitched for long life.
£9.00 +75p P&P

12. Zildjian key -tag. Bronze alloy
cymbal replica bearing Zildjian
trademark. In gift case.
75p +18p P&P

9. Zildjian all-purpose T-shirt. Size: small, medium
and large. White trademark printed on black shirt.
£2.50 +35p P&P

8. Zildjian baseball shirt. White with red
% length arms and red neck band. Zildjian
trademark in black. Sizes: small, medium
and large. £3.501+3813 P&P

Please send me the following:

Quantity Ref. No. Item

13. Relax. before your next big concert
with this beautifully made pack of
playing cards, decorated with the
Zildjian name in bronze and black.
95o,+ 18p P&P

Price Total

L_ _
Please enter total postage and packing

I enclose cheque/postal order for

Name:

Address:

Post this coupon to: Zildjian, BCM 989. London WC I V 6XX

in favour of Zildjian
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PERSONAL ADS
This section is completely free of charge. Please help us by keeping your ads as brief as possible. Remember that telephone numbers will produce
far more response than addresses. Write to Personal Ads, Beat Instrumental, 1B Parkfield Street, London N1.

MUSICIAN wishes to sell various items of
top -line recording and hi-fi equipment:
Viscount III R Et TVC deck, amplifier and
speakers £100; Sennheiser MD211
microphone, as brand new, £60; Akai
x 355 tape recorder, four track, crossover

heads, £150. Ring 622 7223 after 6pm.

GUILDFORD/WOKING based
Jazzrock/blues band requires bass,
keyboards and drums either sex (How do
you sex drums? ... Ed.) No Breadheads,
Egotrippers or lazy-itus sufferers need
apply: Phone Woking 72728 (Evenings
only) ask for Ian.

PRE CBS TELECASTER serial No.
L27245 for sale, including case. Gordon
Smith re -spray and re -fret cost £73 last
year. Will swap for Guild S-300 Di Marino,
or similar plus cash if necessary.
Telecaster price: £200.

EXPERIENCED DRUMMER require rock
band in Chelmsford area to play Rush,
Rainbow, Purple and Lizzy. Phone Nick
on Chelmsford 62660. No punks.

VOCALIST REQUIRED urgently to
complete rock influenced quartet writing
original material - must have view to

gigs, recording etc. Phone Bob on
Basildon 727115 (days) or Mike on 21684
(Evenings).

MUSICIANS WANTED. Bass, sax,
keyboards, drums wanted to join 17 yr
old guitarist to play mixture of rock and
funk. Must live in Bury/ Rossendale area.
Rams 2646 - ask for Colin. No pros.

COMPETENT BASSIST 16 yrs. old into
Hawkwind/Motorhead wants to
join/form rock band. Loud 100 watt
stack/ Kimbara Bass. Northampton
842510.

FOR SALE: Violin bass guitar £50; Elgen
100 watt 1 x 18" bass cab £65; 15" mini
bin 50 watt £70; 60 watt Custom amp
£50. Mick on Pelsall 683204.

FOR SALE: CMI Telecaster copy black,
plus lined case, 1 yr. old £55. Selmer
'Stadium' valve combo £40. Greg
Bradford 612083.

FOR SALE: Telecaster, early 70s R/N,
good condition £140 with hard case or
consider exchange for Ibanez
Thunderbird or Rockenbacker copy.
Northampton 842510.

GUITARIST/ KEYBOARDIST (191 wants
to join/form Christian band, Merseyside
area. Phone Dave, Aughton Green 42
1998 (after 6pm).

INEXPERIENCED BASSIST (161 into
UFO, Led Zep, Sabbeth, Rush etc. wants
to join/form ambitious heavy rock band
in Oxford area. Garry Woodstock, Oxford
53555.

KEEN, INTELLIGENT BASSIST urgently
needed - must be able to harmonise,
own gear preferred. Also IBANEZ white
Les Paul copy sought (23421V - Maple
neck). Phone Dave 567 7545.

DRUMMER - amateur with own kit -
needed for new wave group in East
London. Contact Roger Kent on 01-247
4965.

MARK SHERIDEN MANAGEMENT
requires new acts, new wave, rock 'n'
roll, cabaret artistes. SAE tapes and
records. Write to 20 Harold Close,
Beachlands, Pevensey Bay, Sussex BN24
6S L.

VOCALIST required for talented young
rock band with prospects. Own

equipment unfortunately necessary.
North London area. Call Si on 01-446
0507,

THIRD PART HARMONY SINGER
wanted for harmony rock band.
Knowledge of bass guitar would be
helpful but not essential. Some original
material to be recorded in the near future.
Phone Chris on Basildon 45458.

REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: 2 musicians,
19-25 - 1) keyboard player/strong
vocalist preferably own keyboards, but
Wurlitzer supplied. 2) Versatile drummer
with vocals, must be very tight. Both
required by commercial close harmony
band. No ties, must be prepared to graft.
Tel. Clive, 021-373 0774, 021-353 0988.

VOCALIST/GUITARIST seeks guitar,
bass and drums - group or individuals -
energy music. Tel; Tim on Newport
(Gwent) 67316.

SMOKE - magazine of new poetry,
graphics, stories. Contributions welcome.
50p for four issues from Dave Ward,
Windows Project, 46 Elsinore Heights,
Liverpool 26.

°LOW COST

modular
MIXERS .. .

A DESIGN WELL PROVEN
BY THE TRADE AND
BACKED BY A COMPANY
WITH CONSIDERABLE
EXPERIENCE IN THE MUSIC
INDUSTRY * MODULAR FLEXIBILITY

* MAINFRAMES &
CHANNELS
AVAILABLE
SEPARATELY

* LOW NOISE

* HIGH PERFORMANCE

AMMO .1=I1M. UMW IMMO 11
OVAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT LTD.
ELM PARK, FERRING, WORTHING, W. SUSSEX
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. Tel: 0903 42549

Please send details and prices of Oval Mixers

NAME

ADDRESS

Something for everyone at

THE NORTH'S LARGEST
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
SHOW

OCTOBER 7, 8, 9.
(Admission: 50p Children 25p)

SEE! HEAR!
A tiVrendous
mtn*al instrumt
lea*g maatiacturers

Win
IN

SUN. OCT. 8 from 7.30pm. In the ROYAL HALL, HARROGATE

(Tickets from Booking Office Tel: Harrogate 503649)
£3, £2.50, £2

(Arranged by Melody Maker/Larry Westland)
SAT. OCT. 7:10am. to 9pm. SUN. OCT. 8:10am to 7pm.

MON. OCT. 9: 6pm. to 9pm.
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BEAT INSTRUMENTAL'S EQUIPMENT PRICE GUIDE
All prices in this section include the appropriate rate of VAT except where indicated. Every effort is made to ensure that
prices given here are up to date; individual retailers, however, may offer goods at above or below the recommended retail
price.

Manufacturers and distributors are requested to supply us with up -dated price lists as early as possible.

GUITARS
Telecaster Custom 350 15.34 2375 Rocketman 3558% 218.00 0054/1 Jumbo 48.75

BALDWIN L/H m/neck
Telecaster Std

341.57
258.26

600
1300

34.48
39.38

Maple fb
2375W Rocketman

144.00 3561S
3566

212.00
198.00

0055/0 12 -string
0192/D Jumbo

53.25
55.75

Telecaster Std L/H . 279.93 MIAMI White 152.00 3565 185.00 0193/G 12 -string 59.95

GRETSCH
Broadcaster (solid) .. . 483.00
Broadcaster (hollow) . 555.00
Broadcaster (bass) ... 483.00
Country Club, nat.. . 589.00
White Falcon 970.00
White Falcon, stereo 1008.00
White Falcon, single
cutaway 821.00
Roc Jet, black 483.00
Country Roc 579.00
Tennessean, cherry 532.00
Nashville, red 605.00
Country Gentleman,
walnut 629.00
Super Chet, red 646.00
Super Axe 678.00
Atkins Axe 532.00
All Prices include Case.

Telecaster Std m/ neck
Telecaster Std L/H
m/neck
Bronco
Musicmaster
Mustang
Mustang L/H
Mustang m/neck
Mustang L/H m/ neck.
Semi -acoustics:
Telecaster Thinline
Telecaster Thinline
L/H
Starcaster + case .

Basses:
Jazz
Jazz m/ neck
Jazz L/H
Jazz L/H m/neck
Telecaster

283.26

306.59
179.96
139.97
191.61
206.62
216.61
231.60

338.24

366.58
496.54

324.91
349.91
356.58
383.24
276.60

FT1 Elec
FT2 Elec
FT1 Bass
TANTARRA
4195 Classic
GUYATONE
HG91 Steel
H G306 Steel
HG188C Steel
KLIRA
Westbury Jumbo . .

310 Electric
360 Bass
Blue Hill 6
Blue Hill 12
SM8 Solid
SM9 Solid
Westside
SM19 Bass
355 Bass

25.36
29.93
32.64

18.28

20.66
55.52
85.72

64.79
64.79
68.20
37.16
62.17
80.13
90.58

113.81
97.18
75.87

2375L Sunburst I/h.
HG188C Steel
2375N Rocketman
Natural
2375 Ash
23758 Rocketman
black
265528 Rocketman
Zebra
2656ZB Zebra bs
2375W Twin Gemini
6/12
2407 Twin Gemini 6/4
2376 Dixie Fireball bs
2386 Memphis ctm d/I
2386L Left -Hand
2384 Clipper Ash
2385 Clipper Ash bs
2370 Semi -Ac Id
2371 Semi -Ac bs

140.00
85.72

155.00
182.00

143.00

186.00
188.00

250.00
260.00
156.00
154.00
175.00
150.00
171.00
139.00
141.00

3555S
3557/12
3560/12
3550S Classical
3551 Classical
3570
DOBRO GUITARS
1000
36
330
33HS
60SS
60S
Dobro Mandolin
HAWAIIAN
2390 Guitar only
2391 Outfit

1157.00
214.00
236.00
163.00
230.00
202.00

800.00
285.00
250.00
250.00
205.00
205.00
200.00

38.50
117.00

RUIZ SEGURA
GUITARS
0198/V Spanish
0199/Y Spanish
0200/I Spanish
COLUMBUS JUMBO
GUITARS
0062/K Jumbo
0033/V 12 -string
KIMBARA GUITARS
0022/0 Classical
0023/T Classical
0058/X Classical
0059/A Classical
0001/D Classical
KIMBARA MAESTRO
GUITARS
0045/) Concert Class .
0025/Z Concert Class .
0046/M Concert Class

47.95
68.95
89.95

63.75
66.50

43.95
46.95
49.95
57.95
66.95

86.50
88.95

111.00
Precision 269.93 149 Classic 27.62 2374 Semi -Ac Id 154.00 0009/13 Concert Class. 146.50
Precision narrow neck 279.93 C.M.I. 2395 Semi -Ac nat 132.00 FLETCHER, 0047/P Concert Class. 167.00
Precision fretless . . .

Precision m/ neck
Precision narrow m/

269.93
294.92

CMI Custom VI
SMI Custom IV
CMI Salisbury

109.96
122.76
109.96

2409B bs
2409BW bs
2387 Custom Vulcan.

160.00
167.00
198.00

COPPOCK ft
NEWMAN

0085/0 Concert Class
KIMBARA GUITARS
0002/G Folk

268.00

49.95BOOSEY Et
HAWKES neck 306.59 SG2S 45.66 2387CU Vulcan bs . 210.00 0006/S Jumbo 61.95

Precision L/H 291.59 SG10B 44.52 2348 Phoenix 207.00 0008/Y Jumbo 82.95
Precision L/H m/neck 316.59 ST300 67.49 2617S Artist nat 231.00 HAGSTROM 0007/V 12-st Jbo .... 65.50

DI GIROGIO (BRAZIL) Precision fretless L/H . 291.59 HASIHMOTO 2459 Venturer 222.00 0110/J Swede, Nat 325.00 0024/W 12-st Jbo.... 83.95
No 16 Signorina 59.00 Precision L/H m/neck 316.59 0100 38.73 2469 Vulcan II 223.00 0111/M Swede, Blk 325.00 0324/I Jumbo Case .. 28.95
No 18 Estundante . 65.00 Mustang 296.61 G130 44.18 2683 Solid special .... 232.00 0112/P Swede, Chry 325.00. 0344/S 12-st Case ... 29.50
No 28 Classico 72.50 Musicmaster 124.96 0160 51.42 0136/L Swede, White 325.00 KIMBARA MAESTRO
No 36 Bel Som 105.00 Acoustics: 0200 57.79 ANTORIA WESTERN 0127/) Swede, Bs GUITARS
No 30 Amazon 82.50 F.C. 10% 40.06 0250 68.68 FOLK Nat 350.00 0048/S Folk 87.50
TAKEHARU F.C. 10 44.33 698E Gt. Western elec 104.50 0128/M Swede, Bs, 0049/V Jumbo 107.50
GT85 full size 52.00 F.C. 20 55.41 684E Super Electric... 121.00 Blk 350.00 0050/Z Jumbo 126.50

J. T. COPPOCK
GT120 full size 62.50
GT180 full size 75.00

F.C. 30
F.C. 40

66.50
73.32

698 Gt. Western jbo
698M Gt. Western

120.00 0129/P Swede, Bs,
Chy 350.00,

0051/C Jumbo 6-st...
0052/F Jumbo 12-st ..

173.95
125.00

WT100 jumbo 57.00 F 15 51.45 maple 1$2.00 0113/S Scandi, Nat .. 299.00 KIMBARA GUITARS
WT203 jimbo 80.00 F 25 56.27 688 BK Gt. Western 0114/V Scandi, S'brst 299.00 0031 /S Elec 6-st 159.95
WT100-12 jumbo .. 62.50 F 35 63.09 ANTORIA Black 120.00 0115/Y Scanbass, Sbrt 325.00 0032/V Elec 6-st 169.95
VEGA F 45 64.80 2355 Big Jack S.Ac. 693 Gentleman Jim d/I 107.00 0116/B Scanbass, Nat 325.00 0034/B Elec Bass ... 172.95
V244 160.00 F 55 12 string 78.43 Sunburst 173.1.0 684/12 Super Jumbo . 104.00 0126/G Scanbass, Chy 325.00 0029/1 Elec 6-sy 159.95
V445 170.00 F 65 78.43 2355M Big John S.Ac. 684BLK Black 97.00 0137/0 Scanbass, 0030/P Elec 6 st 159.95
V445-12 str 190.00 F 75 98.90 Maple 190.00 683 Super Jumbo.... 85.00 Fretless Natural 325.00 SATELLITE GUITARS
V446 170.00 F 85 129.58 2357 Mt. Strad Violin 684/1 Left -Hand 97.00 0138/R Scanbass, 0065/T Elec 6-st 39.50
V646.5 335.00 F95 165.39 Bs 88.00 628/12 Californian Fretless Cherry 325.00 0066/W Elec Bs 43.50
V845 227.50 F80 100.60 2350 Memphis Custom 136.00 bo 88.00 0121/R Special, S'brst 225.00 0097/0 Elec Bs 56.95
2052M case 59.00 F 115 242.11 2350 Memphis std.. .. 132.00 628 Californian jbo 78.00 0122/U Special, Chry . 225.00 0095/1 Elec 6-st 59.95
VITTORO 2350L Memphis std I/ h 1144.00 62 Bronco fk 44.00 0118/H Viking, S'brst. 285.00 0096/ L Elec 6-st 59.95
570 Small size Classic . 18.41 2351 Memphis d/I.... 136.00 627/12 Bronco jbo 71.00 0119/K Viking, Chry. 285.00 0098/R Elec 6-st 69.95
575 Full size Classic... 25.25 2351DX Memphis d/I . 148.00 627L Left -Hand 72.00 0120/0 Viking, Nat... 285.00 COLUMBUS GUITARS
ANGELICA 2351 Memphis Original 141.00 642 Folk 144.00 0131/W Viking, 0014/R Elec 6-st 89.95
2852 Folk guitar 28.50 2342IV Memphis 170.00 670 12 str 133.00 Bubinga 315.00 0015/U Elec 6-st 89.95

CHAPPELL2853 Jumbo guitar . .. 43.95
2854 Class guitar 23.95

2341 Memphis ctm d/I
2343 Memphis jun.. ..

154.00
159.00

699 Blonde
697 Tennesse 6

116.00
125.00

0117/E Jimmy, Oval
Hole, Natural 365.00

0003/J Semi-Acc
0004/M Elec 6-st 70.95

2855 Small size Classic 2337DX Memphis jun 695 Nashville 6 92.00 0123/X Jimmy, Oval 0011/1 Elec 6-st 92.95
Classical:
C.100
C.101
C.102
C.103
C.104
Steel strung:
C.200
C.201
C.202
C.203
Bolin Handmade:
C.10
B.11
B.12

36.00
43.00
49.00
59.10
65.00

49.50
63.00
43.00
54.00

180.00
150.00
120.00

guitar 19.95
ANGELICA MANDOLIN
584 Flat -back Model 12.95

d/I
2350 Memphis white
2405 Custom 74
2451 Memphis Oldie
2350B Memphis bs .
2660 Memphis Vine
2458 Memphis Spcl
2351CH Memphis
Cherry
2675 Custom 76
2354 Woodstock
2354S Woodstock std
2345SL Left -Hand .

2377 Woodstock pro
2383 Woodstock ctm
2338 Woodstock std.

173.00
144.00
208.00
190.00
143.00
150.00
157.00

136.00
430.00
133.00
127.00
135.00
141.00
151.00
106.00

758 Gt. Western Ar-
tiste jumbo
670
952 Antroria Vintage
jbo
684/6 Super Nashville

CIMAR
1904 Black 2pu
19345 Sunburst 2pu
1908 Bass 2pu
1940 Sunburst 3pu .
1940W White 3pu
1940 Ash 3pu
1941 Cherry Jun 1pu
1942 Walnut 2pu

100.00
124.00

82.00
94.00

8300
82,00
85.00
91.00
91.00
98.00
75.00
75.00

Hole, Sunburst
0124/A Jimmy, 'F'
Hole, Natural
0125/D Jimmy, 'F'
Hole, Sunburst
0130/T Patch 2000,
Natural
0132/Z Patch 2000,
Cherry
0140/Y Patch 2000,
Bass, Natural
0141/B Patch 2000
Bass, Cherry
0142/E Hagstrom
Western 6-st
0143/H Hagstrom

365.00

365.00

365.00

1295.00

1295.00

1295.00

1295.00

265.00

 0194/J Elec 6-st
0005/P Elec Bs
0010/F Elec Bs
0195/M Elec Bs
KIMBARA BANJOS
0217/1 Folk Banjo
0219/0 Tenor Banjo ..
0218/L Folk Banjo ...
0230/X Folk Banjo ...
KENT BANJOS
0228/Q Folk Banjo ...
0229/T Tenor Banjo ..
MANDOLINS

114.00.
73.75
84.95

105.00

63.95
54.95
99.95

127.95

53.95
45.95

CBS/ARBITER
(EX VATI

FENDER
Electrics:
Jazzmaster 374.89
Jaguar 367.40
Stratocaster w trem 323.25
Stratocaster L/H w.
trem. 364.90
Stratocaster m/neck 2347 Woodstock jun.. 128.00 1944 Walnut 2pu 82.00 Western 12-str 320.00
w. trem 349.91 2394 Woodstock nat.. 142.00 1949 Stereo bs 2pu 159.00 KENT GUITARS
Stratocaster L/H m/ 2345 Woodstock white 240.00 1950 White 113.00 0038/N Classical 25.50

GIGSVILLE
neck w. trem 391.56
Stratocaster 291.59

2354B Woodstock bs .

2354LB Woodstock
130.00 1951 Cherry

1952 Bass
112.00
109.00

0039/OJumbo
0040/U Jumbo

34.95
39.95

Stratocaster L/ H 331.58 CLEARTONE long bs 140.00 0041/X Jumbo 37.65
Stratocaster m/neck . 316.59 2352 Clipper 92.00 LORENZO GUITARS
Stratocaster m/ neck 2352M Clipper d/I.. 108.00 ANTORIA CLASSICAL 0016/X Classical 21.50 ARIA ELECTRONICS
L/H 358.24 MELODY 2352 Custom 121.00 2855 58.00 0027/F Classical 23.95 (PRO II)
Telecaster d/I 346.58 120012/s Folk 34.86 2353LDX Clipper long 2841 51.00 0017/A Classical 28.95 LC 750 223.20
Telecaster d/I L/H 379.91 125012/s Folk Elc 43.72 bs black 106.00 2840 49.00 0018/D Classical 34.65 LC 550 185.70
Telecaster Custom ... 283.26 500 Folk 30.81 2368 Clipper Fireball . 122.00 2839 42.50 0099/U Classical 29.95 LC 550 189.20
Telecaster Custom 525 Folk Elec 38.10 2365 Dixie bs 138.00 TAMA GUITARS 0053/I Classical 44.50 LC 500 185.70
L/H 316.59 325 Folk 13.00 2365BL Dixie bs I/ h. . 145.00 3563 299.00 0026/C Folk 24.50 LS 700 219.70
Telecaster Custom 460 Classic 29.95 2366B Marksman . 132.00 3568 239.00 0019/G Folk 34.95 LS 500 183.00
m/neck 309.92 450 21.82 2366FL8 Fretless bs . 132.00 3560S 225.00 0191/A Ju,bo, Black . 49.95 LS 450 169.20

100



SL 420
ST 600
ST 500
ST 400
TE 500
JB 600 bass
JB 500 bass
JB 450 bass
PB 550 bass
PB 500 bass
PB 400 bass
RB 750 bass
LB 650 bass
L 1000
EA 650
ES 800
ES 750
PE 110
PE 115
PE 120
PE 125
PE 130
PE 135
PE 145
PE 150
PE 160
PE 180
PE 190 acoustic
PE 200 bass
PE 800
PE 1000
PE 1500
ARIA DIAMOND
ET 240
ES 175
LS 300
EL 195
EA 200
ST 380
EJ 230 bass
PB 260 bass
TE 250
RE 550 bass
ARIA ACOUSTICS
950
6710
6810
6840
6841
7451
7460
7461
9020
9022
9024 12 string
9210
9212
9214 12 string
9230
9234 12 string
9250
9291
9400
9402
9404 12 string
9420
9440
9450
9610
GR 30
D40
D60
ARIA PRO II
ACOUSTICS
PW 25

i31,1; 311

PW 40
PW 40/12
PW 50
PW 55
PW 60
PW 51
PW 56
PW 65
PW 70
PW 75
PW 65/12
PW 75/12

156.90 SF -6 Starfire Six
189.20 SF -4 Starfire Four
168.30 SFB-2 Starfire Two Bs
133.40 S300 Solid 2 p/u
165.70 S 100-S Standard
199.70 Solid 2 p/u
162.20 S 100SC Hand -carved
149.10 S-90 Solid Double p/u
183.90 5-50 Solid I p/u
172.60 M 75CS Solid 2 p/u I

139.50 c/away
207.50 M75GS Gold hardware
204.90 M-8OCS Solid 2 p/u 2
313.90 c/away
216.20 B302 Long scale
245.90 8301 As above 1 p/u
222.30 JSB2
144.70 JSB2C Carved
174.40 Acoustic:
205.80 D55 -NT TV Rosewood
252.90 Dreadnought
198.80 D50 -NT Bluegrass
218.90 Special Rose Dread
230.20 nought
156.90 D44MBL Bluegrass
183.10 Jubilee Maple Dread -
272.00 nought
247.60 G-41 NT Jumbo 17"
155.20 Body D/nought
245.90 G875NT % Size 15"
294.70 Body D/nought
366.20 G -378L Arched Back

Maple D/nought
88.90 D 4ONT Bluegrass
92.40 Jubilee Mahog.

133.40 D/nought
95.00 D 35NT Bluegrass

102.90 D/nought Nat
107.30 D55SB Spruce
98.50 D44MNT Nat
98.50 D4OSB Spruce
87.20 D4OCNT c/away

152.60 D 40C Nt Florentine
c/away

122.20 D 25M Bluegrass
73.65 Mahogany D/nought . 258.90
88.75 Jumbo & Folk Acoustic:

129.75 F-5ORNT Navarre
118.85 Rosewood 17" 683.16
90.40 F-5056 Navarre Maple
96.25 17" Jbo, S/burst 546.58
96.25 F 40BL Bluegrass 16"
57.80 Folk 395.50
54.40 F-30NT Aragon 15%
63.60 Folk Nat 266.09
96.25 F 30SB Aragon 15'/
91.25 Folk S/burst 266.09

103.80 F30 RNT Smaller 485.43
102.95 F 2ONT Troubadour
111.30 1314 Folk. Nat 212.16
138.95 F5OBL Blonde 546.58
109.65 F4ONT Spruce Mahog 395.50
74.50 F3ORNT Small 485.43
69.50 B50NT Acoustic bs.. 539.35
81.20 Twelve
99.60 F-512NT Custom

118.85 Rosewood 17" Jbo 715.56
115.50 F-41 BL Custom
69.50 Flamed Maple 17" Jbc 643.64

109.65 F 212XLNT Extra
164.00 Large Mah g 17" Jbo . 471.06
225.20 F212CNT c/away 456.68

F212NT Mahogany 16"
Folk 402.71
F 112NT Standard
15% Folk 312.82
G-312NT Rosewood
16" D/nought 485.43
G 212NT Mahogany
16" D/nought 402.71
Acoustic Bass:
B5ONT 539.35
Classic:
Mk5 Rosewood 593.28
MK4 Padouk 355.99
MK3 Mahogany 269.67
MK2 Mahogany 212.16

116.40
109.70
124.70
147.30
156.50
138.10
145.60
217.60
161.50
196.70
207.60
235.20
289.60
219.30
299.70

G.M.S.

PICATO STRINGS (sets)
ES77 elec
UL77 Rock & Roll
XL77 Super light
77 light
P750 med. gauge, elec
35L Bass, round wnd .
736L Bass, nylon wnd.
738L Bass, flat wnd
76 'Gold', Classic
WESTERNER
600
660
612

2.51
2.69
2.51
2.69
2.99
6.95
6.95
6.95
2.07

2.39
2.39
4.07

GUILD
(EX VAT)

AA Artist Award 1070.94
X-500 S -Ac 2 p/u 749.64
X-175 S -Ac 2 p/u 517.61
CE -1000 S -Ac 2 p/u 446.21

671.12
410.52
374.85
310.57

310.57
353.43
235.62
185.63

392.66
424.82

399.81
314.15
257.04
299.88
342.7,1

546.58

449.47

417.09

413.51

377.56

348.78

348.78

302.05
546.58
417.09
348.78
399.16

399.16

HOHNER

MORIDAIRA
842 Classic
845 Classic
843 Classic
846 Classic
847 Jumbo
848 Jumbo
850 Western
855/F301 Folk
856/F303 Folk
851/W613 Western
852/WE1030 Jumbo
with pick-up
B704 12 str
B702 12 str
BW650 9 str
W621S
W611
W610
W620
G212
G214
MUSIMA
1612N Acoustic
1612S Acoustic
730 Classic
731 Classic

57.95
70.45
59.85
83.05
77.25
98.70

121.10
72.65
82.10

T.B.A.

104.58
127.40
95.50

192.00
245.95
312.30
199.75
179.05
103.60
131.15

19.95
19.95
25.95
27.75

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric-elec; custom-

ctm; semi-acoustic-s/ac; organ-org;

professional - pro; standard - std;
acoustic - ac; folk - fk; bass - bs;
string-str; de luxe-d/I; jumbo-jbo;
piano-pno; left hand-l/h; scale-sc;

case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

Les Paul De Luxe,

732 Classic
736 Classic
737 Classic
738 Classic
500
MORIDAIRA BANJOS
FR 1R 4 -String
FB 2R 5 -String
GB 1 6 -String
C-70 Banjo case
MORIDAIRA
MANDOLINS
MD 20
MD 30
MD 100
CONCERTER
SK612N
CK100N
5K 614N Concert
GK 200 Concert

32.50
63.55
78.50
96.50
12.95

60.95
60.95
62.85
28.35

41.50
41.50
49.05

17.90
25.85
23.70
32.80

HLP2B
HLP2N
HEP5002
HRB2S
HFS3N
HL -J2
HFP2N
HRB2B
With Di Marzio pick-ups
HDLP2W
HDLP2W1
HDFS3N
HDFP28

72.00
79.00
55.00

110.00
66.00
49.00
79.00

110.00

99.00
99.00

115.00
96.00

Cherry
Les Paul Signature,
Gold
Les Paul Signature Bs,
Gold
Citation outfit
Les Paul Signature,
tobacco brown s/b
Les Paul Signature bs,
tobacco brown s/b
Les Paul d/I tobacco
brown s/b
Les Paul d/I wine red
Les Paul ctm tobacco
brown s/b
SG Custom, White
SG Custom, Walnut
SG Custom, wine red
SG Custom w Bigsby,
walnut

JOHN BIRCH

(EX. VAT)
All 6 str. from
All basses from
Twin necks from
Cases from

320.00
340.00
600.00
45.00

WK599SH Jbo
WK 599 Jbo
WK 588
FK288
0/ K0030
FK 299 Folk

47.80
44.45
31.65
31.05
50.80
42.45

SG Custom w Bigsby,
white
SG Custom w Bigsby,
wine red
SG Standard, s/b
SG Standard, white
S -I nat. satin
SG Std., Walnut
SG Std. Bigsby,
Cherry

HORNBY-SKEWES SG Std. Bigsby,
Walnut

KEMBLEHAMER
inc. case

SG St. Bigsby, Sun-
burst
L6 -S Custom, Black .

HDS1 650.00 YAMAHA L6 -S Custom, Nat....
HCS1 700.00 G225 55.00 L6 -S De Luxe, Wine ..
HSI 1300.00 0230 62.00 L6 -S De Luxe, Nat.
PALMA ACOUSTICS
300N 17.50

G235
G240

69.00
77.00

Satin
Marauder, Nat Satin

580 24.00 G245 85.00 Marauder, Wine
500 17.00 G250s 97.00 Left hand:
BAROQUE STYLE G255s 111.00 SG Std. Bigsby,
203.7 57.00 FG325 58.00 Cherry
437 86.50 FG330 66.00 Les Paul De Luxe, Gold
342N 109.50 FG335 79.00 SG Std., Cherry
410 129.50 FG340 95.00 SG Spec., Cherry .
KASUGA ACOUSTICS FG345 105.00 Les Paul Custom,
G100L 65.00 FG512 111.00 Cherry
G200 83.00 FG350w 115.00 Les Paul De Luxe,
13400 159.00 FG365s 121.00 Cherry
F180 86.00 FG375s 146.00 Bass Range
0300 111.00 FG336sb 81.00 Ripper (L9-51, Nat
T25012-str) 97.00 FG351sb 106.00 Ripper (L9-5), Ebony .
HC40 189.00 FG312 82.00 Ripper Fretless, Ebony
HC600 255.00 SG412sb 87.00 Ripper Fretless, s/b ..
KASUGA ELECTRICS FG2000 569.00 Grabber 3 (0-31, Nat
SG360 160.00 SG1500 469.00 Satin
SE480S 185.00 SG1000 450.00 Grabber 3 IG-31, Ebony
LG 1000 275.00 SG700 395.00 Grabber 3 (G-3), s/b ..
LG600B 205.00 SG500 350.00 Grabber, Nat Satin
SE600N 210.00 S8800 360.00 Grabber, Ebony
SA600 220.00 58700 345.00 Grabber, Wine Red
P8420 179.00 S B600 320.00 EB 3, Cherry
JHS ACOUSTIC S B500 305.00 EB-3, Walnut
ENCI 120.00 Classic Case 17.69 EB-3, White
JHS ELECTRICS Folk Case 20.47 Jumbo Range
LP62B 89.00 Jumbo Case 20.47 J-200 Artist, S/b ....
X309 299.00 J-200 Artist, Nat
ES375N 220.00 Dove Custom, Cherry.
HONDO ACOUSTICS Dove Custom, Nat ...
H9ON 22.00 Gospel, Nat Top
H308A 27.00 Heritage Custom, Nat
H310A 34.00 Top/Rose Back
H316A 39.00 NORLIN Hummingbird Custom,
H330A 44.00 Cherry
H130A 38.00 Hummingbird Custom,
H155A 40.00 GIBSON Nat
H155B 44.00 Howard Roberts 845.00 J.50, Nat Top
H156A 54.00 Byrdland 1283.00 J-45, S/b
H183A 44.00 L5CES

1386.00
J-55, Nat Top

H160A 49.00 Johnny Smith DN J160E Custom s/b ...
H330C 46.00 4p/u, Nat 1453.00 B -45-12N d/ 112 str ...
H340A 50.00 Johnny Smith I), S/b. 1453.00 J-40 Nat Top
H 118A 32.00 Johnny Smith N, (p/u 1407.00 SAXON
H119A 35.00 Johhny Smith, S/b .. 1407.00 Class Range
HJ200A 69.00 Super 400 CES, Nat.. 1514.00 813
HJ200N 72.00 Super 44 CES, S/b 1316.00 814
HONDO ELECTRICS Byrdland, Natural .... 1098.00 815
EG502 39.00 L 5C, Single Cutaway 816
H ES5000 59.00 Acoustic Nat 1078.00 Folk Range
HLP2BS 72.00 Super 400 C Outfit, 817

Single Cutaway
Acoustic Nat 1215.00
ES -1750 613.00
ES -345 TD, Cherry 673.00
ES -345 TD, S/b 698.00
ES -345T0, Walnut 673.00
ES -355 TD-SV 875.00
ES -335 TD, Cherry 529.00
ES -335 TD, S/b 555.00
ES -325 TD 446.00
Les Paul Recording
White 612.00
Les Paul Recording
Nat 590.00
Les Paul Triumph Bs
White 598.00
Les Paul Triumph Bs
Nat 572.00
Les Paul Custom,
Ebony 622.00
Les Paul Custom,
White 679.00
Les Paul Custom,
Cherry 644.00
Les Paul Custom,
Wine 622.00
Les Paul De Luxe, Gold 505.00

529.00

546.00

529.00
3789.00

573.00

555.00

529.00
505.00

644.00
613.00
589.00
589.00

597.00

625.00

597.00
429.00
429.00
337.00
402.00

412.00

412.00

439.00
425.00
425.00
334.00

302.00
293.00
335.00

399.00
505.00
389.00
339.00

648.00

529.00

394.00
394.00
394.00
421.00

328.00
369.00
394.00
277.00
319.00
319.00
394.00
394.00
422.00

668.00
683.00
600.00
623.00
509.00

529.00

471.00

485.00
371.00
349.00
425.00
477.00
445.00
334.00

39.00
46.00
59.00
65.00

46.00:

818 55.50
Jumbo Range
819 55.50
820 60.00
BANJOS &
MANDOLINS
AA Tenor 3816.00
AA 5 String 3816.00
Tenor 3186.00
5 Str 3816.00
TB -800 Tenor D L 1428.00
TB -250 Tenor 817.00
TB -100 Tenor 569.00
RB-800 D L 1489.00
RB-250 5 -String 813.00
RB-1005-String 569.00
P8-800 D L Banjo 1435.00
PB-250 Plectrum Banjo 813.00
F-5 Artist Mandolin 1464.00
F-12 Artist Mandolin 1221.00
A-5 Mandolin 976.00
A -12 -Mandolin 781.00
821 57.00
822 12 str 62.00
823 57.00
824 77.00
825 94.00
Solid Range
Saxon 830 Sid. Electric 117.00
Saxon 831 Sld. Electric 98.00

ROSE -MORRIS

ELECTRICS
SHAFTESBURY
3414 Sunburst 199.95
3419 (bass stereo). . . 199.95
3399 2 p/u bass 175.00
OVATION
Breadwinner 425.00
Deacon 515.00
Deacon 12 599.95
Viper 396.00
Preacher 450.00
Electric Artist 539.95
Electric Country Artist 545.95
Electric Folklore 560.00
Electric Legend 635.00
Electric Pacemaker 649.95
Electric Classic 639.95
Electric Glen Campbell 635.00
Electric Custom
Legend 999.95
Electric Custom
Balladeer 520.00
Electric Glen Campbell
12 695.00
Electric Anniversary 775.00
Magnum I bass 535.00
Magnum II bass 675.00
Preacher Deluxe 550.00
Preacher Deluxe 12 595.00
TOP TWENTY
1971 bs 69.95
1970 6-str 57.95
AVON
3403 99.95
3404 82.00
3405 79.95
3407 99.95
3430 99.95
3431 89.95
3427 129.95
3428 129.95
ACOUSTICS OVATION
Balladeer 6-str 355.50
Classic Balladeer 349.95
Custom Balladeer 389.95
Glen Campbell 6-str 449.95
Glen Campbell 12-str 549.95
Pacemaker 12-str 495.00
Folklore 399.95
Classic 439.99
Concert Classic 380.00
Legend 475.00
Artist 389.95
Country Artist 389.95
Custom Legend 785.00
Matrix 239.95
Matrix Artist 239.95
Anniversary 599.95
EKO ACOUSTICS
3131 Rio Bravo 6 79.00
3132 Rio Bravo 12 84.00
1780 Ranger 6 64.00
1793 Ranger 12 77.65
3140 Navajo 6 49.95
3141 Navajo 12 59.95
3151 Sombrero 6 73.95
3152 Sombrero 12 78.65
3153 Eldorado 6 108.00
3154 Eldorado 12 116.00
3143 El Paso 95.00
3142 El Guacho 129.00
Ranger 6 with p/u 76.70
Ranger 12 with p/u 89.95
Left Hand to order
15% Extra. All Models.
CLASSICAL
3076 44.35
3077 46.85
3078 58.95
3079 94.35
3080 133.75
SUZUKI GUITARS
3180 Dreadnought 81.00
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3183 Dreadnought
3185 Dreadnought ..
3181 Dreadnought
3184 Dreadnought 12
3182 Dreadnought
3186 Folk
3067 Matt Finish
3068
3069
3070 Handmade
3071 Handmade
STUDENT GUITARS
3057 Dulcet
3058 Constanta
1512 Kansas
3050 Super Dulcet
1514 El Chico
TERADA GUITARS
3045 TG315 classic
3046 TG312 classic
3047 TG307 classic
3048 TG370 classic
3049 TG360 classic .

3187 FW6213 jumbo .
3188 FVV624 jumbo..
3189 FW625 jumbo .
3190 FW615 jumbo
3191 FW6596 jumbo
3192 FW615E electric
3191 FW613 jumbo
3195 TW100 Hand-
crafted
3196 TW70 Hand-
crafted
3197 FW655N
Signature 136.95
APPLAUSE BY KAMAN
AA14 169.95
AA24 169.95
GUYATONE
8 -string pedal steel . . 375.00

ROSETTI

EPIPHONE
P.765
P.745
P.725
FT146
FT133
FT145 Jumbo
FT165 12/s
EC20 Classic
EC15
FT130 Folk
FT135 Folk
FT140
FT150
FT160
FT120 Folk
C060 Classic
EC25 Classic
EC20 Classic
EC15 Classic
Electric:
S350 Scroll
S450 Scroll
5450N Scroll
S550 Scroll
5550N Scroll
ET285 Bass
N180 Nova
N245 Nova
N295 Nova
14390 Nova

99.00 EROS
99.00 9352 59.95

108.00 9357 64.95
108.00 9353 Folk 49.95
125.00 935612/s Folk 54.95
140.00 9350 Folk 29.95

65.00 9351 Folk 39.95
75.00 KISO-SUZUKI
95.00 9502 Classic 53.95

135.00 9503 Classic 69.95
218.00 9504 Classic . 64.95

9505 Classic 67.95
25.99 9583 H/made Classic 99.00
19.99 9651 Folk 60.95
16.35 9852 Folk 53.95
29.99 9653 12/s Folk 72.95
16.35 9507 Folk 64.95

TATRA
109.95 9198 Classic 25.25
99.95 9225 Classic 29.75
74.95 Hi -Spot Nylon 18.50

209.95 Hi -Spot Steel 17.50
179.95 ROSETTI ELECTRICS
145.95 Colt 45 366.00
135.95 9660 Lynx 44.95
112.95 9661 Lynx bass 44.95
107.95 RAIMUNDO CLASSICS
126.95 R106 39.95
129.95 R112 46.50
97.95 R123 67.50

R128 85.50
345.95 R140 109.50

R155 + case 440.00
220.95 R150 + case .. , 350.00

SHERGOLD

Modulator 213.36
Modulator bass 245.35
Modulator 12 -string 232.75
Cavalier 305.00
Cavalier 12 -string 322.60
Available through Barnes &
Mullins:
Meteor 166.20
Masquerader 182.26
Masquerader 12 -string 200.60
Double -neck 4/6 403.80
Double -neck 4/12.. 421.55
Marathon bass 200.57
I/h models 10% extra

SUMMERFIELD

IBANEZ
PF100
PF100 AV
PF200
PF200 WH, NT
PF200 AV, ZB
PF300

175.00 PF300 NT
245.00 PF300 AV
255.00 PF230 MO
265.00 PF230 AV
275.00 PF400
149.95 Musician series:
129.95 MC100
169.95 MC200
159.95 MC300
199.95 MC700

335.00
249.00
199.00
99.95
89:95
89.95

129.95
69.95
49.95
79.95
92.50
84.95

129 95
104.95

69.95
189.00
129.95
69.95
59.95

185.00
198.50
192.50
198.85
205.00
245.00
252.50
257.50
215.00
230.00
310.50

218.90
244.50
270.50

POA

Concert series:
CN100 204.45
CN100 AV 218.95
CN200 214.50
CN200 WH, AV 222.95
CN250 232.55
ceman series:
C300 KR . 281.50
C210 BS 242.50
C100 '232.75
C200 242.15
C400 MO 295.50
C400AV 309.50

Jazz series:
SA100 BS 264.62
SA400 CH 308.74
SA case only 43.35
FA100 BS 237.39
FA100 NT 259.03
FA100 case only 40.15
FA300 389.69
FA800 399.25
FA300 case only 48.95
2453 258.95
Rock series:
23888 218.05
2389B 278.20
23886 case only 45.75
2402 309.40
2402 WH 340.70
2404 304.58
2404 case only 56.15
George Benson models:
GB10 545.00
GB20 585.00
Ibanez Artist:
2616 309.50
2617 327.90
2618 325.65
2618/12 345.00
2619 367.15
2622 450.00
2622 496.94
2626 378.35
2629 327.15
2630 344.75
2630 355.50
2635 342.35
2640 650.00
2700 470.50
2700 520.25
2710 442.50
Ibanez Pro
2670 979.55
2671 425.75
2676 580.40
2680 320.00
2681 423.30
L/h 10% surcharge
Ibanez Western
637 BS
637 AV
640
647
647/12
684 BK
684 CW
684/12
732
767
951
952
2608
2609
2846
LH647
LH647/12

86.25
97.00

119.35
116.15
117.75
123.85
131.50
126.15
130.75
139.25
110.75
100.75
165.00
199.25
123.15
119.25
120.75

LH684 BK
LH684 CW
LH684/12
CIMAR
335 78.45
355 62.35
355/12 71.55
369 64.66
370 64.65
370/12 69.25
371 64.65
371BK 67.75
371BK/12 72.25
393 73.15
MACCAFERRI
MAC2 165.00
MAC 2 special 175.00
MAC 3 190.00
BOZO
860 275.00
B805 385.50
8805/12 407.95
B100 646.95
Classic
B3 185.00
B5 211.50
B8 235.65
610 324.50
615 356.95
CIMAR
387 64.65
388 73.10
395 62.40
396 68.50
397 75.50
398 83.95
IBANEZ CLASSIC
2801 78.50
2811 102.30
2856 95.35
2857 116.15
2858 129.25
2859 185.40
2860 230.75
KOHNO
MK 15 825.00
MK20 1050.00
MK30 1500.00
MK50 2500.00
TAMURA 10 -STRING
10P 1500 585.00
10P 2000 795.00
TAMURA FLAMENCO
F150 575.00
F200 750.00
KUNIHARU CLASSIC
K50 w/case 250.00
K70 w/case 285.00
CSL ELECTRIC
LP 121 black top 98.50
LP 120 red s/b top 98.50
LP 120 brown s/b top 98.50
LP 120 gold top 102.00
SC 156 red s/b 120.00
SC 156 black 120.00
SC 156 white 120.00
SC 156 natural 130.00
JB 121 red s/b 99.50-
JB 121 black 99.50
JB 121 white 99.50
HAWAIIAN GUITARS
2250 45.00
2251 110.95
2251 case only 36.00
SERENADA STUDENT
GUITARS
CN101-1 11.99

125.45
133.85
128.50

CN104
CN120
CN130

14.50
23.50
28.60

WING

Rickenbacker
Solid
420 239.63
430 285.19
450 307.12
450/12 351.00
460 342.56
480 325.69
620 421.88
950 259.88
4080 943.31
4080/12 1290.93
Semi -Acoustic
320 408.38
330 399.38
330/12 513.00
335 457.31
340 393.75
360 469.13
360/12 545.06
362/12 1105.31
370 513.00
360/12F 486.00
Bass
3000 345.94
3001 366.19
4000 415.13
4001 448.88
4002 943.31
4005 531.56

W.M.I.

G101 Std. Flk
K200 Folk
K320 Concert Folk .

KD28 Jbo Western . .

KD28-12 12st Jbo
K.410 Concert D/ Lux .
K.442 Auditorium Folk
K.550 Jbo pce black
KDG 70 D/ I Jbo
K.475 J.L. Seagull
Classic:
KC.265 Student
KC.333 Concert
KC225 Classic
KDG50 D/1 Classic . .

Electric:
KIB. 130 Bs long scale
E.120 Single p/u
K2T. S.G. 2 p/u
Banjo:
KB.52 Deluxe

ALLEGRO
G 220 Standard 13.12
G 300 Classic 22.16
G 400 Standard 14.65
G 150A Classic 27.34
0160 Western 49.47

LOPEZ:
CLASSIC GUITARS
Aragona 64.06
Valencia 67.87
Navarra 71.51
Granada 82.50
Castilla 91.07
Sevilla 117.93
Andorra 140.40

WESTERN GUITARS
Serenata VII 60.53
Fantom 20 77.64
Fantom 30 81.29
Fantom 33 87.39
Fantom 36 93.50
Fantom 39 99.59
Fantom 42 Black 99.59

TWELVE STRING
GUITARS
Fantom 112 90.07
Fantom 212 100.80
Fantom 139 111.82
Fantom 412 Black . 111.82

SOLID BODY
ELECTRIC GUITARS
Dyno II 102.93
Vedette 115.87
Super Jaz 134.26
Red Flame 110.12
Black Pearl 120.28

THIN BODY
ELECTRIC GUITARS
Caravel 105.75
DS/2T 125.43
DS/Artist 139.35

BASS ELECTRIC

10.95
GUITARS

16.95 Black
Bass 152.08

Black Bass 122.85
20.95 05/Bass 120.28

Starfire Bass 87.24
3-50 Red Bass
26.50

115.87

23.95
33.95
39.50
23.95

18.75
19.75
15.50
26.95

29.95
23.95
27.95

39.50

WOODS

G 152 Folk
G 180 Classic
G 190 Classic
G 140 Jumbo

37.53
32.53
45.00
49.47

JOSE RAMIREZ
CONCERT GUITARS
Model Studio I
Model Studio II
RICARDO SANCHIS
CARPIO CONCERT
GUITARS
Model 40E
Model 40
Model 38
Model 33 Flamenco
Model 32 Flamenco

PRUDENCIO SAEZ
GUITARS
Model 2
Model 4
Model 12
Model 14
Model 21
Model 24
Model 26
Model 28 Flamenco
Mandoline
Model Lady 3/. size
Model 21 W

235.77
396.09

192.78
147.42
85.36

170.10
123.12

25.92
27.54
32.40
34.02
25.92
71.28
85.86
48.60
25.92
25.92
45.36

AMPLIFIERS, P.A. SYSTEMS AND SPEAKER CABINETS
ATLANTEX

MXR
Pignose amp
Stereo compander
Stereo graphic
Digital delay
31 -band graphic
2 x 15 band graphic
Mini limiter
Auto phaser
Auto flanger
Flange/phase rack ..
Pro -rack

87.50
189.75
227.50

1078.57
427.57
401.27
149.95
212.75
310.90

1210.95
163.65

BEYER IEX. VAT)

M160N Hypercardi
oid
M160C w. cannon .

M260N Hypercardi-
oid
M260C w. cannon
M26OSM w. switch
M260NC2 w. cannon
+ switch
M500N Hypercardi-
oid
M500C w. cannon
M67N cardioid w.
switch
M67C w. cannon
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150.90
154.99

M69N cardioid
M69C w. cannon
M88N Hypercardioid
M88C w. cannon
M 101N Omni
M101C w. cannon
M201N Hypercardi
oid
M201 Cw. cannon

B.M.S.

Phoenix
PHA 1
PHS 1
PHS 2

53.31 251 687.00
56.96 330 754.00

113.99 520 717.00
117.71 540 462.00
71.68 705 708.00
77.34 710 788 00

720 954.00
68.66 760 729.00
70.92 770 722.00

820 558.00
860 791.00
910 907.00

Pre -Amps
7880-1 194.00
9340-1 87.00

199.00 9370-1 119.00
108.00 9420-1 126.00
112.00 9875-1 97.00

BOOSEY
HAWKES
(ELECTROSONICS)

60.72
64.45
78.91 LESLIE

60 528.00
82.99 110 277.00

122 706.00
79.97 122RV 852.00
85.02 130 473.00

145 666.00
66.52 147 708.00
72.03 147RV 841.00

BOSE

(exc VAT)
1800 Amp
Pr 800 spkrs w eqlr
Pt 800 spkrs add-on
w/ out equalizer
800 equalizer
Pr tripot stands for
800 spkr
TC18 transit case

BRODR
JORGENSEN

ROLAND
JC 6060W combo
JC 120120W com
JC 80 80W combo
JC 160160W combo
SB 100 bass combo
RE301 echo
8E201 echo
DC50
KM4 mixer
KM6A mixer
CE1 chorus

399.00
509.75
425.00
575.00
605.00
575.00
449.00
225.00
62.79

190.49
137.28

CALREC IEX. VAT)

ENTERTAINMENT
MICROPHONES
CM 602D Omni
Direct 32.00
CM 652D Full Rge 32.00

725.00 CM 654D Hand Held 33.70
555.00 CM 656D Ball

Headed 40.00
479.50 Power supplies and leads extra
75.50 CM 652D Full Rge 27.89

CM 654D Hand Held 27.89
107.00 CM 656D Ball
160.00 Headed 34.32

CANARY (EX. VAT)

10/2
10/2 sub
10/4
16/2
10/4 sub
15/2
20/2
400W amp
Electronic Crossovers:
3 -way
4 -way

294.00
235.00
441.00
441.00
329.17

POA
POA

289.89

75.00
84.37

CARLSBRO
(EX. VATI

SOLID STATE
Stingray 132.00
Stringray Super 16300
Stingray combo
Stingray bass
Stingray bass combo
Stingray super combo
Marlin
Slave
Scorpion
Scorpion Custom

Wasp
Hornet
Hornet Custom
SPEAKER UNITS
2 x 12 Flare Bs 120W.. 135.00
4 x 12 Lead 240W .... 159.00
1 x 18100W 130.00
2 x 12120W PA pr 170.00
2 x 121 Hn 120W pr 209.00
2 x 12 Hn 120W pr 209.00
2 x 121 Hn 240W pr 235.00
1x 15TH Bass Bin 159.00
2x 12TH Bass Bin 175.00
Mini Bin 146.00
Full Range Flare 220.00
Horn Units (21 127.00
Horn unit (P21 75.00
Horn unit (P4) 124.00
Mon. 1 x 1260W 99.00
ACCESSORIES
Mantis 150.00
Reverb Unit 80.00
Constellation 12/2
mixer 330.00

69.00
82.00

125.00
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129..0000 C.B.S. ARBITER
215.00 IEX. VAT)
240.00
169.00
111.00 FENDER
155.00 Dual Showman, cab.
165.00 2 x D 130F JBL 289.85



Dual Showman, enc.
CUSTOM SOUND
(EX. VAT)

2 x D 140F JBL
Dual Showman, top
Quad Reverb, 4 x 12 -

315.08
340.27

inch speakers
Quad Reverb, 4 x D

464.85
Amplifiers:

120F speakers 671.65 CS 700 BM 159.03
Super Six, 6 x 10 -inch CS 700 CV 116.25
speakers 451.95 CS 700 DB 259.47
Vibrosonic Reverb CS Trucker 104.17
1 x D 130F JBL 426.85 CS Trucker bass 125.55
Twin Reverb, 2 x 12 - CS Trucker duo 125.55
inch speakers 398.60 CS Trucker rvb 155.68
Twin Reverb, 2 x D CS 700A 209.25
120F JBL 498.81 CS MOB 174.10
Bandmaster, 2 x 12-inc CS 700C 117.18
enc 252.05 CS 7000 234.36
Bandmaster, 2 x D CS 700DX 267.84
120F JBL 564.20 CS 700K 242.73
Badmaster, top 242.61 CS 700PPA1 334.80
Bandmaster enclosure 151.22 CS 700PPA11 251.10
Super Reverb, 4 x 10 - Mixer:
inch 340.89 CS 700NIXR 12 ch.... 428.54
Super Reverb, 4 x D Monitoring:
110F JBL 526.81 CS 7WM 58.59
Pro. Reverb, 2 x 12 - CS 7WMH 83.70
inch 316.08 CS 7112 58.59
Vibrolux Reverb, CS 7112H 75.33
2 x 10 -inch 263.73 Enclosures:
De Luxe Reverb, 1 x 12 Sigma 200.88
inch £216.92 Moon Bin 167.40
Princeton Reverb, CS 7212 100.40
1 x 10 -inch 169.65 CS 7212H 117.18
Princeton, 1 x 10 -inch. 122.45 CS 7212ST 133.92
Champ. 1 x 8 -inch ... 65.10 CS 7215 150.66
Super Twin 443.62 CS 7412 167.40
300PS guitar enc 262.55 CS 721513 209.25
300PS guitar top 508.71
Tube reverb 220V . 131.25
Vibrochamp 1 x 8 . . 71.28 DARBURN
Bassman 100, top 217.40
Bassman, 100, en-
closure 217.40 EX. VAT
Bassman 50, 2 x 15 - Reverb 75.50
inch 185.88 SRV-50/80 196.30
Bassman 50, 2 + D SRV-100 259.20
140F JBL 305.61 KGP-50/80 201.80
Musicmaster bass, KGP-100 259.20
1 x 12 -inch 106.70 KGP-100 1 x 15 276.80
Bassman 50, top 176.42 Piezo hn. extra 13.95
Bassman 10" 276.19
300 PS enclosure, bs . 311.80
PA 100 top 281.69

ELECTRO-VOICEPA 100 column 92.72
Hi Freq. Horn
PA160 Amp Top

56.85
450.21 (EX. VAT)

PA160 SC3-10 column 94.77

1823, 110W driver... 61.90
1829, 60W driver 65.47
Sentry IV system 966.30
EVM12L speaker 113.09

CLEARTONE EVM15B speaker 116.66
EVM15L speaker 116.06
EVM1813 speaker 123.80

CMI T350, VHF driver . 82.14
1037, 500W LEtB 119.23 8HD horn 28.58
1038, 100W LEtB .... 138.70 Elim 1A 545.00
1039, 2 x 5 cab, 120W, Elim 2A 480.00
Id 122.21 Elim 3 350.00
1040, 2 x 15 cab, Elim 4 390.00
120W, bass 118.62 LR4B 304.59
1050, 2 x 12 cab, 50W, LR7B 473.18
Id 97.50 30" woofer 354.14
1062, 1 x 18 cab, P.A.30A 41.07
100W, bass 98.81 P.A.12 29.16
1063, 4 x 12 cab, S.M.120A 106.54
100W, d 129.00 T.35 38.69
1064, 4 x 12 cab, ST.350A 71.42
100W, bass 129.00 X8 38.69
1047, 2 x 10 cols, 60W X36 26.78
pr 110.11
1048, 4 x 10 cols,
120W, pr 142.26
1065, horn cabs 81.57

ELKA-OR LA1066, 2 x 12 cols,
100W, pr 158.87
1067, 6 x 10 cols,
300W, pr 127.60 6101 Universal Amp.
1068, 250W slave . . 191.57 50 239.32
1069,8 -change mixer. 257.41 6102 Universal Amp.
Solid State amps: 100 269.42
1071 50W, L Et bs .... 118.84 6103 Universal Amp.
1072 100W L Et bs.... 127.57 200 437.38
107350W PW 118.84 1604 Reverb III 104.59
1074100W PA 153.50
1075 100W Slave 111.36
1060, sound/light con-
trol 43.47
1061, lighting cabs, set FAL
3 50.60
1949, fuzz sound 10.36
1041, minireverb Combo 40-T 75.94
mixer, 6 chan 66.50 Bass Fiesta 75.60
1041F, footswitch.... 2.88 Kestrel 84.24
Celestion spkrs: Kestrel combo 162.00
1051,G12M, 25W .... 15.33 Super Minstrel 37.13
1052, G12H, 30W 18.28 Phase 50 57.24
1052, G12H, 30W . . 18.28 Phase 100, 2 amp .. . 71.28
1055, G EtC, 100W .. 41.23 P100 slave 53.46
1056, S10, 15W 5.49 P200 slave 81.00

120, 6 amp 106.92
50, 1 x 12 cab 38.88
100, 2 x 12 cab 61.56
PA 200 cols 1prl 162.80

J. T. COPPOCK Mon. + hms
1 x 15" + hn

48.60
77.76

ELGEN
2 x 12"+hn
Add on horns

95.58
51.84

Details and prices on ap- Bass bin 81.00
plication. Bass bin + hn 123.12

FARFISA

RSC 350 Rotating
sound cabinet, 160 -

watt amp
RSC 180 Ditto, with
80 -watt amp
OR 200, 106 -watt am-
plifier and two speaker
cabinets
TR 70, portable, 60W
two chan
CL30 Amp. /Cab

588.60

340.20

513.00

232.60
237.60

FUNKSHUN

1 x 12" 50W all purp
1 x 12" Pro 75W all
purpose
2 x 12" 100W/ P.A.
disco
2 x 12" Pro 150W
P.A. / disco
2 x 12" Pro w hrn
150W P.A./disco ...
2 x 12" 100W Guitar
2 x 12" Pro 150W
Guitar
Baby Bin 75W 1 x 12"
P.A./Disco w sgl 25W
horn
Reflex 1 x 15" 100W
P.A. /Disco
Reflex 1 x 15" 125W
Bass/Heavy Duty
P.A./Disco/Organ
Mini Bin 100W 1 x 15"
P.A. /Disco
Mini Bin 125W 1 x 15"
Bass
Bass Bin 100W 1 x 15"
P.A./Disco
Bass Bin 125W
1 x 15/Bass Guiter
Single High Hn 513W
Twin High Hn 100W
Horn Unit 2 x 25W Up-
per Mid Range (small).
Fibreglass R.C.F.
100W Midd Range
Horn with lid
Wedge Monitor 75W
1 x 12"
Flight cases and empty
cabs

46.37

49.72

82.00

88.72

108.81
82.00

88.72

105.46

102.11

128.90

100.44

127.22

130.57

157.36
32.48
52.74

58.59

143.96

58.59

POA

G.M.S.

PErN microphone stands:
CT 102S, floor 15.64
GM167, floor 8.10
GM119F, boom stand 20.70
GM139, boom stand 16.18
GM115, boom 7.83
GM120, boom 9.41
GM121, boom 10.42
GM137, boom 6.86
GM109, table top 8.06
GM111, table top 9.27
GM148, low level 9.43
GM149, low level 10.61

C. E. HAMMOND

EX. VAT
CERWIN VEGA
Vocal Systems
V.20 100 Watts
V.30150 Watts
V.32 300 Watts
V ,33 300 Watts
V.35 300 Watts
VH.36400 Watts .

Instruments Systems
G.32 200 Watts
B.36A 300 Watts
B.36MF 300 Watts
B.48300 Watts
B.48MF 400 Watts .
B118C 300 Watts
Stage Monitors
SM12-2 150 Watts .

SM15-2 200 Watts .
SM18-2 300 Watts
BM4-4 100 Watts
Speaker Components
MLT-1 Horn only,
medium throw
MLT-4 Horn only, long
throw
MF40 Drivers for above
MF50 Drivers 8 ohms .
RMH-1 Horn, radial + 2
MF40 + 6 PZ1 UHF .
L48CF Folded Horn
500 Watts
L48SE Folded Horn
500 Watts

170.00
260.00
380.00
410.00
560.00
710.00

285.00
395.00
475.00
580.00
650.00
280.00

Electronics
0E2 Graphic Eqlzr..
A3001 Stereo Power
Amplifier 365W
A1800HF Stereo
Power Amplifier
A18001 Commercial
Power Amp 225W
A1800M Stereo Power
amp w. meters 225W .
DM1 Disco Mixer .
DE1100 Bass excavator

385.00

835.00

555.00

625.00

595.00
455.00
35.00

HH ELECTRONIC

AMPLIFIERS
VS Musician 100W rvb
VS Bass amp 100W
VS Musician rvb com-
bo 100W
IC1001 Amp
VS Bass combo 100W
ICIOOL Combo
Studio 50 Combo ..
INSTRUMENT
LOUDSPEAKERS
412 K. 4 x 12 200W
215 BL 2 x 15 200W
PA AMPS
MA100 5 ch 100W
SM200 6 ch 2 x 100W
stereo
5500-D power amp
S130 slave 100W
PA LOUDSPEAKERS
212 DC 2 x 12 MOW
Mini horn 50W
PRO 10012" + radiator
PRO 15015" + radiator
PRO 200 2 x 12"
+ radiator
Unit radial
Unit bass
Concert radial
Concert Midrange
Concert bass horn
Mon combo
Mon ext.
ECHO UNITS
Digital Multi echo
Digital Vad-echo
19" rach mount
MIXERS
8/2
8/2 cannons
12/2
12/2 cannons
16/2
16/2 cannons

180.79
147.31

267.01
175.77
267.84
262.82
160.70

189.16
204.23

39528
399.17
115.50

prog
HFL RCF High freq hn
HFS RCF High freq
hn/lens 308.45
425H Piezo tweeter
array
112SM Stage floor
monitor ATC/Piezo,
100W 217.00
Type D 16-4 16 ch
subgrp mixer 1937.50
X0231 3 way elec.
crossover 310.00
DR112 100W P.A. amp 240.25
DR203 200W P.A. amp 294.50
POWER AMPLIFIERS
STA100 100W 'slave'
valve 186.00
STA200 200W 'slave'
valve 240.25
STA250R 'Tube State'
250W 263.50

209.25 201 Altec 2 x 15" + hn.
186.00 404 6 x 12"

4054 x 12"+ hn.
PA Mixers:
890 16 chn + multicore

93.00 880 12 chn
Slave amplifiers:
300275W mono
400 375W pr chn.
stereo
Bass cabinets:
106 2 x 15"
406 2 x 15"
301 Vega 1 x 18" bn
PA Amplifiers:
870 170W 6 chn.

raphic rev
B50 275W 8 chn. rev.
PA Enclosures:
804 2 x 12", 3 x8",
2 x sib. pro.
807 Full range
808 2 x 15", 2 hn,
2 x sib. prof

1809 Horn enc
810 4 x 12"Bass enc.
811 Horn enc

HOHNER

Schaller Solo Uni 94.25
Orgaphon 60 Amp 434.80
Orgaphon 130 Amp 416.75
OTS 130 Speaker 316.70

190.00 Orgaphon Box 80 Spk 185.55
Dynamite 41.15
Leslie 830 887.90

118.85
75.33

128.90
152.33

180.79
125.55
130.57
131.54
152.71
161.78
175.77
93.74

TBA
TBA
TBA

HORNBY-SKEWES

JHS
C3
CD6SD
CD15T
CD50T
Reverb units
ZE3 battery
ZE3M
Echo unit
SS100

812 4 x 15" Bass enc. .

Keyboard mixers:
5004 chn.

507.90
281.92
338.42

2822.00
1581.36

310.77

593.22

231.62
281.92
429.37

564.40

183.62
225.42

480.23
253.67
366.66
338.42
451.42

366.66

LANEY

Amplifiers:
A500 Lead/Bass 128.52
A51OR Lead/Bass rvb 151.20
A540PA Public add. 5
chn
A570 Slave
A100 Valve

32.00 Combination Amps:
42.50 K20 54.05
65.00 K4OL Lead 129.74
95.00 K408 Bass 129.74

K70 Twin reverb 180.79
49.50 K120 Twin reverb JBL 297.00
57.50 Cabinets:

C400 100W 4 x 12" 135.59
115.001 C420 120W 4 x 12" 154.01

C440 120W 2 x 15" 154.01

KEMBLE

306.96 YAMAHA
355.32 P.A. and Ensemble:
371.95 PM200B
409.75 PS75B pr
538.27 YPA150B
589.68 PS100

Effects module 185.98 ypA200
COMPLETE SYSTEMS PS100B
A system 505.40 YPA203B
B system 811.54 PM300
C system 1007.02 PM400
D system 1345.06 PS400 pr
Unit P.A.1987.51 YPA800
Concert P.A. 2992.21 EM70A

HIWATT
IEX. VAT)

A.P. AMPLIFIERS
DR504 50W 193.75 TYsT2A00100A

DR103 100W 217.00
YTA200ADR201 200W 271.25

DR405 400W 349.75 Ba Basstacks:

NCA108 Solid State s.113000

SPEAKER ENCLOSURES24" YBA100
5E4123 4 x 50W 12" yHHorsnisoopeaker:

spkrs 201.50
122 4 x 70W 12" Com

Co 12
S

sSPEk4rs129 4x 100W 12" 050112
G100E1212

sSPE2krs150 2 x 14" 100W
232.50

G0110040011105

spkrs 255.75
P.A.and ext. range enclos: B50115

8100115
SE2120 2 x 12" 150W
prog
SE320 4 x 12" 300W
prog
COMBINATION
AMPLIFIERS
SA112 50W 1 x 12"
spkr
SA112FL 100W 1 x 12'
spkr

16.00 SA115 50W 1 x 15"
276.00 spkr
406.00 SA115FL 100W 1 x 15"
146.00 spkr 294.00

SA212 50W 2 x 12"
spkrs 263.00
SA212R 100W 2 x 12"
spkrs, rev/vib 308.45
All combination amplifiers
available with ATC speakers at
extra cost.
COMPLETE P.A.
SYSTEMS
11213 bs hn bn 1 x 12"
ATC 200W prog 224.75
112M mid hn bn

835.00 1 x 12" ATC 150W

65.00

260.00
55.00

185.00

345.00

595.00

201.50

ES90A pr
YES700A
EM90A
YES900A
Lead stacks:
PE200A
TS100

292.00
498.00
790.00
515.00
807.00
599.00
891.00
430.00
535.00

1188.00
1723.00
130.00
65.00

195.00
149.00
214.00

185.00
269.00
454.00
431.00
616.00

151.00
359.00
510.00

Columns:
C46OPA 100W 2 x 12"
pair
C470PA 200W 4 x 12"
pair

132.58
105.46
142.29

142.47

272.86

MACINNES
(EX. VAT)

CROWN INTIAMCRON
IC150 Stereo Pre -Amp 285.00
D60 Power Amp 197.00
D150A 310.00
DC300A 520.00
M600 1300.00
M2000 2600.00
VFX-2 Var Elec
Crossover Unit
0C150 Output Con -
Cent
Walnut End for 060
Amp
Walnut Enc for D150A
or IC150 Amp
Walnut Enc for
DC300A Amp
IC150 Acc Packs
ES212 75W two Unit
Sys
IM A Intermod Dist

251.00 Analyser 555.00

159.00
239.00
329.00
369.00
435.00

245.00

280.00

24.00

35.00

44.00
4.00

598.00

MARLBORO

283.00 GA2 Amp 59.95
381.00 GA3 Amp 67.60

G2OR Amp 127.55
G4OR Amp 161.40

271'25 KINGFISHER

248.
N.,- ACOUSTIC

Combos:
r, 1134 125W 4 x 10" 2

27"0 'n"" chn rev.
r, 135 125W 2 x 12" 2

chn rev.
Bass Combos:
136 125W I x 15" 2
chn
Amplifiers:
150125W 2 chn. rev.
270 375W Graphic rev.
470 170W Graphic 2
chn rev.
Bass Amplifiers:
140125W 2 chn
370375W Graphic
450 170W Graphic
Cabinets:
1046 x 10"
105 4 x 12"

366.66

366.66

338.40

254.23
451.41

451.41

223.16
389.26
353.10

211.30
211.30

G80 15 13 Amp
1500 B Amp
P200W slave 161.90
SM600 mixer 154.95

' LS158 cab 104.30
LS2OLH cab 137.95
SC40 column 128.20

G6OR Amp 195.15
130.15
115.25

MAINE

P.A. EQUIPMENT
PA170 mixer amp . .

212PA cab
112M mon cab
Tripod for cab
AMPLIFIERS
Artist 170A
Standard 1705
Booster 17013
Musician 120C combo

267.84
147.31
108.81

38.50

199.20
169.07
142.79
289.60
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Musician Super 120J
combo
LOUDSPEAKER
CABINETS
12 2 x 122 spkrs
12 4 x 12 4 spkrs
412S 4 x 12 spkrs
115C bass bin
115E bass bin

539.03

11323
192.51
227.66
217.62
150.66

MATAMP (EX. VAT)

AMPLIFIERS
120W
120W slave
Mk 1 PA amp
Mk 2 PA amp
100W slave
X6 mixer
Disco unit
Microphone kit
LOUDSPEAKERS
MA 112
MA 412
MA 115 D60
MA 115 G60
MA 115 D100
MA 115 G100

145.80
141.75
172.50
202.50
142.50
142.50
232.50
62.50

107.25
131.25
113.25
110.25
142.50
139.50

MM ELECTRONICS
(EX. VAT)

Mixing consoles:
MP 175 12 chn
MP175 8 chn
MP175 16 chn
MP185 Super 16
MP175 8/4
MP175 12/4 390.00'
MP275 12 chn in flight
case 390.00
MP285 Super 16 in
flight case 630.00
MP17516/4
MP17520/4
MP295 16/4
MP385 16/8
MP485 16/8
Amplifiers
AP360 100W
Intermusic combo
Intermusic head
19" Rack Mounting
Equipment:
EP122 2 -way elec.
cross
EP123 3 -way elec.
Cross
EP127 7 -way graphic
EQ
EP 130 st. bs bin filter
EP141 st. comp. limiter
EP161 sub mixer
SR271 27 -band graphic

250.00
204.00
310.00
490.00
350.00

bass
EXSVT 8x 10" Speaker -

use 2 with SVT 440.68
Extension Cabinets
EXVT22 2-12" Speaker
VT22 extension cab 206.35
EXV6 2 x 12" Speaker,
radial horn + tweeter 559.59
PA Systems
SR4 100W Four
channel 2 x 10"
Speakers 500.14
SR6 120W Six
channel, 4 x 8"
speakers, 2 tweeters 905.84
Amplifier Head
C SR4 100W Solid
State 262.31
C-SR6 120W Solid
State 458.17
A-120 120W Slave
amplifier -Solid State 276.30
Speaker Cabinets
S-210 2 x 10" Speakers 118.91
S-48 4 x 8" Speakers
wtih 2 tweeters 223.84

MUSIC MAN

Combo Amps
112-65
115-65
210-65
212-65
410-65
210HD-130
212HD 130
410H0-130
Heads
65
65REV
HD130
HD1OREV
Speaker Enclosures
115R H65
212RH130

490.00 412GS
550.00
940.00
900.00
990.00 NORLIN

180.00
197.00
147.00

49.00

65.00

65.00
46.00
72.00
93.00

190.00

MUSICAID

Ampeg
Guitar Combos
018 10W 1 x 8.'
Solid State 101.65
0100 20W 1 x 10" Solid
State 145.37
GT10 20W 1 x 10"
Valve 200.38
VT40 SOW 4 x 10"
Valve 472.15
VT22 100W 2 x 12 -
Valve 524.62
G212 120W 2 x 12"
Solid State
G410 120W 4 x 10"
Solid State
Bass Combos
B100 20W 1 x 10"
Solid State
B15N 30W 1 x 15"
Valve
13115 120W 1 x 15"
Solid State
Amplifiers Only
HDV2 60W Valve 377,73
HDV4 100W Valve 444.18
HDB25B 55W Valve -
Bass 304.28
HDV4B 100W Valve -
Bass 419.70
HDV6B 240W Solid
State -Bass 430.19
HDSVT 300W Valve -
Bass 640.06
Cabinets
EXV2 4 x 12" Speaker
reflex 318.27
EXV4 4 x 12" Speaker -
use 2 with V4 amp 276.30
EXB2513 2 x 15"
Speaker -bass reflex 251.82
EXV4B 2x 15" Speaker-
Altec bass 577.08
EXV6B 2 x 15" 2 15' Speaker -

104

428.62
471.90
471.90
558.49
558.49
558.49
649.41
649.41

316.05
385.27
402.63
471.90

267.84
318.06
342.04

SELMER
SOLID-STATE
7980 15 SS Combo
7981 Super Reverb 30
Combo
7982 Lead 100
7983 Bass 100
7984 Slave 100
7610 Futurama 3 Com-
bo
7985 PA 100
VALVE
7404 Treble "N" Bass
100 SV
7402 Treble "N" Bass
50 SV
7403 Trebble "N" Bass
50 SV Rev
7408 PA100/6 SV Rev
7407 PA100/4 SV
SPEAKERS
7990 S412 3 x 12"
7991 6212H 2.12" hn
7992 5115 1 x 15"
7993 S2H Add on dbl
hn
7994 6115A 1 x 15"
7451 TV -35 PA Col
7450 TV -20 PA Col
(pair)

46.00

139.00
129.00
109.00
85.00

26.50
275.00

145.00

129.00

149.00
189.00
159.00

169.00
129.00
135.00

81.00
229.00

55.00

75.00

524.62 NOVANEX
542.11

Combos
Aut 3 55.00

159.94 Aut 6 69.00
Aut 10 86.00

473.61 Aut 20 115.00
Aut 2OR 149.00

486.15 U 30 220.00
U 50 275.00
U 70 324.00
U 80 350.00
U 100W 460.00
RG 30 235.00
RG 50 285.00
RG 80 360.00
VG 100W 470.00
El 35 220.00
B 70 310.00
B 100W 450.00
G70 Wildcat 299.00
OPS 70 450.00
OPS 120 550.00
WA44/ S100 35.00
Power generators, mixers
L 30 165.03
L 50 219.00
L 75 290.00
L 100 360.00
L 125 430.00

356.74 LM 30
LM 40
M 61
M 41
X 41
M 62
M 82
M82S
M123S
M163S
M 122
M 162
M123S
M163S
Echolreverb units
ER 300
ER 500
ER 800
Line source mixers
LS 50
LS 75
LS 100

149.00
179.00
230.00
180.00
155.00
390.00
470.00
555.00
755.00
955.00
630.00
790.00
755.00
955.00

99.00
169.00
259.00

173.00
260.00
330.00

ORANGE
IEX. VAT)

CABS
115 Bass 60W, 1 x 15"
inv. horn 159.51
114/110 Bass, 100W
1 x 15" inv. horn 253.28
113 Reflex Bass,
2 x 15" 120W 235.62
113/200 Reflex Bass,
2 x 15" 200W 313.99
109, 4 x 12" 120W 171.39
107, 2 x 12" Monitor,
60W 105.51
114/4H, 1 x 15" inc
horn, 4 horns and
cross 306.08
106, 4 x 12" - anti -
feedback col 171.39
HORNS
108 Horn unit, 100W 189.70
121A 2 horns 85.57
1216 4 horns 151.42
MIXER AMPS
104B, 6 chann, 120W
PA 331.47
102, 120W, graphic PA 191.37
102/80, 80W, graphic
PA
103T, 200W, Slave .
111, 120W, graphic
Slave 175.00
111/80, 80W, graphic
Slave 162.12
112, 120, 120W 184.92
112.8080W graphic 175.00
115, 80W combo . 256.83
115/R 80W, combo
with Hammond Reverb 308.28
115, 120, 120W, com-
bo 326.97
OMEC
150W inst. amp 137.98
150E0 + equalizer . 156.94
S150+ effects 185.19
S150E0 w. both 205.74
PA1504 ch. Wtvb 165.08
PA150 EQ 182.03
OMI digital amp 397.22
0M2 Remote unit 39.83
Speakers
OCI 2 x 12 PA 92.11
0C2 2 x 12 stage 95.71
0C32 x 12140W 109.71
0C415" bass 118.11

181.62
255.87

PEAVEY

exc VAT
Combination Amplifiers
P112 Pacer 45W
1 x 12" w. reverb .

TNT Tn t 45W 1 x 15"
bs unit
CL212 Classic 50W
2 x 12" w. reverb +
Automix
CL410 Classic 50W
4 x 10" w. reverb +
Automix
D212 Deuce 120W
2 x 12" w. reverb +
Automix
A112 Artist 120W 1 x 2
w. reverb + Automix .
M212 Mace 160W
2 x 12" w. reverb +
Automix
M412 Mace 160W
4 x 12" w. reverb +
Automix
SN212 Session 200W
2x 12w. reverb
SN12EV Session 200W
2x 12" Electro-Voice
spkrs
SN115 Session 200W
1 x 15" JBL or Black
Widow
LTD115 LTD 200W
1 x 15" JBL or Black
Widow

170.50

209.25

248.00

294.50

333.25

333.25

441.75

527.00

410.75

519.25

503.75

503.75

Instrument Amplifier
Heads
CY Century 100W all
purpose 166.62
SAP Standard 130W
all purpose + reverb
+ Automix 224.75
B Bass 200W w. Eq +
Automix 286.75
M Musician 200W w.
Eq + effects +
Automix 313.88
MA Mace 160W w.
reverb + Automix 313.88
SN Season 200W w.
rvb 279.00
F8000 Festival Series
400W w. reverb, ef-
fects and Eq 480.50
F800B Festival Series
400W Bs unt w. Eq . 410.75
Instrument Speaker
Enclosures
115 1 x 15" 127.87
212 2 x 12" 147.25
412S 4 x 12" Stackable 209.25
412M 4 x 12" 228.86
412F 4 x 12" 228.86
215 2 x 15" 197.62
215H 2 x 15" + Hyper-
bolic Hn 248.00
610 6 x 10" 201.50
612H 6 x 12" + Hyper-
bolic Hn 317.75
810 8 x 10" 348.75
1185 1 x 18" Stackable 286.75
118FH 1 x 18" Folded
Hn 356.60
Public Address Amplifiers
and Slaves
PA120 100W 4 inputs . 205.38
SPA Standard 130W 8
inputs 224.75
PA400 200W 12 inputs 326.55
PA700S New stereo
mixer amp 120W/ch. . 558.00
2606 260 Booster
130W slave 170.50
260S 260 Stereo
Booster 120W/ch
stereo slave 259.62
40013 400 Booster
200W slave 240.25
8008 800 Booster
400W slave 333.25
CS800 Commercial
Power Amp Stereo
400W/ch 480.50
Mixers
600 Mixer 6 ch mono 259.62
600S 600 Stereo Mixer
6 ch stereo facilities . . 313.87
EMS 800 Stereo Mixer
8 ch stereo facilities 480.50
900 Mixer 9 ch mono.. 333.25
1200 Mixer 12 ch mono 406.87
1200S 1200 Stereo
Mixer 12 ch stereo
facilities 736.25
2400F Festival Mixer 24
ch full prof unit 3487.50
Public Address Speakers
Enclosures
210 2 x 10" Col each . 73.63
410 4 x 10" Col each 116.25
1210TS 1 x 12" +
1 x 10" + 3 x Tweeters
Col 135.62
412 x 12" Col each 139.50
1210T 2 x 12" +
2 x 10" + 3 Tweeters
Col each 178.25
215H 2 x 5" + Hyper-
bolic Hn Cab 248.00
1510T 2 x 15" +
2 x 10" + 3 x Tweeters
Cab each 271.25
115HT 1 x 15" +
Hyperbolic Hn +
2 x Tweeters Vocal
Proj each 217.00
215HT 2 x 15" +
2x Hyperbolic Hns +
2 x Tweeters Vocal
Proj each 333.25
SPI Spider Bin 1 x 15"
+ Radial Hn Theatre
Type encl. each 372.00
7300 Bank of 3 Twtrs 58.13
T12 Radial Bank of 12
Tweeters each 166.62
Ancilliary Public Address
Equipment
MO Monitor Amp
130W 186.00
112TS Monitor Wedge
Cab 1 x 12" + 2

Tweeters each 135.69
22 Spider 22 High Ef-
ficiency Hn driver .. 73.63
Al Adaptor for above . 7.75
A2 ditto 11.63
A3 ditto 13.95
PMH Peavey Micro-
phone High Imp 56.58
PML Peavey Micro-
phone Low Imp 56.58
BMH Peavey Ball
Microphone High Im-
pedance 56.58

BML Peavey Ball
Microphone Low Imp .

2199 30W 2 x 12 166.95
56.58 2103 100W Valve 378.75

210450W Valve 270.95

RESLOSOUND

S81/M Cardioid med
mic
S91/H Condenser mic
S91/L-M Condenser
mic
UDI-H Cardioid mic
UDI-M Cardioid mic
RGP71 Super Cardioid
mic
ECON Omni-direc. mic
Cabaret Exec mic
TX100
TX100 (Gold mic.
transmitter)
TXT
RXA Receiver w. aerial
PA
Horn 1/p.
482025W
4820/T 25W
SU25 Driver 25W
SU25T 25W
SA6205 Spark
diaphragm

42.55
52.87

52.87
28.00
28.00

24.00
12.85

356.40
174.96

174.96
174.50
166.32

56.00
65.50
23.50
32.25

4.33

PA Amps & Mixers
2003100W 6 Ch Amp . 235.95
1985 50W 4 Ch Amp 191.95
2071 6 Ch Mixer 92.35
2051 250W Slave 245.95
2125 8 ch rvb mixer
amp 255.95
PA Cabs Et Bins
2097 pr 8 x 8 125W 211.90
2043 pr 2 x 10 2 x 12
200W 299.95
2047 pr 1 x 10 1 x 12
100W 197.80
2121 100W Slave
Monitor 212.90
2122 30W Slave
Monitor 159.50
2123 50W Monitor 82.75
2126 Bass Bins 130.25
2127 Supahorn 80.50
2128 Supahihorn 66.30
2120100W Supabin 172.75
2057 HF horn 195.95
Prices of MXR effects, De Ar-
mond effects and pick-ups and
AKG microphones available on
application.

ROOST S.A.I. (EX. VAT)

AMPLIFICATION
(Valve)
50W 2 Chann + over-
drive fac
50W 2 chann + in-
tegral reverb
100W 2 ch
10OW 2 ch w. rvb..
150W 2 chan + over-
drive fac
150W 2 chan + in-
tegral reverb
100W 6 chan PA
150W Slave
Session Master 50W
comb 2 x 12"
Session Master as
above w. reverb
SM100 100W combo
SM100R w. rvb
SM104 100W combo
SM104R w. rvb
Solid State
8 chan mixer 137.27
As above + 100W
amp 225.99
Stereo slave 199.62
2 x 12" 50W 73.66
2 x 12" 150W 88.30
4 x 12" 100W 129.74
4 x 12" 300W 155.60
1 x 12" 300/600/900/
stage monitors pr
1 x 15" 100 Folded hn
bass bin
2 x 15" 170W bs cab
4 hn dispersion cab.
100W folded cab +
tweeters
100W ported cab + 2
hn
Radial Flare add on hn.
50W 131.73
As above but 100W 155.68
Prices ex covers

Disco Units
Maverick disco 144.00
Disco IVS 189.00

120.33 Disco IVSP 210.00
Disco IVSP dual dcks 237.00
Stereo disco 270.00
Amps
50W twin ch 85.00
50W slave 81.00

160.42 FC 150 slave 96.00
Cabinets

196.07 Eliminator w. horn 264.00
187.74 Eliminator w. horn 168.00
132.87 Mini Elim. w horn 164.00

Mini Elim. w. horns 144.00

184.37 15" 188.00
2 x 12 + 2H 237.00

213.26 2 x 12 std 144.00

216.63 1 x 12 + 1H 144.00

245.34 Tweeter box 39.00
285.94 18" hn 252.00
314.81 Mini bass cab 102.00

Super lead bass 96.00

155.65
144.37
179,37

ROSE -MORRIS

MARSHALL
Instrument Amp Tops
1959 100W Lead
2203 100W M/Vol
1989 50W keyboard .

2195 100W Trans .

2098 100W Trans Lead
1992 100W Bass
2099 100W Trans Bass
1986 50W bass
1987 50W Lead
2204 50W M/Vol .

2205 WOW Slave .

Instrument Cabinets
1982-82B 120W 4 x 12.
1960-6013 100W 4 x 12.
1935-35B 100W 4 x 12.
1979-79B 200W 4X15 .
2095-95B 100W 2 x 12.
2065-65B 125W
Powercel
2064-65B 100W
Powercel
1990 100W 8 x 10 .

2069 120W Artist .

2052 125W Powercel
2056250W Powercel
2196 100W Lead/bass
Combo Amplifiers
2200 100W Super
Trans
2077 100W 4 x 12 Bass
2078100W 4 x 12 Ld .
2201 30W Trans Ld
2202 30W Trans Bs..

235.95
235.95
191.95
119.95
182.95
235.95
182.95
191.95
191.95
191.95
156.40

191.50
176.25
176.25
285.00
176.25

190.90

165.15
187.70
173.85
228.75
386.50
146.95

276.50
299.95
299.95
147.50
147.50

SHARMA

ORGAN SPEAKER
CABINETS
500 274.35

Sharmette
322.84
331.84

650
112077..9194

900 391.92

17541..9884
2200290322'3° propdr 335.92

71.98

357.35

4155..7922

424.582000 d/I225.99524.055000 GT
2300 512.07

102.53 3000 570.54
7000 690.03

SHURE

VOCAL MASTER
VA300-S 212.40
VA301 S 155.40
VA302E6 1014'
VA302E6 -C 616:3.0
VA305H F 93.00
PM300E6 257.40
A3PC 48.00

A3PC -C 14.40
A3PC-S 17.40
A3S C 45.00
A3S S 16.80
A3S T 21.60
A31PC-S 15.60
A50-XC 18.60
P3006 10.20
SR SERIES
SR101 2E 1017.00
SR102 279.00
SR103 234.00
SR105C-E6 390.00
SR106-2E 129.00
SR107-2E 204.00
SR108 582.00
SR109 2E 534.00
SR110 2E 153.00
SR112 234.00
SR116 264.00
A101A 82.20
A1016 16.20
A120A 28.80
A103A 24.60
A 105A 57.60
Al 12A 39.60
A112B 57.00
Al 12C 15.60
A30A 52.80



DAVE SIMMS
MUSIC PRODUCTS
IEX. VAT)

August Amplification
PA 100 4 ch 119.99
2 x 12 A Cols prs 154.40
2.x 12 PA Hn Cols prs 172.50
1 x 12 PA Cols prs 99.99
1 x 12 PA Cols pr 119.25
2 x 12 inst. Cab 82.25
"V" 4x 12 Inst. Cab 140.00
1 x 15 Folded Hn Bin 145.00
Add on Hn per pr 64.80
Full -mix PA 100 149.99
Power slave 125 amp 94.50
1 x 15 Super bin w hn 167.00
1 x 15 Mini bin 124.30
1 x 15 Super mini bin 145.80
August Disco Consoles
MD3 Garrard dks 218.45
MD1 153.25
MD3 100 286.25

SOLA SOUND

Reverb mixer
6-ch mixer
Graphic equaliser ..
Mighty Atom amp
Compact 10
Sole 30W amp
Buckeroo 7W amp ..

45.20
37.79
45.20
27.90
41.85
89.64
33.13

SOUNDOUT (Ex. VAT)

M200 Mono slave 141.00
6400 Stereo slave 217.50
M174M 4-chan mic
mixer 97.50
M174 170W mixer amp 165.50
M206 200W c ch. w.
rvbs 210.00
Speakers
DL6 100W full range 117.00
DL8 200W full range 216.00
System 100 stack 129.00
System 200 stack 412.50
SP2 tweeter 33.00
SP4 tweeter 51.00
SP5 tweeter 37.50

SIMON KING
MUSIC

2 x 12 Inst. cab. 75W . 7700
2 x 12 PA cols pr.
100W 148.00
4 x 12PA cols split prs
200W 293.00
4 x 12 inst. cab. 150W 135.00
Loudspeakers
HElc, 1 x 12, 50W . 60.00
HE2c, 2 x 12, 100W 93.00
DL3, 100W F/ rng 183.00
DL6, 100W F/rng 108.00

Series VI 246.00
Series Vla 186.00
SP 18 pre amp 135.00

SOUNDCRAFT

16/2 mixer 1000.00
12/4 mixer 1500.00
16/4 mixer 1800.00
Soundcraft/ Court Acoustic
PA's prices on application.

Options arranged
SPIT 50W hn 30.00
SPIV 100W hn 51.00

STRAMP

2100-A, 100W amp top 213.60
2120-A, 120W amp top 199.30
3120-A, 120W, 4-chn
amp, top 192.30
SL100, 120W slave
amp 127.90
SL200, 240W slave
amp 177.90
MP10, 10-chan mixer 577.15
MP -16, 16-chan mix . 1427.90
EX -2 Cross over 113.60
K-85 Power Baby com-
bo 265.45
K-95 Bass Baby combo 285.00
2050-B8, 100W cab . 163.60
2100 -GB, 200W cab . . 206.60
2100 -BB, 100W bs cab 213.60
370-8 70W horn p.a.
cab . . . . 142.15
3140 .8 ' ' ''H,1 '' hn
p.a. cab 186.45
3140-B 140W p.a. cab 156.45
3200-B. 120W bass
horn cab 427.90
H-50 70W tweeter horn 156.45
H-100 120W tweeter
horn 227.15

STRINGS Et THINGS

BARCUS BERRY AMPS
1500 Pre -amp contr.
unit 242.73
1510 Pre -amp contr.
unit 326.43
1520 Pre -amp contr.
unit 368.28
1601 Pwrd 12" spkr
unit 326.43
1602 Pwrd 15" spkr
unit 351.54
1603 Pwrd 2 x 12 spkr
unit 368.28

THEATRE
PROJECTS IEX. VAT)

STUDIO MONITORS
9844A 30W 400.00
984550W 470.00

9846-8A 100W
9849A 60W
CROSSOVERS AND
MIXERS
1650 28 band equalizer
729A 2 chap. 24 freq.
equalizer
N500F 250W X -over .

N501 -8A 100W X -over
N8000 75W X -over
AMPLIFIERS
9440A 2 x 225W
1224 60W/30W bi-amp
1609 100W/50W bi-
amp 470.00
MUSIC SPEAKERS AND
COMPONENTS
403A 8" 12W 9.00
405-80 4" 10W... 9.50
411 15" 100W 96.00
414 12" 50W 75.00
416 15" 75W 85.00
51515"" 75W 135.00
604-8G 15" 65W 220.00
617A 12" 60W 97.00
619-8A 15" 75W 130.00
755E 8" 20W 36.00
288 HF I 5W . 183.00
290-4G HF 120W 190.00
291-168 HF 50W 190.00
32B sect. hn 50.00
311-60 sect. hn 120.00
311-90 sect. hn 185.00
811E sect. hn 100.00
50313 Multi hn 195.00
8058 Multi hn 180.00

495.00
330.00

530.00

668.00
120.00
47.00
57.00

635.00
240.00

TRAYNOR (EX. VAT)

Combos:
YGM-3 30W rvb
YGM-4 40W rvb
YRM-1SC
YGL 3 Twin rvb 90W
YBA-2B Bs mate 30W
YBA-4 50W 15", spkr.
Amplifiers
YBA-1 50W, bs
YRM-1 50W Id w/rvb
YBA-1A 100W bs...
YGL-3A 100W head-
rvb/trem 186.00
YBA 3 171.00
Speaker Systems:
YS -15P 15" ported bs.
YT -152 x 15" Id/bs
YF-10 4 x 10" Id/bs
VC -810 8 x 10" bs
Y-212 2 x 12" Id
YF 12 4 x 12" Id
VB-18 1 x 18"
YCN-212 2 x 12" Vega
cab 200W 192.00
P.A. Amps:
YVN 3 P.A. rvb 30W .
YVM-44-ch w/rvb
YVM-6 6-ch w/rvb .

YPM-1 100W slave
P.A. Speaker Systems:
YSC-2 4 x 12" cols Ipr) 162.00
YSC-3 4 x 8" cols (pr) . 126.00
YSC-8 6 x 8" cols (pr) . 198.00

126.00
147.00
231.00
276.00
126.00
195.00

120.00
147.00
150.00

108.00
132.00
132.00
165.00
120.00
165.00
147.00

108.00
165.00
258.00
108.00

YSC 9 15 x 12" x hn
cabs (pr)
YM-1 Mtr cabs (ea)
YSC-7A Cols (pr)
YSP-1 Sibilance Pro-
jector
'YM-2 100W mon
4200 mixer -amp
BW4 cab (pr)
6400 mixer -amp
BW3 cab (pr)
BW2 cab (pr)
PM300 slave
PS600 stereo slave ..
BW1 cab 1pr)
TSL 400
6401 6-ch mixer

480.00
69.00

240.00

63.00
114.00
165.00
144.00
237.00
186.00
324.00
174.00
345.00
402.00

9.00
165.00

TURNER (EX. VAT)

1 x 15 Bs Hn
2 x 15 Bs Hn
1 x 12 Mid Ring, Hn
2 x 12 Mid Ring. Hn
1 x 10 Mid Ring. Hn
Rad. Hn, + VHF
Tweets 300.
Wedge 12" ATC + Hn 220.
Wedge 12" ATC + Diff
Hn 320.
Wedge 12"
Gauss + Diff Hn 400.
Hexagonal Mt 230.
A200 Ster. power amp 245.
8300 Pro. Power amp. 260.
A300 Pro. Power amp. 350.

Dominator 30
Dominator 30 reverb .
Dominator 50 lead
Dominator 50 Combo
GX 40
OX 100 .
AX 40
AX 100 ..
Dominator Mk 111
Dominator Bass
Slave Power Stage 100
Slave Power Stage 200
Bandmixer 100 Mk II .

Reverbmaster
Audiomaster Mk 2
Super Dual 12
Super 40
Starfinder 100 Bass
Starfinder Twin 15 ..
Super Starfinder 200

. 1 x 12"
180.00 1 x 12" x/vol control
340.00 Club System
160.00. Club 2 x 12"
280.00 Band System
150.00 Band 2 x 12" 99.

4 x 12" A Super
00 Intruder reflex 50 .

00 Intruder reflex 100...
X39 reflex 100

00 X39 reflex 200
SISGO

00 Revolving organ cabinets:
00 SM/30 70W Leslie . 377.00
00 SM/ 100 70W 624.00
00 SM/ 300 120W Leslie 856.00
00 SM/3000 200W 1163.00

165.00 5150 1 x 15" w H.F.
182.00 hrns 100W
126.50 S200 4 x 12" 240W
198.00 I M50 1 x 12" monitor
104.50 60W
133.00 H50 H.F. twin horn
104.50 Projector 100 1 x 15" 2
133.00 hn
107.00 Projector 200 2 x 15" 3
119.00 hn
118.00 CONCERT RANGE
206.00 PA ENCLOSURES
169.50 812 1 x 12" Mid rnge
254.00 hn 200W ...... ,
435.00 B15 1 x 15" bs hn
97.00
97.00

115.50

A500 Pro. Power amp. 480.00
TPS 12/2 mixer 1740.00
TPS 16/2 mixer 2125.50
TPS 20/2 mixer 2500.00
TPS 24/2 mixer 2875.00
TPM 10/2 mixer 1931.25
TPM 16/2 mixer 2562.00
TPM 20/2 mixer 2981.25
TPM 24/2 mixer 3400.00
Belden Multiway
Cables on app
Cannon Pigs - stg.
Boxes
Guass Spkrs
JBL Spkrs

VITAVOX (EX. VAT)

Tunderbolt
AK 156 15"
AK 157 15"
500 Dividing Network
1000 Dividing Network
53 Pressure driver
4 cell horn
4Kh horn
8 cell horn
10 cell horn
12 cell horn
15 cell horn
Horn throat adaptors

540.00
127.00
127.00
42.00
32.00

137.00
86.00
54.00

290.00
329.00
383.00
514.00

15.00

W.E.M.

Copicat Echo 94.50

200W
B30 2 x 15" bs hn
400W

137.50 H100E Radial horn
30W
H100V Radial horn
70W
T70 H.F. horn 70W .

0 36" horn 70W
MONITOR
ENCLOSURES
M100/12 1 x 12"
Wedge 100W
M1001151 x 15"
M200/15 1 x 15"

412.00 D24 St 24 ch
Multi wedge 200W ..
Mon Horn "A"
Mid/H. F.
Mon Horn "B" Ext
MIXING DESKS
D8 Mono 8 ch
D8 D -L Mono 8 ch
D16 St 16 ch

192.50
53.00
66.00
97.00
79.50

115.50
00

121.00
176.00
198.00
346.50

174.21
157.65

61.74
66.45

154.50

258.00

196.20

240.12

398.58

136.23

187.23
171.48
314.85

370.71

1275.00
184.98

12.78
58.68

185.79
229.80
870.00

WHITE WOODS

INST AMPLIFIERS
LW50 w sustain 70W
LW100 w sustain
120W
CM30 Combo w reverb
P.A. AMPLIFIERS
PA100 6 ch PA amp
100W
PA150 6 ch A amp
150W
PA200 6 ch PA amp
200W
POWER SLAVE
AMPLIFIERS
PS100 100W
PS150 150W
PS250 250W
PS300 300W 1st)
INSTRUMENT
ENCLOSURES
A2004 x 12" 200W
A150 x 15" fldd hn bs
enc 150W
A150H as A150 w mid
range hn
A250 1 x 18" fld hn bs
enc 200W
P.A. ENCLOSURES
S501 x 12 60W
S100 2 x 12" 120W

139.50

158.55
213.00

122.49

168.99

189.00

GUYATONE
GA280 47.58
GA380 64.97
GA480 90.36
GA580 127.17
GA5808 149.60
GA680 165.80
GA880 234.00
GA1050DR 279.45
GA1100DR 309.58
PS.101 Phaser 20.49

ZOOT-HORN (EX. VAT)
106.92 . All prices available on app).
119.43 BB 1 1 x 15" bin TBA
148.50 13 8 22 x 15" bin.
184.22 FB 5 mon. 75W

FB 6 mon. 150W
MB 1 2 x 12" ATC

157.68 MB 2 2 x 12" Gauss
HU8 driver + hn

216.63 ST203 Super drivers
CB15 1 x 15" bass enc

269.73 S D18 1 x 18" bass enc
SF1 4 -way PA cab . .

277.50 Modular custom
mixers

59.85 Electronic crossovers
84.82 Studio consoles

4019 Broadcaster 882.00 7393 16" 58.10 Londoner V 619.43 Paiste Cymbals and Gongs: No. 1 Seven Snd. set . 30.32

ASBA 4017 Big Band 810.00
4021 Grand Prix 859.00

7394 17" 61.10
7395 18" 68.40

Ultrapower VII
Starlighter IV

918.76
560.98

2002:
13" Hi -Hat Sound

No. 2 Seven Snd. set .

No. 3 Seven Snd. set .
35.67
61.60

4036 Monster II 1046.00 7395S 18" Swish 75.55 Greater London V. 658.75 Edge 96.91 No. 4 Seven Snd. set . 70.08
Asba Metal
24 x 14 bass 184.53

4031 Rock Concert ... 1543.00
4032 Jazz Rock 1190.00

7399 19" 75.55
7396 20" 81.71

Headliner IV
Londoner VI

455.33
695.13

14" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge 105.69

No. 5 Seven Snd. set
No. 6 Seven Snd. set .

70.08
70.08

22 x 14 bass
20x 14 bass
18x 14 bass
14x 9 Tom Tom
13 x 9 Tom Tom
16x 16 Tom Tom
12 x 8 Tom Tom
10 x 8 Tom Tom
15 x 10 Tom Tom
14 x 14 Tom Tom
15x 15 Tom Tom . .

171.92
167.79
161.49
99.65
95.51

151.05
92.36
89.21

103.78
142.57
146.72

4033 Disco Rock 1028.00
4034 Monster Plus .. 1294.00
4038 Nighthawk 867.00
4042 Recording 604.00
4043 Studio '' 710.00

7396P 20" Pang 85.76
7396520" Swish 85.76
7400 21" 89.90
7397 22" 102.15
7397S 22" Swish 102.15
AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
'BRILLIANT' CYMBALS
(Prices for all types except
Swich and Pang as stated)
738713 10" 34.99
7390813" 44.99

Londoner VII
Ultrapower VIII
Drums:
Dynasonic snare
5 x 14"
Dynasonic snare
61/2 x 14"
Superten stare
61/2 x 14"
Powertone, 14 x 20 bs
Powertone, 14 x 22 bs

822.37
983.15

113.94

113.94

87.50
135.50
147.84

15" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge

111543'' Hi -Hat
16" Crash, Med/Ride
18" Crash, Med/Rode
20" Crash, Med/Ride .
22" Crash, Med/Ride .
24" Crash, Med/Ride
18" China type

112.34
59.23

70.49t
63.07

40.25
48.48
60.11
76.90
92.71
70.08

No. 7 Seven Snd. set .
14" Joe Morello Hi -Hat
17" Joe Morello
18" Joe Morello
20" Joe Morello
2" Finger Cymbals .
22" Dark Ride
Cup Chimes with stand
Dixie Cymbals:
14" Hi -Hat
16" Hi -Hat

89.05
88.97
51.81
59.08
75.02

6.88
129.16
176.14

28.40
20.07

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES

18 x16 Tom Tom.... 157.35 73918 14" 59.24 Powertone 8 x 12 t.t. . 61.60 20" China type 89.04 18" Hi -Hat 25.39
Snares BEVERLEY 7391 14" Hihat pr .... 118.45 Power -tone, 9 x 13 t.t.. 64.66 8" Bell cymbal 30.23 20" Hi -Hat 33.25
14 x 5 wood 128.01 COMPLETE OUTFITS 7392615" 64.35 Powertone, 10 x 14 t.t. 70.84 11" Splash cymbal ... 35.96 Stambal:
14 x 5 metal 128.01 8001 5 -drum 336.50 7392 15" Hihat pr .... 128.69 Powertone, 12 x 15 t.t. 80.07 Formula 602: 14" Hi -Hat 40.55
14 x 61/2
Stands
Snare

136.28

31.50

8002 4 -drum 291.30
8003 6 -drum 421.85
8004 5 -drum 346.50

7393B 16" 57.00
7394817" 62.00
7395818" 67.50

Powertone, 16 x 16 t.t.
Powertone, 16 x 18...
Powertone, 18 x 20 t.t.

98.55110.89
154.02

g'e Hi -Hat Sound
Edge
14" Hi -Hat Sound

96.91
16" Hi -Hat
18" Hi -Hat
20" Hi -Hat

25.93
32.21
40.39

CongalBongo 8005 14 -drum 837.00 73958 18" Swich .... 78.01 Accusonic timpani 20 Edge 105.69
Tumbador 118.55 AVEDIS ZILDJIAN 7396B 20" 88.30 inch 504.86 15" Hi -Hat Sound
Quinto 102.40 CYMBALS 937685 20" Swish .. 88.30 Accusonic timpani 23 Edge 112.34
Bongos 48.17 (Prices for all 'ypes except 7397822" 110.30 inch 533.20 13" Hi -Hat 75.92
Metal bongos 36.62 Swich and Paag as stated) 7397BS 22" Swish ... 96.03 Accusonic timpani 26 14" Hi -Hat 80.90

(Available in Types and 643.17 15" Hi -Hat 90.49 FLETCHER,

D. H. BALDWIN
Weights as Catalogue)
73868" 24.51
7387 10" ... 29.00

Accusonic timpani 29
inch
Concert Tom -Toms

en1186

Thin
Thin.......Thin

51.66
62.15
77.52

COPPOCK Ur
NEWMANC.B.S. ARBITER

7389 12" 35.00 IEX. VAT) 39.08 222°:". 99.32
GRETSCH 739014" 39.01 10" 42.84 24" Thin 119.44
Outfits: 7391 13" 51.06 12" 45.40 18" Flat Ride Med.. 70.10 KENT
4023 Black Hawk .... 814.00 7391 14" Hihat pr 102.12 ROGERS 13" 47.91 20" Flat Ride-Med. 89.05 N5201 Apollo 5 229.00

4016 Name Band .... 649.00 739215" 56.16 Outfits: 14" 54.22 18" China type 70.10 N2501 Superstar 295.00

4026 Progressive Jazz. 649.00 739215" Hihat pr 112.36 Studio X 1035.89 15" 62.43 20" China type 89.05 N2501 Apollo 4 156.00
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HOHNER

SONOR
Outfits:
XK984 541.85
XK925 650.00
XK926 717.05
XK946 822.25
XK925 rosewood 1078.45
XK9212 Sound mchn . 1354.25
Snare -drums:
D565 14" x 51/2" 89.40
D566 14" x 65" 96.10
D561 Acrylic 139.40

Bass drums:
G138 18" x 14" 103.70
G320 20" . 14" 115.15
G320 22" x 14" 126.45
G324 24" x 14" 150.35
Tom-toms: (single -headed)
T706 6" x 5'h 55.50
T7088" x 51" Set . . 55.50
T71010" x 6 5" 51.65
T712 12" x 8" 54.90
T713 13" x 9" 54.90
T714 14" x 10" 63.55
T715 15" x 12" 85.30
T716 16" x 14" 86.30
Tom-toms: (double headed)
T72212"" x 8" 54.90
T723 13" x 9" 54.90
T724 14" x 10" 63.55
T625 15" a 12" 71.40
T734 14" x 14" . . 86.05
7736 16" x 16" 86.30
1738 18" a 16" 112.25
Snare drum stands:
Z5554 52.30
Cymbal stands:
25224 34.40
Z5227 16.40
Z5228 69.70
Z5229 34.40
Cymbals:
Zymbor
Z1002 12" 6.10
Z1003 13" 7.20
Z1005 14" 10.55
Z1007 16" 13.30
2100918" 19.25
2101120" 21.75
Turko:
2200212" 11.80
2.2003 13" 13.55
22005 14" 16.90
nock 15" 19.40
22007 16" 22.30
2200918" 29.45
Z201120" 38.40
22013 22" 48.95
Zyn:
272 12" 4.80
27414" 7.40
27515" 8.80
276 16" 10.40
278 18" 14.85
268S 18" sizzle 15.25
28620" 16.90
2695 20". sizzle 17.30
28222" 20.25

.6314/ PF 24" Bs
6314/SF 24" Bs
6314/ PNP 24" Bs
6314/SNP 24" Bs
6324/PW 24" Bs
024/ SV " Bs
6324/ PFW 24" Bs.
6324/sW 24" Bs
6324/ PF 24" Bs
6324/SF 24" Bs
6324/ PNP 24" Bs
6324/SNP 24" Bs
6332/ PFW 22" Bs
6332/SFVV 22" Bs
8339/PF 22" Bs
6332/SF 22" Bs
6332- PNP 22" Bs
6332/SNP 22" Bs
6342/ PW 22" Bs
6342/SW 22" Bs
6342/ PFW 22" Bs
6342/ SFW 22" Bs
6342/PF 22" Bs
6342/SF 22" Bs
6355/ PNP Concert
Tom-toms
6355/SNP Concert
Tom-toms
Snare Drums:
6356 Cust Metal Snare
5 x 14"
6357 Cust Brass Snare
5 x 14"
6358 Cust Brass Snare
61/2 x 14"
Accessories:
6360 Bs Drm Pedal .. .

6361 Hi -Hatstand
6362 Cymbal floor
stand
6363 Snare Drum
stand
6364 Cymbal Boom
stand
6365 Drummer's Stool

PEARL MAXWIN
Outfits:
6400 Stage -705 22" Bs
Drum
6401 Stage 704 22" Bs
Drum
6402 Studio 504 22"
Bs Drum
6403 Studio -503 20"
Bs Drum
Snare Drums:
6410 Snare Drum Kit
5 x 14, 12"
6411 Metal Snare
Drum, 55 x 14",
Chrome
6412 Wood Snare
Drum, 51 x 14"

Drum, 51 x 14"
Accessories:
6420 Bs Drum Pedal . .

6422 Hi -Hat Stand
6423 Cym Floor Std
6424 Snare Drm Std

TOSCO CYMBALS
14" Hi -Hats
15" Hi -Hats
16" Crash Ride

HORNBY-SKEWES 18" Medium Ride . .

20" Medium Ride ..

TFL102 75.00
TFL104 snare 19.95
HOSHINO
HSD500 .... 389.00
HCT8 295.00
H M300 159.00
JK510 snare 43.00
S480 Snare stand . 26.00
H280 Hihat stand 33.50
T360 Drum stool 33.00
C580 Boom stand . 33.00

NORLIN

PEARL DRUM OUTFITS
6300/ PFW 22 Bs.... 873.00
6300/SFW 22" Bs . . 952.00
6301/ PFW 24" Bs.... 902.00
6301/ SFW 24" Bs .. . 984.03
6302 /PFW 22" Bs.... 623.00
6302 SFW 22" Bs . . . 678.00
6302; PF 22" Bs 688.00
6302 / SF 22" Bs 742.00
6302/ PNP 22" Bs .. 653.00
6302/SNP 22" Bs . 708.00
6304 / PFVV 24" Bs 638.00
6304 / SFW 25" Bs 693.00
6304 / SFW 25" Bs . . 704.00
6304/ SF 24" Bs 759.00
6304 / PNP 24" Bs . . 666.00
6304 /SNP 24" Bs 722.00
6312 / PFW 24" Bs 557.00
6312 / SFW 22" Bs 546.00
6312 /PF 22" Bs 633.00
6312/SF 22" Bs 671.00
6312/ PNP 22" Bs . . 603.00
6312 /SNP 22" Bs . 643.00
6314, PFW 24" Bs... 591.00
6314/ SFW 24" Bs . . . 642.00
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ORANGE

Single drum kit
Double drum kit

PREMIER
(VAT)

677.00 5305
728.00 D305
642.00 308
642.00 8308
529.00 D308
571.00 604
529.00 8604
571.00 D604
603.00 605
633.00 8605
568.00 D605
610.00 606
494.00 8606
525.00 D606
557.00 717 w 20" BD
589.00 B717 w 22" BD
531.00 D717 w 24" BD
562.00 808 w 20" BD 
440.00 13808 w 22" BD
468.00 D808 w 24" BD
440.00 1030 20" BD
468.00 13103022" BD
496.00 D1030 24" BD
524.00 1031 w 20" BD

81031 w 22" BD
429.00 1033 w 20" BD

B1033 w 22" BD
468.00 B3304

B3305
D3717

51.00 Bass Drums:
124, 28 x 14"

71.00 125, 24 x 14"
126, 26x 14"

71.00 127, 18 x 12"
130, 20 x 14"

25.75 132, 22 x 14"
31.75 142, 22 x 14"

144, 24 x 14"
16.00 1150,20"

1152, 22"
18.25 1154,24"

1161, 20 x 14"
30.75 1163, 22 x 14"
39.50 1170, 20 x 12"

1171, 20 x 14"
1173, 22 x 14"
1175, 24 x 12"
Timbales:
531, 135 14.6
532, 13 14 x 6
531C
532C
Tom -Toms:
112
113
114
115
116
118
333
340
342
346

245.00

218.00

199.00

126.00

36.75

31.00

27.75

23.50

12.00
13.00

7.25
8.25

To order
To order

Snares:
33, 14
35, 14
36, 14 65
1002, 14 . 51
1005, 14x5/...,
1035, 14 x 5 '6"
1036,14x55"
2000, 14 . 51/2
2001, 14x5/"
2003, 14 . 51/2"
2005, 14 x 8"
2001 14 x 4"
Outfits lw / out cymbals)
202 2 20" BD
B202 w 22" BD
D202 w 24" BD
201
B201
B203
D203
B204
D204
304
13304
D304
305

433, 13.9"
435, 14 x 14"
436 16 x 20"
440, 14 x 10"
442, 12 x 8"
444, 14.9"
445, 15 x 12"

38.00 446
40.00 448, 18 x 16"
23.00 1433, 13 x 8"
33.00 1333
39.50 1340

1346
1435, 14 . 14"
1440, 14 x 10"
1441, 12 x 8"
1442, 12 x 8"
1445, 16 x 16"
1446, 16 x 16"
1448, 18 x 16"

537.00
549.00
573.50
575.00
587.00
473.00
474.00
486.50
563.00
564.50
576.50
704.00
707.00
731.00
648.50
650.00
662.00
865.50
868.50
892.50
369.00
373.50
378.50
246.00
250.00
292.00
296.00
546.50
600.50
739,50

100.50
96.00
99.50
73.50
82.50
84.00
96.00

105.00
69.50
74.00
79.00
61.00
63.50
54.50
55.00
59.00
64.00

110.00
102.00
110.00
102.00

33.50
36.50
44.00
51.00
54.00
57.00
54.50
60.00
51.00
77.00
86.00
48.50
63.50
76.50
54.00
44.50
51.00
61.50
69.50
76.50
31.00
37.00
39.00
53.00
44.50
39.50
23.00
29.50
37.50
46.50
48.50

ROSE -MORRIS

LUDWIG
Outfits:
995 Jazzette 690.00

72.50 980 Super Classic . 755.00
76.50 983 Hollywood 860.00
80.00 1000 Mach IV 935.00
37.50 1005 Mach V 1050.00
38.50 21301 Otcaplus 1699.59
59.00 2005 Quadraplus 1120.00
63.00 993 Pro Beat 1099.95
78.50 990 Deluxe Classic . 785.00
79.00 989 Big Beat 899.95
85.50 985 Rock -Duo 1160.00
87.00 964 Super Big Beat. 935.00
80.00 975 Triple Tom 1065.00

1001 Rock Machine 950.00
403.50 1007 Smoke 'n Fire . 970.00
402.00 2007 Overdrive 1150.00
414.00 2003 Power Factory 1330.00
388.50 987 Super Classic 20" 740.00
390.00 999 Deluxe Classic 24" 805.00
494.50 997 Big Beat 24" bs 910.00
503.50 981/TP Tivoli 22" 1295.00
580.00 982/TP Tivoli 24" 1310.00
589.00 1003 Mach IV 24" . 950.00
488.50 1006 Mach V 24" 1075.00
490.00 1004 Rock Machine 960.00
502.00 1009 Smoke 'n fire 26" 990.00
535.50 2006 Quadraplus 24" 1140

2008 Overdrive 24" .
2009 Overdrive 26" .
2100 SOund Projector .
2101 Sound Projector.
2110 Sound Projector .
2111 Sound Projector
2004 Power Factory
24"
992 Rock Duo 24".
2002 Octaplus 24"
Snare Drums:
410 Supersensitive 5"
411 Supersensitive
61/2"
400 Supaphonic 5"
402 Supaphonic 65"
404 Aerate
405 Piccolo 3"
418 Black Beauty 5"
419 Black Beauty 61/2"
416 Superphonic Black
Beauty 5"
417 Superphonic Black
Beauty 61/2"
407 White Vistalite 5"
Stands and Fittings:
201 Speed King Pedal
205 Ghost Pedal
1130 Tubular Hi -Hat
stand
1374 Tubular s/d stnd
1405 Tubular cymbal
stand
1410 Tubular boom
stand
1020 Tubular throne .
Tom -Toms:
942 12 x 8 Tom Tom
Super Classic
944 13 x 9 Tom Tom
Super Classic
946 14 x 10 Tom Tom
Super Classic
947 15 x 12 Tom Tom
Super Classic
948 14 x 14 Floor Tom
Tom Super Classic . . .

950 16x 16 Floor Tom
Tom Super Classic
952 18x 16 Floor Tom
Tom Super Classic
954 20x 18 Floor Tom
Tom Super Classic
487 6 x 51 Melodic
Tom Tom
488 8 x 5 1/2 Melodic
Tom Tom 49.95
489 10 x 61 Melodic
Tom Tom 66.50
461 12 x 8 Melodic
Tom Tom 72.00
462 13 x 9 Melodic
Tom Tom 78.95
463 14 x 10 Melodic
Tom Tom 84.95
464 15 x 12 Melodic
Tom Tom 97.95
465 16 x 14 Melodic
Tom Tom 114.50
Bass Drums:
920 20 x 14 Bass Drum
Super Classic 205.50
922 22 x 14 Bass Drum
Super Classic 219.95
924 24 x 14 Bass Drum
Super Classic 237.50
926 26 x 14 Bass Drum
Super Classic 252.95
For price of stainless steel
drums, add approx. 10%.

1160.00
1170.00
1175.03
1195.00
1495.00
1515.00

1345.00
1190.00
1725.00

CYMBALS.
Avedis Zildjian Products
5241 8"
524210"
534412"
5243 13"
524414"
5245 15"
524616"
524717"
524818"
524919"
522020"
5261 21"
5221 22"
5345 24"
5346 26"
5347 28"
534830"
Zilco
5321 8"
5992 13" hi -hats pr . .

5323 14" hi -hats pr
532416"
532518"
532620"
532722"
5330 Pro -Set 1
5331 Pro -Set 2

193.00

199.95
123.95
129.95
96.50

113.95
220.00
224.00

149,50

154.00
84.00

42.95
59.95

49.95
40.95

36.95

49.95
39.95

107.50

109.95

114.50

123.50

145.95

159.95

184.50

214.50

48.50

24.50
29.00
35.00
39.00
45.00
48.00
51.00
56.00
61.00
67.00
74.00
80.00
90.00

106.00
123.00
143.00
163.00

14.10
44.20
52.20
30.20
36.20
42.30
52.30
79.65

123.00

ROSETTI

EMI HAMMA
880 Kit
W880 Kit (wood -shell
side drum)
770 Kit

524.95

524.95
399.95

W770 Kit (wood -shell
side drum)
660 Kit
W660 Kit (wood shell
side drum)
Drums and Accessories:
715222" bass drum
715424" bass drum
7442 12 x 8 tom tom
7443 13 x 9 tom tom .
7440 14 x 10 tom tom
7446 16 x 16 floor torn
tom
7448 18 x 16 floor tom
tom
7035 14 x 55 snare
7033 14 x 51/2 wood -
shell snare
7521 bass drum pedal
K ZILDJIAN
10" crash
13" hi -hat
14" hi hat
16" hi hat
16" crash
18" crash/ride
20" crash/ride
22" crash/ride
IZMIR
12"
13"
14"
15"
16"
18"
20"

BRONZE 800
13"
14"
16"
18"

18" Flat
20" Flat
18" Swish
20" Swish
20" Pang

9645 snare drum 86.47
399.95 9675 snare drum 80.72
339.95 9676 snare drum 87.55

9678 snare drum 119.50
339.95 9205 snare drum 105.06

9206 snare drum 113.42
81.50 9245 snare drum 85.30
86.50
39.50
43.25
45.65

63.00

70.50
60.00

58.35
18.35

24.00
36.00
43.00
50.00
50.00
62.00
72.00
89.00

11.95
13.95
20.00
21.50
24.50
30.95
38.95
55.00

10.75
13.50
15.50
24.50
28.95
24.50
28.95
24.50
28.95
28.95

SUMMERFIELD

SUPERSTAR
9034 drum outfit
9040 drum outfit
9049 drum outfit
9294 drum outfit
9295 drum outfit
9296 drum outfit

IMPERIAL STAR
8904 drum outfit
8936 drum outfit
8989 drum outfit
8993 drum outfit
8987 drum outfit
8908 drum outfit
8935 drum outfit
8705 drum outfit
8704 drum outfit

ROYAL STAR
7917 drum outfit
7925 drum outfit
7935 drum outfit

SWING STARS .
7245 drum outfit

SUPERSTAR
9520 bass drum
9522 bass drum
9524 bass drum
9618 bass drum
9620 bass drum
9622 bass drum
9624 bass drum
2922 CS bass drum
9224CS bass drum

IMPERIAL STAR
8518 bass drum
8520 bass drum
8522 bass drum
R577CS bass drum
8524 bass drum
8524C5 bass drum ..
8526 bass drum
8822 bass drum
8824 bass drum

ROYAL AND SWING
STAR
SA7520 bass drum ...
7520 bass drum
SA7522 bass drum
TD7822 bass drum
7522 bass drum
7522CS bass drum
7220 bass drum
7320 bass drum
7322 bass drum

SUPERSTAR
9275 snare drum .....
9650 snare drum
9606 snare drum

615.95
729.00

1237.46
694.90
766.65
864.98

586.85
728.64
932.08

1273.44
824.69
932.00
647.62
588.57
528.00

613.55
447.85
484.65

331.00

139.36
158.58
169.85
126.90
136.26
153.20
165.06
180.16
194.60

110.70
116.23
130.88
133.17
141.20
143.78
150.92
135.16
145.99

98.70
98.70

112.40
155.49
112.40
116.23
81.02
88.68
97.00

81.83
106.50
114.98

IMPERIAL STAR
8005 snare drum
8006 snare drum
8045 snare drum
8046 snare drum
8505 snare drum
8506 snare drum
8545 snare drum
8546 snare drum
8588 snare drum
8578 snare drum
8585 snare drum
8075 snare drum
8575 snare drum
8555 snare drum
8675 snare drum
8678 snare drum
8685 snare drum
8688 snare drum

ROYAL AND SWING
STAR
7075 snare drum
7588 snare drum
SA7576 snare drum
TD7876 snare drum
7576 snare drum
7204 snare drum
7306 snare drum
7308 snare drum

117.92
113.10
94.38

106.59
102.00
110.36
82.25
90.60

133.18
111.16
102.80
80.72
77.67
89.15
95.98

120.43
117.33
150.40

60.40
60.40
47.29
54.58
47.29
37.64
41.10
44.56

SUPERSTAR
9512 tom tom 70.56
9513 tom tom 74.61
9612 tom tom 68.06
9613 tom tom 72.40
9514 tom tom 86.40
9614 tom tom 84.70
9515 tom tom 91.55
9615 tom tom 89.34
9212CS tom tom 64.82
9213CS tom tem 71.59
9214CS torn tom 83.89
9215CS tom tom 96.27

IMPERIAL STAR
8512 tom tom
8512CS torn tom
8812 torn torn
8513 tom torn
8513CS torn torn
8813 tom torn
8514 tom tom
8514C5 tom torn
8814 tom tom
8515 torn tom
8515CS tom tom
8516 torn torn

ROYAL AND SWING
STAR
SA7521 tom tom drm .
T D7812 tom tom drm
7512 tom tom
7512CS torn tom drm
SA7513 torn tom drm
TD7813 torn torn drm
7513 tom tom drm
7513CS tom tom drm
7212 tom torn
7213 tom torn
7312 tom tom
7313 torn torn

SUPERSTAR
8536 floor tom toms .
9538 floor tom toms .
9634 floor toms
9636 floor tom toms
9638 floor tom toms
9234CS floor tom toms
9234S floor torn toms .
9236CS floor torn toms
9238CS floor torn toms

IMPERIAL STAR
85344 floor torn tom ..
8536 floor tom tom
8536CS floor tom tom.
8538 floor tom tom ...
8538CS floor tom tom.
8836 floor tom tom ..

ROYAL AND SWING
STAR
SA7534 floor tom torn
7534 floor torn tom .. .

SA7536 floor tom tom
TD7836 floor torn tom.
7536 floor tom torn .. .

7536CS floor torn torn.
7234 floor tom tom
7334 floor tom torn ...
7336 floor torn tom

SUPERSTAR
9556 concert tom torn.
9558 concert tom tom.
9560 concert torn torn.

53.84
55.24
56.27
57.00
58.56
59.58
66.58
68.13
68.87
71.22
72.77
76.68

42.28
50.38
42.28
44.41
44.34
57.08
44.34
46.70
34.84
37.27
3703
40.00

109.45
118.44
100.10
109.97
118.07
108.57
108.57
126.90
139.21

83.89
90.67
92.22
99.66

101.50
92.88

69.53
69.53
74.83

110.26
74.83
78.22
52.96
56.42
63.71

32.85
36.39
42.42



KEYBOARDS
Vox Concord organ .

Pianovox
232.50
216.61

KM
Super Dolphin 9822
KM
Super Dolphin 9922K

929.00

1161.00
1610.00

BALDWIN

Models: Phoenix 1222 1937.00
124A
E10

TBA
J. T. COPPOCK

8022
8122

1961.00
2934.00

124B Aurora 8222 3433.00
124BC Monarch 16322 4591.00
E1OR ELGAM Grandee 11222 5751.00
E1OL 1049R w Rthm 199.00 Concorde 2307 7165.00
E1OLR 2049R w Rthm 250.00 Sounder I 431.00
125A 13 -note Pedalboard for Sounder III 815.00
E1OLB Portables 47.00 X5 1475.00
E1OLB Match 7C 65.00 A/V64 269.00
130A Match 12C 75.00
130AC 237 Console 470.00
126 237C w/recdr 615.00
130D 244 Console 730.00
130DC 244C w/recdr 840.00
56A Ringo w rthm 139.00
56D 3049 R 325.00
711
CT100A

Melody WA
Melody

375.00
470.00 HOHNER

CTIOOD Symphony WA 439.00
CT100D Talisman 980.00
C630 Talisman S 825.00 Clavinet D6 495.00
4E 240 560.00 Pianet T 345.85
2100 Crystal 750.00
PR200A Crystal C 870.00 KORG
C620 Royal 1300.00 700S 497.95
E110 (Piano) Snoopy piano 170.00 770 474.55
E105 (Piano) Broadway 444 1050.00 8000V 836.80

Cosmic 333 770.00 VCF 97.35
Cabinets: Mistral 655.00 Bass synth 337.70
3ET Serenade 350.00 Pre-set synth 528.50
3S Fantasy 299.00 Poly I ensemble 867.85
3PR Symphony 530.00 Poly II ensemble 945.85
3ETE 610R 445.00 Multi effects 59.85

Tuning trainer 85.75
Rhythm trainer 83.60

Piano

BOOSEY tt
HAWKES

K1
K2
K4

255.70
499.75
299.75ELKA ORLA

(ELECTROSONICS) Bass 2 199.50

X705
X55 P Portable

2420.28
1160.17

Stand
Piano legs

34.90
26.10

Cavendish 750
Cavendish 1000
Cavendish 1500

465.00
549.00
720.00

Concorde 602
Capri 101P
Elkapiano 88

432.88
512.95
302.33

Cavendish 2000 805.00 Elkarhapsody 490 368.80
Cavendish Portable 995.00 Preludio 22L 1063.29

Sonorous Speakers
601
602

425.00
560.00

Elkarhapsody 610 . ...
Elkasoloist 505
Elka 'String Bass'
Pedalboard

607.73
369.31

73.18
HORNBY-SKEWES

Crescendo 303 1725.64
Artist 606 2061.69 3718P Rainbow Reed
Artist 707 2905.86 Organ 65.00
Rm. 100 amp 303.82

BRODR
Elkatone 610PR
Elkatone 615PRS .

592.17
734.83

EKO Electronic chcird
organs

JORGENSEN Elkavox 77P 1741.72
3161 Auto Tivoli 18A.. 179.00
3162 Tivoli Elite 330.00

ROLAND Portable organs
Guitar synth 1701.65 3260 EKO New Tiger
MC8 micro -composer. 4522.85 FARFISA 49 375.00
Rhythm Units: 3261 EKO New Tiger
TR33 Rhythm box.... 202.20 61 475.00
TR55 250.09 Balfour 475.95 3262 EKO New Tiger
TR66 w/auto rhy . 250.09 Beaumont 664.60 Duo 525.00
TR77 371.41 Belgrave 875.76
Keyboards Balmoral 965.76 Electronic Console Organs
SH 1000 Syn 675.77 Berkeley 1237.48 3201 Tivoli 49R 145.00
SH3A Syn 690.66 Beresford 1594.01 3024 EKO Altair 549.00
SH2000 Syn 799.00 Buckingham 1998.74 200MPH Crumar
SH 5A Syn 1063.14 Church 25 1296.00 Rapide 435.00
System 100 1803.85 Church 5 373.84
System 700
EP 30 Elec piano
RS 202 String
MPA100 amp
MP700

14436.34
637.45
675.00
514.01

1072.00

Pro Duo
VIP 600
Pro Elec Piano
Transivox TX1
Transivox TX2

1051.74
873.96
476.85

1013.53
1096.61

Electronic Piano
RP10 Crumar Road-
runner
RP20 Crumar Road -
racer

279.00

333.00
MP700+ amp 1586.01 Transivox TX10M . . . 1134.82
VK6 organ
VK9 organ

REVO SYSTEMS
RD150

2499.00
4499.00

999.00

Scandalli 137
Scandali XIV
Scandalli Super IV
Scandalli Super VI
Polyfonico XIV

342 27
428.67
440.30
586.51
438.64

Add-on Electronic
Keyboard
10.026 Logan String
Melody II 549.00

RD150W 1099.00 A251 Cordovox 3346.30
Model Super IV 440.31
Model Super VI 549.96
Syntorchestra 470.76
Cordovox A210 981.25
Cordovox CG6 2193.75

C.B.S. ARBITER Cordovox A250 2475.00

AMPLIFIERS
RSC 350 747.68

KEMBLE

Rhodes Suitcase
Piano, 88 note
Rhodes Suitcase

900.55

RSC 180
OR 200
TR 70

377.16
505.10
265.84

YAMAHA
CP30 895.00

Piano, 73 note 818.40 CP70 2250.00
Rhodes Stage Piano, CS50 1125.00
88 note 981.15 CS60 1950.00
Rhodes Stage, Piano, CS80 3985.00
73 note 818.40 HAMMOND A0112T 265.00
Super Satellite Power' A4115H 399.00
Spkrs 899.00 52115H 268.00
Rhodes Piano Bass .. . ' 457.25 Super Dolphin 9722 P2100 333.00

1155 Rapier
1160 Le Grande Royale
1165 Sabre
1184 Troubadour . . .

629.00
799.99
945.00

1229.00

KENTUCKY P.K.P.

201 Challenger 930.00 Kitten synthesizer... 495.00 1263 Cameo Royale . . 1110.00
301 Explorer
101 Adventurer

1230.00
1650.00

Cat. SRM synthesizer. 745.00 1265 Cameo Supreme
184 Troubadour

1499.00
1110.00

400 Petit 4 335.00 Multivox 267 Californian Quad . 2159.00
1001 Sound Processor MX20 piano 399.00 287 Californian Theatre 2765.00
36 370.00 MX30 piano 499.00 371 Monticello w
500 Chester 575.00 MX202 strings 559.00 Moog Synthesizer . .. 2559.00
525 Winchester 850.00 MX2000 synth 649.00 372 Monticello Theatre

MX3000 synth 995.00 w Moog synthesizer . . 2749.00
871 Celebrity Royale w
Moog synthesizer . . .. 5399.00
2001 Odyssey 3349.00
1055 Synti synthesizer

LIVINGSTONE w pre sets
652 Cordovox portable

449.00

Chorister 61MB 469.00
ROSE -MORRIS

(with stand)
284 Californian deluxe

949.00
2485.00

Abbey Chapel 728.00
Abbey Chapel
Chorale 30

800.00
1240.00

330 Avon, with rthm . 149.95

Chorister 2-69 1750.00 Synthesisers
Custom Instruments 281 Mini-Korg 700S .. 497.95

from 2850.00 279 Mini-Korg 800. . . 836.80
277 Korg Bass 337.70 WOODS

SPEAKER CABINETS 301 Korg Preset 528.50
2 Chan Wall Cab 150.00 306 Korg Polyphonic. . 867.85
3 Chan Wall Cab 180.00 305 Korg Tuning Condor T 384.75
2 Chan Stnd Cab Trainer 85.75 Condor Duo 467.43
(Pedals only) 150.00 307 Korg Polyphonic II 945.85 Imperative 1146.96
2 Chan Stnd Cab (5 ft) 150.00 306 Korg 770 474.55 Personal Duo 558.90
3 Chan Stnd Cab (5 ft) 180.00 313 Korg Micro Preset 295.00 President 780.84

EXTRAS (Op)
Melodic Bs.
Rev (Echo)
Encl/Unencl Sw
Add Express Ped .

Headpho Sock
Headpho (Ster/Mon)

from

51.00
45.00
10.00
51.00
10.00

6.00

314 Korg PS3100 Poly.
278 Korg VCF Effector
309 Korg Mr. Multi
pedal

1925.00
97.35

59.85

Syntex
Vedette
K.0
Symphony Stereo
MG.40T
New Festival
Fiesta
SM 3300 BS '
SM 3300 BL

690.18
273.78
413.10
612.36
421.87
514.68
572.06

1020.93
1095.18

Melodic 2406 1061.43
Melodic 2401 1134.00

ROSETTI Prestige 340S
Prestige 365L

1393.87
2111.62

MACARI Gran Festival 685.12

9700 MX30 425.00 Gran Fiesta 826.87

EMS Synthi AKS 961.20 9701 Rockyboard . . . 399.95

EMS V.0 S 3 810.00
EMS D.K.2 Keyboard. 248.40
Sola Compact-elecpno 175.00

WURLITZER

STATESIDE
480.73

NORLIN 320305 686.25
ARP 360 859.50
Axxe 589.00 375 1098.00

LOWREY Odyssey 992.00 400 1123.87
Orch Holiday + Genie 2668.00 2600 1976.25 415 1357.87
Symp Holiday + Genie 3282.00 Pro/ DGX 837.00 542 1588.50
Magic Genie 795.00 Omni 1298.13 546D 1472.75
Debut 795.00 Little Brother 294.50 555D 1957.50
Camival 985.00 Sequencer 558.00 605 2505.37
Encore 1350.00 Minus Noise Mixer . . 581.25 800 2747.25
Jamboree 1799.00 802 2747.25
Jubilee 2200.00 805. 3244.50
Coronation 4515.00 4700 4432.37
Contempo 80 4604.00 200 Electronic piano .. 551.25
Promenade 6450.00 429 Adventurer 991.00
Celebration 8750.00 Pianos:

M106 1.04
177113.08MOOG SYNTHESISERS THOMAS 2109

Mini -Moog 1150.00 2126 Fruitwood 851.88
Sonic Six 1166.00 2126 Ital. prov. walnut 905.04
Taurus Pedal Synth 659.00 1129 Cavalier 419.00 2850 988.20
Micro -Moog 648.00 1135 Falcon 559.00 270 Butterfly 977.00

MANUFACTURERS AND
DISTRIBUTORS!

Help us to keep these price
guides up to date by notifying
Beat Instrumental by the 1st
of the preceding month of
any intended price alterations
-up or down!!
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IOMMI
TONY

the onlyhas always bought the only strings he'll play.

kat°
strings -sounds
of success in
Black Sabbath
Available from
your dealer now.
General Music Strings,
Treforest, Mid -Glamorgan.
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. 1

Proprietors:
D. M. Turner & A. P. Hope

276 PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON W10 5TE Telephone: 01-969 5822
01-9601109

* * * 20%-30% Discount on all U.S.A. Outfits * * *
No Middlemen equals Lower Prices at the

L.D.C.

LUDWIG
LIST DISCOUNT

Power Factory Outfit 1345 1076
Overdrive Outfit 1160 928
Rock Machine Outfit 960 768
Big Beat Outfit 900 720
Any Outfit Ordered Direct from USA.

ROGERS
LIST DISCOUNT

Concert 7 Outfit 1020 765
Greater Londoner 838 699
Londoner Five 788 591
Starlighter Four 714 535

SNARE DRUMS
BLACK BEAUTY SNARE DRUMS 5" Superten 98 87

416 5" Supraphonic 150 128 .6 1/2 " Superten 111 88
417 61/2" Supraphonic 154 131 5" Dynasonic 145 116
418 5" Supersensitive 220 187 6'h" Dynasonic 149 119
419 6'/z" Supersensitive 224 191 MEMRILOC STANDS

CHROME SNARE DRUMS Supreme Bass Pedal 69 49
400 5" Supraphonic 124 105 Supreme Hi -Hat 69 49
402 6'/z" Supraphonic 130 110 Memriloc Cymbal Stand 42 29
410 5" Supersensitive 193 164 Memriloc Snare Stand 42 29
411 6'/z" Supersensitive 200 170 SLINGERLAND

GRETSCH 5lN Super Rock Kit 750
7 Drum Concert Outfit 1015 760 50N New Rock Kit 699
Broadkaster (Natural) 930 699 IN Deluxe Outfit 650
Broadkaster (Standard) 882 661 Any Outfit Ordered Direct from USA.
Grand Prix (Natural) 869 651 All Outfits in this ad. Priced with Stds., Stock
Grand Prix (Standard) 859 644 Et- Prices correct at time of going to press.

HUGE SELECTION OF PAISTE Et ZILDJIAN CYMBALS, REMO ROTOTOMS & HEADS, STIX, LATIN
PERCUSSION, SPARES Et ACCESSORIES. * * * RECOVERING * * * HIRE * * *
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som dui ve 66 Victoria Rd, Romford,
Essex, England

Tel: Romford (0708) 25919

RIG 12/400
12 -CHANNEL 400 WATT
STEREO PA SYSTEM-
Cornplete and ready to use
£985 inc vat
RIG 12/400M
As above but with the
addition of 2x12 mid cabs

RIG 16/1300
16 -CHANNEL 1300 WATT
STEREO PA SYSTEM with
3 -way electronic crossover-

Complete and ready to use
£3175 inc vat

The first really comprehensive
catalogue exclusively of PA &

Live Sound equipment!

Send a large Stamped
Addressed Envelope (12%p

i\ or 2 International Reply
Coupons) for your FREE
Catalogue and full up-to-

date price list

NEVER MIND THE KILOWOCKS! HERE'S THE SOUND PRESSURELEVELS
These are two examples of our new series of High Efficiency rigs featuring JBL speakers and Trace Elliot

amplification
RIG HE12/500 RIG HE16/750
High Efficiency High Efficiency
12 -Channel 500 watt 16 -Channel 750 watt
stereo PA system- stereo PA system -
3 -way electronic 3 -way electronic
crossover- JBL crossover- optional
drivers and Trace 1x18 or 2x15 bass
Elliot amplification- bin- JBL drivers and
Complete and ready Trace Elliot
to use amplification-
RIG 12/500S Complete and ready
As above but utilising to use
standard drivers and
MM amplification Uc/tra

e
-rokv

Bass
E rna

factured
ude

enc
by SouncLve

ve "u

ABOVE ARE SHOWN FOUR OF OUR
OFF -THE -SHELF PA RIGS. WE ALSO SUPPLY

AND BUILD CUSTOM RIGS TO ANY
SPECIFICATION USING COMPONENTS FROM:

AKG, ALLEN & HEATH, ATC, ALTEC, BEYER, CANARY, CELESTION, CERWIN VEGA, ELECTRO-VOICE,
GAUSS, H H, JBL MM, PACE, PEAVEY, RCF, RSD, SHURE, SOUNDCRAFT, VITAVOX AND MANY MORE

WE STOCK: BACKLINE AMPS AND CABS, DI BOXES, ECHOES, GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS, GUITARS, KEYBOARDS,
MIKES, MIXERS, MONITORS, MULTICORES, SPEAKERS AND MUCH MORE

ON PARLE FRANCAIS EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME WIR SPRECHEN DEUTSCH

HP  PART EXCHANGE  BARCLAY & ACCESS CARDS- REPAIR SERVICE  SECOND HAND GEAR BOUGHT AND SOLD

WRITE NOW OR RING FOR DETAILS
OPENING HOURS: 9.30 to 6.00 MONDAY TO SATURDAY-CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY



Introducing Ike
All New SABRE'
Guitar!

Try our ALL -NEW ORIGINAL that takes up where the old
originals left off.

What's so new, you say? Just look
How about great sustain and light weight at the same time?

Impossible? Try it. You have to play it to believe it!
And a lever switch for pickup selection that's positioned for

fast action. Not new, you say? Well, how about a phase reversal
switch that works no matter what position the lever switch is in?
Now that's new!

How many humbuckers have you ever played that didn't
crowd your finger picking style? Check the SABRE'STM super
narrow humbucker design and all the free picking space that's
left between them.

And who but Music Man would go to the trouble to design
two different width pickups? The string passes directly over the
center of each large -diameter magnet on both pickups! Bend that
string all you want and there's no drop -out from the string
'leaving the magnet. That's the kind of attention to detail that
you would expect from people with our experience.

Don't overlook the heavy cast brass bridge. That's where the
sustain comes from. And the special design (patent applied for)
which creates a recessed well for six stainless steel bridge
sections, each individually adjustable for string height and
length. And each one has internal adjustment screws that won't
interfere with your picking and muting techniques.

With all this, you get the micro -powered preamp which gives
you separate bass and treble controls as well as a bright switch
and low impedance output. This means you can run the volume
control at one or two and the tone doesn't change-no treble
loss. And you can run a 50 -foot cord if need be-still no treble
loss.

Yes, those old originals may' have been the best thing around
for a long time, but take a look at some of the other things
we've done. . . .

We had our tuning keys manufactured to our specifications by
H. Schaller under our Patent Number 4046050. A tapered
string post design forces the strings to lie flat against the head,
improving the string tension over the nut. And the nut, itself, is
rock -hard Melamine for long wear and precise notching.

To make sure you're comfortable with our new axe, it comes
with a choice of necks. If you like jumbo frets and a flat finger
board for easy string bending, try the SABRE ITM. If you prefer
an oval finger board (71/2 " radius) for comfortable, untiring,
country -style fingering, play the SABRE IITM

If we don't have your attention by now, keep looking for one
of those old originals. . . .with half the performance at twice the
price! And, yes, we almost forgot-SABRESTM are made in the
U.S.A. by the people most experienced when it comes to
building originals!

MUSIC MAN, INC.
The experience people.

P.O. Box 4589
Anaheim, CA 92803

UK and Eire Distributors
Music Man Division
STRINGS & THINGS Ltd. 20 Chartwell Road
Churchill Industrial Estate
Lancing, W. Sussex BN15 8TU



an already successful power
amplifier currently working with
many studios & louring bands,

40011 slave amp

restyled for a ne ok go match
its exceptional performance.

200 Watts r.m.s. per channel.

Frequency response:- 6Hz-80 KHz

Distortion:- Less than 0.1% @ lkHz

Power band width:- 10Hz-28KHz
Slew Rate:- 20v. u sec.

'LED' Output meters:- 28dB + 8dB

Fitted cannon connectors!

019" rack mounting.

Send coupon for brochure and
nearest Frunt stockist

Name

Address

To:- Soundout Laboratories Ltd,
91, Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey, England.
Telephone 01-399 3392 Telex 8951073/SNDOUT/G


